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DIALOGUE

EDITORIAL

Not To Be Ignored
BY

ROBERT

IVY,

FAIA

t is a subject we try to avoid, one we shy away from discussing.

Architects with specialties in a particular subject matter make

Many architects neither understand nor want to understand

.another group of strong candidates to lead design-build teams. The company

design-build: preconceptions and lack of knowledge about this

called IDEA, which programs, designs, and constructs buildings, grew out of

project delivery method abound. Some say that it works best for

the experience of Cambridge Seven Associates, authorities in aquarium

repetitive, "dumb" projects like parking garages, or that quality invariably

design. Their success in one building type, which led to a separate design -

suffers in the face of time or money constraints. Architects often lament ced-

build-management enterprise, provides an example for design professionals

ing their traditional, central role in planning and design to someone else, a

schooled in other specialized building types, including laboratories, hospitals,

nebulous "design-build entity" that employs the architect and horns in on

sports facilities, and theaters.

I

what had been the design professional's turf Some architects fear losing
money; others fear the unknown.

Financial rewards for outstanding performance may follow the
leader, but greater control of a project's outcome, in terms of cost or comple-

No one, however, can afford to ignore design-build today.

tion time, can also mean greater liability if, for example, interest rates should

Statistics show that construction volume employing design-build is rising

rise or material costs skyrocket. Because compromises in quality may ensue,

consistently and, according to the Design-Build Institute, is expected to sur-

the right team is critical for a successful job: responsible clients, who know

pass 50 percent of all building by 2010. Even though their data sound

what they want and will make trustworthy partners; contractors familiar

optimistic, we still must wonder what is attracting clients to design-build.

with other team members and experienced in the project type; and architects

Simplicity is one obvious draw. A single contract with an early

with education or training in business and a taste for risk.

fixed cost can be seductive to clients who are tired of legal wrangles, change

Design-build is not for everyone, as team member or leader. Most

orders, and bid conflicts. Those paying the bills read the new relationship as

architects are generalists by nature and training, capable of picking up new

offering "less lawyers, less money, less time." A 1997 study by Pennsylvania

problems and applying a critical method, with results tailored for individu-

State University found that design-build is a quicker project delivery

als and communities. However, for those architects who love the role of

method- an amazing 33 percent faster than traditional design-bid-build,

architect as builder, who seek more control of the entire design and con-

according to their research. Design-build also saved money in the study,

struction process, architect-led design-build may be the path to greater

though savings in money were less dramatic than those in time. And mea-

satisfaction and, perhaps, higher compensation. Rather than ignore this new

suring quality remains problematic.

opportunity, let's learn about it, prepare for it, change it if we have to, and

If design -build is attractive to our clients, the critical question for
architects is how to benefit from it. One answer is to promote the architect as

employ design-build when it is to our benefit. That would be designing, and
building, success.

leader of the design-build team. Many architects, as comfortable on muddy
job sites as in corporate boardrooms, already share a strong interest in the
craft of building. Those who would like a more hands-on relationship with
construction are likely candidates to lead design-build ventures.
10.98 Architectural Record
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LETTERS
Lewin House overwhelmed?

I consider to be an irresponsible

Accessing Barragan

young new cultural advisor, Daniel

and prejudiced commentary on a

In your "Foreign Press Roundup"

Patrick Moynihan, took Warnecke's

brilliant achievement by Steven

for August [page 46], Fernando

design, which had been approved

Ehrlich.

Gonzalez Gortazar equates the Vitra

by the GSA, and gave it to other

Design Museum's (VDM) purchase

architects with closer ties to the

design decisions made on the addi-

to [Julius Shulman and David

of Luis Barragan's professional

administration for the completion of

tion to Richard Neutra's 1938 Lewin

Glomb's] photograph at the top of

archives with "looting:• Given that

construction documents. The rea-

House will explain why my clients

page 76. How could Hines call this

the widow of Barragan's ex-partner

son: Warnecke had been too close

and I chose not to adhere to the

addition "overwhelming"? Hines

openly sold these materials to a

to the Kennedys and to LBJ. In any

preservationist philosophy cham-

did not evaluate Ehrlich's effort to

well -known and well-respected art

case, the scheme was never con -

pioned by Thomas Hines in his

diminish the horrible volume of traf-

dealer only after she was unable to

structed.

criticism [August, page 74].

fic noise by dampening the sounds.

find a buyer in Mexico (the dealer

- Warren A Megrian, A/A

I call Thomas Hines's attention

The following rational and intuitive

Seismic activity is a prevailing con-

later sold the collection to VDM),

Warnecke Institute of Design,

years purchased the vacant lot next

cern as well, and the reinforced-

this seems an oddly incendiary

Art and Architecture

door to prevent construction of a

concrete segments that Hines criti-

claim.

San Francisco

large new home five feet from their

cizes serve as anchors. And the

property line and to add program

"spiderleg outriggings"? The roof

and experience, the Barragan

Three-headed monster

necessities.

required support that would not be

Foundation-now independent of

Your piece on the Ronald Reagan

too imposing. So what if Neutra

VDM-has hardly "hindered the dis-

Building was just and fair in its sum-

scarce amenity. The Lewin House

didn't use the spiderleg until later in

semination of what [Barragan] was"

mary of this complex project. We

addition provided eight new parking

his career? If Ehrlich realized that

or "inhibited studies of his work";

were the prime contractor for both

spaces (three garaged) and storage

the design would function well, so

the profusion of recent books and

the concrete frame and the stone

with housekeeper's quarters above.

be it!

articles on the architect, whatever

skin of the project. Both were large

their quality, is enough to refute

trade packages of tremendously

The current owners of eight

Parking at the beach is a

These elements, on the street side

As for the "public losing its en-

Judging from my knowledge

of the existing house, formed an

counter with this significant example

these claims. In fact, it is through

challenging scope and complexity.

L-shaped addition that blocks out

of Southern California Modernism," I

the foundation 's efforts that the first

We believe mandating a single entity

the constant roar of the adjacent

respond, "Where have you been?"

serious, archive-based studies of

to control the project (rather than a

highway and defines a tranquil

The public roars past the house at

Barragan's work are now possible.

three-headed entity) would have

courtyard.

70 mph. Even in its early years, the

The Barragan Foundation (whose

greatly enhanced the efficiencies of

house did not attract the public.

staff of two has provided under-

the project.

entertainment area. The solution, a

-Julius Shulman, Hon. A/A

standably limited access during the

minimal pavilion with "disappearing

Los Angeles

initial cataloging and conservation

The clients wanted a large

glass;· fuses into the courtyard.
The pavilion's roof curve in section

I drive by the Lewin residence every

But hindsight is always 20/20.
We take pride in having participated

of the collection) deserves credit for

in this grand project. We can also

its devotion to the paper legacy of

vouch for the fact that the highest

relates to the Lewin 's half-round liv-

day, always looking for its facade in

an architect whose built legacy was

level of quality has gone into its fin-

ing room plan. The steel "spiderlegs"

the jumble of jam-packed beach

so long neglected at home.

ished fabric. This superior quality is

are a quote of and a respectful

residences. Unfortunately, there are

-Keith Eggner

due to the combined efforts of all

gesture toward a later period of

no views for passing pedestrians,

University of Nevada, Las Vegas

the participating parties, from archi-

Neutra's career.

except from the bluff above. Ehrlich,

Las Vegas

tects and engineers to the smallest
will stand in good service through

I wanted to honor the essence

with the complementary assistance

subcontractor. This is a building that

of a landmark, meet my clients'

of his client, has managed to add to

Warnecke's Federal Triangle

needs, and take this home to the

the street facade's presence with a

The "saga" you recount ("Project

the next century.

edge of the Pacific Century. Many

strong element that now identifies it

Diary: The Ronald Reagan Building;•

- Raphael (Rocky) Semmes

technological advancements since

along the street, as well as screen-

July, page 58] starts in 1920 and

Business Development Manager

1938 have allowed us to carry out

ing it from the dirt and noise of the

continues to the 1930s, but then

Tompkins Builders

Neutra's vision of integrating the

Pacific Coast Highway.

leaps to 1986. What about 1967,

Washington, D.C.

Every restoration architect is

home into the landscape. I believe

when President Johnson proposed

Neutra would be proud that we
respected and reinvigorated his

ultimately faced with the issue of

that the General Services Admin-

Craig Roeder tribute

adaptive reuse and preservation

istration (GSA) retain John Carl

I was very pleased to see the sensi-

wonderful work, and were influ-

and must decide how to best bring

Warnecke to complete the Federal

tive way in which your editorial in

enced by his ideas without resorting

older works into the 21st century.

Triangle? In contrast to Freed's

the Record Lighting section of the
August issue commented on the

to mimicry.

With the Lewin House, Ehrlich has

design, Warnecke proposed a

-Steven Ehrlich, FA/A

done just that with a great deal of

Modern exterior that worked in the

passing of Craig Roeder [page 143].

Culver City, Calif.

creativity, restraint, sensitivity, and

context of Classical neighbors. This

Craig came to work with Jim

craft.

design was approved by both the

Nuc\<.olls and myself at Design

The "liberty of a blank page" that

-David L. Gray, FA/A

GSA and the Fine Arts Commission.

Decisions, and I knew Craig during

Robert Ivy discusses in his August

Santa Monica

editorial [page 131 is sullied by what
20
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Soon after being elected,
Richard Nixon, acting through his

his entire professional career. He
was a fine human being as well as

DIALOGUE
a creative and innovative lighting

Association of Illinois. Several hun-

and all the state boards increased

or an individual, who wouldn't benefit

designer. He will be sorely missed.

dred architects and structural engi-

the prerequisite for licensing to a

from broadened skills in the basics of

- Jeffrey A. Milham, LC, FIALD, /ES

neers attended. I am not aware that

four-year degree, then a five-year

communication.

New York City

such a joint program has ever been

degree, then added the IDP pro-

- Christine Gillies

repeated .

gram. Now you are suggesting that

SMART Technologies

Those who wish to honor Craig

- Paul M. Lurie

we go to a master's degree-and

Calgary, Alb.

Roeder 's memory may do so by

Schiff Hardin & Waite

still we have graduates who cannot

making a donation to the Nuckolls

Construction Law Group

do what architects get paid to do:

Credits/corrections

Fund for Lighting Education,

Chicago

draft drawings of affordable build -

The photograph on the cove r of the

ings that conform to code.

September issue should have been

212/420-0377.
The educated architect

When architects had a lot of

credited to Marco Lorenzett i of

AJE collaboration

I believe Robert Ivy's praise of Clem-

influence compared to contractors,

I read with interest C. Herbert

son University's "ambitious experi-

they did not need a college degree

Wheeler's article on the need for

ment" will only serve to frustrate

to take their state board exams.

In the August issue (page 51), ties

architects and engineers to be edu -

young architecture students as wel l

Changing t he educational degree

designed by Civitas were described

cated together [Speak Out, June,

as older practitioners [Editorial, July,

requ irements does not seem to

as being printed with roadmaps;

page 20] . It may be difficult to ac-

page 7] .

improve our status.

they are actually printed with urban

-Michael Regan

plans of various cities.

complish this admirable goal in the

Architects are already bur-

traditional college curriculum, with

dened by being stereotyped as

Hedrich Blessing.

Columbus, Ohio

its competing demands on limited

overeducated, artsy designers who

time. There is no reason, however,

know nothing of construction and

Robert Ivy's July editorial provided

were design assistants on t he Cole-

why such educational collaboration

building technology. Placing stu-

insight into the subtle struggle faced

man Pavilion (June, page 114). •

cannot ta ke place in the continuing

dents in a College of Architecture,

by architects. As an employee in

education environment.

Art, and Humanities, as educators

the marketing and communications

have done at Clemson, will only

department of a technology com-

In the early 1980s, I partici -

Steven Rooney and Natalie David

pated in a symposium wh ich the

make students less like architects

pany, I see similar communication

Chicago chapter of the AIA cospon -

and more like the stereotype.

deficiencies across myriad industries.

sored with th e Structural Engineers

In the last few years NCARB

I doubt you can find an organization,

Letters may be E-mailed by visiting our
Web site at www.archrecord.com and
clicking on News/Features/Dialogue.
RECORD may edit letters for grammar,
style, and length.
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SPEAK OUT An arcl1itect proposes 10 ways

to get more involved with education
and help produce better-prepared employees.
JUDSON

KLINE,

AIA

Judson Kline, ALA, is vice president and

Whenever architects get together,

source" for a particular project being

They are also a great way to identify

a partner at G. Herschman Architects in

it seems the conversation always

done in a school of architecture. In

prospective future employees.

Cleveland. The firm recently helped

turns in some way to education-

this role, an architect works with the

implement an Introduction to Archi-

especially to employee development

students, providing input and criti-

8. Aim younger: promote interest at the high school level. This is

tecture program for middle school and

and a talent pool sorely lacking in

cism during development of a proj-

key to increasing the number of

high school students at the Cleveland

we ll-prepared potential designers.

ect, in much the same way that a

committed, talented architecture

School for the Arts.

Often, the conclusion they reach

design consultant works with the

students. Contact local schools to

is that schools do not prepare stu-

team in a project process.

dents well enough to enter the

at the university. This provides an

resource for students looking to dis-

competency.

opportunity to illuminate the specific

cuss requirements and direction in

tasks and responsibilities that archi-

pursuing a career in architecture.

about an apparent disconnection

tects deal with in the process of

between practice and education.

managing a practice and producing

in the arts provide a unique oppor-

But we architects cannot expect the

projects.

tunity for architects to be a resource

schools to evolve without input; if

and facilitator for an architecture

we are concerned, we must take

4. Promote the business of
architecture as an important com-

responsibility and get involved in the

ponent of any

process. We must be proactive in

Practicing architects know that the

donate software, or arrange for rele-

vant field trips.

ed u ca~iona l

program.

9. Magnet schools specializing

program. A firm can provide technological support or other advice,

promoting, supporting, and encour-

profession is also a business, and

aging a more adequate preparation

they should convey that message

of potential architects.

at the academic level. That way,

a school for the arts, or a commu-

students will consider including

nity college without an architecture

Furthermore, the existing pool
of architectural talent needs to be

business courses in their studies.

expanded if we want creative and

5. Participate in a curriculum

10. If you know of a university,

program, get involved in helping to
create one.

fruitful competition to occur. There

group that will help develop courses

are a wide variety of opportunities

of study that focus on business,

a local university, promoting interest

to participate in working toward the

codes, technology, or any other

at the high school level, and culti-

goal of larger numbers of prepared

topics you may deem relevant but

vating links with other institutions

graduates. A proactive approach to

insufficiently covered.

cultivating a connection between
education and practice need not be

6. If there's no university with

Developing an association with

will all help to advance the talent
and quality of future architects. •

an architectural curriculum in your

limited to obvious or overly time-

area, consider working with a local

Contributions: If you would like to

consuming tasks, such as teaching.

community college. Often, these

express your opinion in this column,

Instead, I would propose the following 10 strategies for architects to

institutions have courses in architectural technology, computer-aided

please send submissions by mail (with
a disk) to Speak Out, Architectural

get involved with the educational

design, construction technology, and

Record, Two Penn Plaza, New York, N. Y.

process:

other related areas of study where a

10121; by fax to 2121904-4256; or by

practitioner can actively participate

E-mail by visiting www.archrecord.com

1. Contact a local university's

school of architecture and offer to
participate as a juror for student

and offer experienced guidance.
7. Develop a mentoring, "shad-

and clicking on News/Features/
Dialogue. Essays must not exceed 700

projects. This can be done through

owing;· or externship program for

words. The editors reserve the right to

the office of the dean or the chair-

your firm or yourself. These types of

edit for space and clarity. Where sub-

man of the department.

programs can provide invaluable

stantial editing occurs, the author will

practical experience in the field .

receive text approval.

2. Offer to be a "visiting reArchitectural Record 10.98

guidance counselors and become a

field of architecture with skill and
Many architects are concerned
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participate in career days. Talk to

3. Offer to be a visiting lecturer
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MENTORS In a world where big firms keep

swallowing t1p sn1aller ones, be
prepared for an acquisition or a merger.
JAMES

W.

COLE

Jam es W Cole is president of Systems

Architecture, like many industries,

significant employee turnover? Key

Association for the names of quali-

Research Group, a Cincinnati, Ohio,

has recently been experiencing ram-

members of the firm have to be sold

fied consultants.

firm that specializes in assisting archi-

pant consolidation. If your firm is on

on the concept in order to minimize

tectural and engineering firms with

the small side, the opportunity to

these potential conflicts.

m ergers and acquisitions as well as

become part of a major firm may

with executive recruitment.

soon present itself. Older partners

interest in acquiring your firm, it's

may be looking for suitors so they

possible that others are also inter-

basis, and in what capacity. Many

can bow out without having to worry

ested. The problem is that you

firms are considered attractive tar-

about succession. But before plung-

haven't heard from them. Running

gets solely because of the owner's

ing headlong into a merger or acqui-

a blind ad in a professional trade

name and good reputation. Their

sition, you should know a few basics

magazine may help to solicit other

perceived value lessens dramati-

that will explain the steps involved

potential buyers.

cally without the owner's daily

and help determine whether you
should enter the process at all.
Though an acquisition offer

consultants who specialize in mergers and acquisitions within the NE

firm will want you to work on a daily

involvement.
A decision to sell will be determined, in large part, by the price

may be tempting, you must first

industry; they can be useful at all

offered and the ensuing negotia-

steps of the process. But test their

tions. Is the agreed-on price payable

avenue for your firm. As an alterna-

knowledge and check their refer-

at closing, or is it tied to future profit

tive, an internal ownership transition

ences and fee structures carefully.

goals? It is not unusual for the due

can enable an owner to cash in

Also, be sure to execute a confiden-

diligence and negotiating processes

equity over t ime and help minimize

tiality agreement with any third

to take up to a year. Are you and

problems with capital-gains taxes. It

party.

your staff prepared to enter into

If your firm is considering a

such a long process? And wou ld you

and vision intact, avoiding outside

merger, one safe way for two com-

be willing to sign a noncompete

influences that might get in the way

panies to check each other out is

agreement upon your leaving if the

of achieving the firm's objectives.

to work together on a project. A joint

acquiring firm asks you to?

Internal transition is also a
great way to hold on to key design-

venture is an excellent method for

Each merger and acquisition

companies to check for compati-

has its own nuances, but knowing

ers and future stars in a fiercely

bility of corporate philosophy and

the overall pattern and some of the

competitive employment market-

style. If, after completing the project,

potential conflicts can help you

place. The success of this method,

both companies are still interested,

make the best decision for you and

however, is dependent on having

they should draft and sign a confi-

your firm if another growth-oriented

the in-house talent to provide the

dentiality agreement to protect

company comes knocking. •

leadership once the current owner

financial information and trade

leaves the firm.
If you do decide that acquisi-

secrets. Owners and principals can
then meet, share information, tour

Questions: If you have a question
about your car·eer, professional ethics,

tion by or merger with another firm

one another's offices, and view

the law, or any other facet of architec-

has merit, other considerations

financial records.

ture, design, and construction, please

come into play. How do the corporate culture, design philosophy, and

Architectural Record 10.98

There are several management

to consider how long the acquiring

explore whether it is the best

also allows a firm to keep its culture

26

If one firm has expressed an

If you are an owner and you're
looking to retire soon, you may want

If you are in this position, bring
in your accountant or a consultant

send submissions by mail to Mentors,
Architectural Record, Two Penn Plaza,

vision of the acquiring firm compare

with experience in valuating archi-

New York, N. Y. 10121; by fax to

to those of your firm? Does your

tectural firms, or at least profes-

2 12/904-4256; or by E-mail by visiting

firm work in a particular niche that

sional service companies. Contact

www.archrecord.com and clicking on

fits well with the other's existing

organizations such as the AIA or the

News/Features/Dia logue. Submissions

practice? Will the change result in ·

Professional Services Management

may be edited for space and clarity.

.. Imagine Butting a
roof over he ocean ...

Frank Lawson Jr., President Lawson Roofing Inc.

Frank Lawson Jr. is a true
perfectionist.
Small wonder his company
was chosen to build the complex
roofing system - extending over
the water - at San Francisco's
new Underwater World~
As the third generation in his
company, and past president of his
industry's association, he has even
traveled abroad to discuss today's
need for durable, economical,
environmentally sound roofing.
So, small wonder he chose
Johns Manville. Our R&D has made
us a world leader in glass fiber for
insulation, filtration, acoustics,
roofing and more.
You'll find us in homes, buildings, autos, appliances, spacecraft
- everywhere.
Thanks to perfectionists like

Frank Lawson Jr.
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PULSE RECORD readers were asked:

Are ADA requirements difficult to
understand a11d put into practice?

Yes: What we have to do better is

and it won't seem like such an issue

design process would be a lot easier

incorporate the requirements at the

to meet the guidelines. Just do

if we didn't have to. But as long as

skeleton on which to found a design

beginning of the design process, not

some research. There are plenty of

you take them into consideration

decision.

during the construction document

publications out there to walk you

from the start, it's not really a prob-

-Venkatesan Cadambi

process. We must be cognizant of

through the guidelines. If you're a

lem. We work with code consultants

WLC Architects

what is required and allow for it and

good designer, compliance with ADA

who handle matters of interpreta-

Rancho Cucamonga, Calif.

also better inform our clients of the

is a breeze.

tion; when you have those guys in

potential impact on the design and

- Thomas Lonardo, AIA

from the beginning, there are no

No: There are many guidelines, too

the budget of the building. This prac-

Thomas Lonardo & Associates

surprises.

many to commit to memory just by

tice should be second nature, not a

Cranston, R.I.

-Jonathan Cole

putting them into practice. But the

HNTB

guidelines are not difficult to find

process of discovery during construction documents. Worse yet

Yes: The ADA is the most well

would be for the disabled to dis-

intentioned, poorly executed piece

Kansas City, Mo.

constant flu x. The ADA is a feeble

and not d ifficu It to use.

-Michael Brush, AIA

cover our failures in design after

of legislation in a generation. To

Yes: The ADA is a set of laws that

Kahler Slater Architects

construction.

knowingly draft a law that requires

were designed to accommodate the

Milwaukee, Wisc.

- Thomas Snearey, A/A

the courts to define that law is the

disabled. It is interpreted by various

Senior Associate

height of irresponsibility.

people-politicians, lawyers, judges,

No: I've been working with the ADA

Karlsberger Architecture, Inc.

- Douglas R. Campbell, AIA

defendants, and plaintiffs among

guidelines for some time now, and

ENG/GA

them-all with different ideas and

I've never had any problem inter-

Asheville, N.C.

notions of how to best make it work.

preting them or understanding their

Columbus, Ohio

No: Spend a day in a wheelchair

As one of those interpreters, the

intent.

- Oliver Purcell, AIA

and try to get around. Then you 'll

No: I think it makes things more

architect has an extremely difficult

have a greater appreciation for what

complicated to take the ADA guide-

time understanding a law that,

Fisher Hecken Imbimbo, Inc.

the disabled have to go through,

lines into consideration, and the

due to changing technology, is in

San Antonio, Tex.

This Month's Question

Let us know your opinion:

Are competitions a fair, effective way to hire architects?
Clients are increasingly using competitions as a method of selecting architects for important
projects-public and private. However, controversy often surrounds competitions. Architects
complain that competition fees do not cover their costs, and initial schemes are often abandoned
after the architect is selected. Critics fault the superficial nature of the selection process. What
do you think?

May an editor contact you for comments?
Are competitions a fair, effective way to hire architects?

D Yes D

No

Oves D
Name

Copy and fa x this form to 212/904-4256; or, to respond by E-mail, visit www.archrecord.com and

Phone

click on News/ Features/Dialogue to voice your opinion.
Address
Note: Pulse reflects individual responses to each mon th's question and is not meant to be construed as forma l research.
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BOOKS Debunking the highfalutin,
designing the outdoors; and improving
the home: a trio of reviews.

Norman Weinstein writes about technology and the arts for Wired and the
Christian Science Monitor.
Jonathan Hale is an architect and
writer in Watertown, Massachusetts.
Christine Liotta Sheridan writes about
architecture and design.

Welcome to The Hotel Architec-

with a degree in literary critic ism:

introduction, Ward conveys a strong

ture, by Roger Connah. Cambridge,

he's suspicious of architectural the-

sense of reality in these artificial

Mass.: MIT Press, 1998, 162 pages,

ories of any school full of trendy

places through the high artifice of

$18.

buzzwords and imprecise phrases.

black-and-white photography. It is

As Connah wryly puts it in verse:

not incidental that the book is beau-

An epic poem about the history of

"Jargon gets but one, and one

tifully designed and produced. It's
good to hear that this is the first of

ideas in modern architecture? As

chance only/ Before inauthenticity,

unlikely as such a project might

sad and lonely/ Out on the cynical

a series; Ward 's next, on Dan Kiley's

appear at first glance, architecture

highway, ceases killing us."

famous Miller Garden, in Columbus,

critic Roger Connah offers just such

The gulf between theory and

Ind iana, appears later this yea r.

an original creation, and in a highly

practice catches Connah's attention

entertaining and provocative fash-

constantly, and this "anti-epic" poem

ion. Utilizing a broad variety of

serves to raise nagging questions

Do It Yourself: Home Improve-

poetic styles (from rhyming couplets

about how to bring the two harmo-

ment in 20th-Century America,

Jonathan Hale

to blank verse, with a parody of a

niously together. Readers in search

by Carolyn M. Goldstein. New York:

Bob Dylan song added for good

of logically developed critiques of

Princeton Architectural Press, 1998,

measure), Connah playfully casts a

architectural theories should seek

110 pages, $18.

critical eye largely on various lin-

edification elsewhere. But anyone

guistic and philosophical theories

hungry for a poetic game of free-

Taking as its subject t he strange

and their impact (real or imagined)

association through networks of

terrain where design, technology,

on architectural practice.

linguistic and philosophical ideas

domestic life, and consumer culture

The poem's overwhelming tone is

affecting the profession will find

intersect, this witty book chronicles

satiric, debunking. Readers of

much to savor. This is an enticing

the growing preoccupation (read

Connah's earlier book, Writing

invitation, in Connah's words, "to

obsession) with home improvement

Architecture: Fantoms, Frag-

leapfrog/Instead of hitchhiking onto

in modern America. This movement

ments, Fictions, An Architec-

the ideas of this century:' Norman

received a shot in the arm after

tural Journey Through the

Weinstein

World War II when government loan

American Designed Landscapes,

made home ownership a reality for

Twentieth Century (MIT Press,
1990), will discover some

programs and growing affluence

amplifications of earlier

by Alan Ward. Washington, D.C.:

many American families. But the

ideas. The author's tastes

Spacemaker Press, 1998, 128

real focus of this book is the devel -

tilt toward the Finnish
architect Reima Pietila's

pages, $50.

opment of a cultural phenomenon
currently embodied by Martha

impressionistic Modern-

Part of the splendor of Alan Ward's

Stewart and celebrated on such

ism. He also has the bias

American Designed Landscapes

television shows as "This Old

one might expect from

comes from the subjects: one great

House." Illustrated with kitschy visu-

an architecture critic

outdoor space after another. Part

als like period photographs and

Connah's anti-epic

comes from Ward 's photos them-

advertisements, the text explores

selves, which are full of surprises.

the role of manufacturers, retailers,

poem (top) pokes fun at

Famous buildings, for example, here

and magazines in fostering the cu lt

intellectual trends. A

of do-it-yourself determination.

garden for Deere & Co.

embellish, rather than are embellished by, their landscaping. And

All of which may help explain why

designed by Sasaki

these largely unpeopled scenes are

droves of us flock to The Home

Associates (bottom)

filled with intense visual movement.

Depot on our days off. Christine

appears in Ward's book.

As Gary Hilderbrand points out in his

Liotta Sheridan
10.98 Architectural Record
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FIBEROCK Brand VHI panels are a
combination of gypsum, fiber and
fiberglass mesh for enhanced
abuse resistance.

How can wallboard

about as thick as this magazine
replace a masonry wall?
FIBEROCK Brand VHI panels allow
quicker building occupancy, greater
design flexibility and improved
life-cycle performance.

The paperless surface provides
outstanding abrasion resistance,
but finishes like drywall.

FIBEROCK Brand VHI panels
install over conventional framing ,
allowing easier electrical and
plumbing installation than masonry.

Introducing USG® FIBEROCK™ Brand VHI (Very High Impact) Gypsum Fiber Panels. A revolutionary blend
of gypsum and wood fiber - with an added layer of reinforcing mesh that meets the rigorous abuse- and fire-resistance specifications for school and institutional construction .
FIBEROCK Brand VHI panels are engineered to provide increased resistance to abrasion, indentation and penetration for interior walls
and ceilings in demanding applications. While offering the convenience and design flexibility of drywall.

To learn more about the less costly, easy-to-install alternative to expensive masonry
construction, call l -800-USG-4YOU today. We'll send you the wall-to-wall facts
about new FIBEROCK Brand fiber-reinforced wallboard panels.
© 1998 United States Gypsum Company

USG

lj/=3efit•I~.hil
ABUSE-RESISTANT
GYPSUM FIBER PANELS

Ca ti 1-800-USG-4YOU (87 4-4968) or visi t our website: www.usg.com
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DEPARTMENTS

EXHIBITIONS An installation on American lawns

slcillfully skewers backyard economics
while overlooking the finer aspects of grass.
BY

SUSAN

DOUBILET

The American Lawn: Surface

If you think a lawn is simply grass

of Everyday Life. Canadian Centre

and nothing more, the current exhi-

for Architecture, Montreal, Quebec.

bition at Montreal's Canadian

Through November 8 .

Centre for Architecture could be

Contemporary Arts Center, Cincin-

an eye opener. Equal parts brilliant

nati, Ohio. April 4-June 7, 1999.

and infuriating, and not only in the
ways intended by its curators, "The
American Lawn: Surface of Everyday Life" takes an urbane and unsentimental-but slanted-view of
its subject.
The exhibition, on view through
November 8 in Montreal before
moving to Cincinnati in April, portrays the lawn not as the natural
field it once was but as the commodity it has become. As such, it is
a fitting conclusion to the CCA's
five-year, five-exhibition series, "The

and appropriately provocative-

American Century." (For a related

pointing out that in the pursuit of

volves manipulation on every level.

story on the CCA, see page 54.)

"nature perfected" we have lost

Suburbanites are always looking

By the late 19th century, the

a multibillion-dollar business- in-

sight of the idea of the natural,

for new ways to keep up with the

innocent, functional clearing in the

and are harming the planet in the

Joneses' lawns. Corporations control

0

American wilderness had become a

process-the exhibition gets carried

every manicured blade visible from

0

"'<

tool with which to vie, through size

away by its own cleverness.

w

focus has only intensified during

across as snobbish, prejudiced,

0

the 20th century, as the exhibition

and, like the commodity-making it

playing fields in order to increase

explores in dazzling detail.

scorns, a remote and incomplete

the appeal of lucrative sports cover-

::;:
1-1--

()
()

z

en
z
<
en
>--

and lushness, for social status. This

As a result, it often comes

their immaculate headquarters.
Television networks insist on the
most blemish-free, perfectly colored

reflection of its subject. It never

age. Politicians want to be pho-

soul of the lawn, that ever-present

gives credit to grass, a material that

tographed against a green back-

green backdrop to outdoor American life, the organizers put forth a

can be quite useful, or to lovers of
grass, who get real, legitimate plea -

ground, in order to be associated
with that American-as-apple-pie

0

great effort to provide an installation

sure from its sensuality.

environment.

"'w

of impeccable professionalism and

"'w
"'0
"'
u

;;;
0

::;:

Attempting to probe the very

style. However, while deliberately

u

"'::;:w

1;
;.:

plain how landscape maintenance-

As "The American Lawn"
explores the dark side of this nolonger-innocent construct, it

z

I~

The exhibition does skillfully ex-

Green patriotism in

becomes as manipulative as the

Kevin Foster's photo-

theme it examines. Viewers are

graph 100 Years of

Keeping America Green

Susan Doubilet is coauthor of American

(above); Robert San-

House Now (Universe) and the upcom-

I
CL

sone's stereopticon

ing Private Architecture (Mo nacelli

"'0

images of College

Press). She lives in suburban New Jersey

Station, Texas (right).

and mows her half-acre lot.

<

"'>0

I
CL
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DEPARTMENTS EXHIBITIONS
emblem of suburbs, also symbolize

for instance-are overlooked. The

discrimination and hidden crime.

show expresses dismay at the envi-

It is no wonder we are easily

some lawn tending but doesn't point

The installation, by architects Diller

out the recent growth of the organic

+ Scofidio, employs a compelling

lawn business, nor the landscaping

matrix of displays: videos, including

alternatives developed since the

one overhead that engages the

Green movement surfaced. Most

viewer in the sprinkling of a lawn;

significantly, it never connects vis-

stereopticons mounted on cables

cerally to its subject: nowhere does

to provide comical 30 views down

one get a sense of the pleasure

suburban property lines; historical

provided by the smell and feel of a

books with sections highlighted by

lawn- which inspired the obsession

magnifying glasses; stunning pho-

in the first place.

tographs of minimalist corporate
architecture; athletic shoes develWeyerhauser's corporate headquar-

lawn care as a sedative of the

ters, as pictured in the exhibition.

masses, pushed by community
leaders-and, well, we do.

invited to disapprove of the environ-

Finally, we are led to be suspi-

ronmentally disastrous effects of

guided through these arguments.

oped for gripping grassy fields.
The form, like the content of

Over the years, the CCA has
upped the ante for architectural
exhibitions. Its most recent installation can be ingenious, but while
0

the exhibition, displays great crea-

clever, it is not deep. The show

>(/)

tivity. But the shortcomings are

takes easily grasped aspects of its

c::

serious. The show appears to be a

subject and makes hay, rounding up

~

UJ

mental folly of irrigating a desert golf

cious of the suburban lawn's ob-

_J
_J

0

>(/)

course, and we do. We are asked

sessively neat surface. Because

survey and it has, in places, an

the usual suspects-insipid subur-

to shake our heads at the pettiness

suburbs, the exhibition conveys, are

almost scientific look, with photos

banites, controlling corporations,

of lawsuits initiated by homeowners

fertile territory for racial and class

of lawn diseases and patents for

corny bureaucrats. While avoiding

@

<(

c::

N

UJ

frustrated by a neighbor's lawn

prejudices, and since a lawn's

new grass species. xet these are

the most sentimental traits of its

;..:

adornments, and we do. We are

wholesome image provides the per-

shown for purposes of derision,

subject, it nonetheless makes a car-

a.

asked to smirk at the banality of dull

fect cover-up, then it follows (or so

while the advantages of grass-its

icature of the lawn by cashing in on

suburban developments and to see

the reasoning goes) that lawns, the

resistance to erosion and drought,

urban cachet and urban smirk. •
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ECO DNEWS
NBBJ CREATING COMPLEX PLAN
FOR LARGEST OFFICES IN SCANDINAVIA
On a huge, scenic site overlooking

airport runway. At the center, two

the Oslofjord in Oslo, Norway, NBBJ

huge, curved glass wings run along-

is designing what will be the largest

side one another toward the fjord.

office complex in Scandinavia when

The offices fan out to the sides of

it is completed sometime soon after

these central wings, which will serve

the turn of the millennium.

as circulation boulevards for work-

The new headquarters of telecommunications giant Telenor wi ll

ers and visitors traveling to the
Pran says the glass boulevards

encompass 2.75 million square feet
of offices, boulevards, and public

LOFTY CN TOWER PUTS FOCUS
ON ACTIVITY AROUND ITS BASE

various outlying clusters.
will create a feeling of free move-

pavilions, and will house 6,000 em-

ment and democracy among the

After aging ungracefully for 22

phase and is working on the sec-

ployees after the consolidation of

Telenor staff, as the spaces invite

years, Toronto's CN Tower-the

ond; Ehrenkrantz, Eckstut & Kuhn

40 existing offices.

communication and interactivity.
A large arrival hall at the com-

Telenor was able to secure the

world's tallest freestanding struc-

Design Architects, of New York City,

ture-is in the midst of an $80

did the initial concept and master

current location of the Oslo Inter-

plex's western end leads to an

million, 375,000-square-foot reno-

planning (Stan Eckstut and a former

national Airport for its offices (the

auditorium, exhibition space, cafete-

vation and expansion.

partner also did the master plan for

airport is closing this month and

rias, and an expo center.

The recently completed, $17

The basic office units are con-

Battery Park City and the World

million first phase, featuring 75,000

Financial Center in lower

nected to the glass arms by bridges

square feet of renovated and new

Manhattan.)

ter of 1999. The cost of the first

and recreational areas. Variety in

entertainment, restaurant, and retail

phase alone is estimated at $250

the number of floors, the axial direc-

space, mainly around the base of

at B+H and the project architect,

million.

tion, and the views is meant to give

the 1,815-foot tower, has replaced

described the second phase as

unique identities to the different

a tired-looking 1970s aesthetic with

having "structural and sculptural

workstations.

up-to-the-moment technology and

elements using a lot of lighting and

moving to a new site) and plans to
begin construction in the third quar-

NBBJ's team-led by design
principal Peter Pran, AIA, who was

design.

At the eastern end of the new

born in Norway, and senior project

William P. Nankivell, a partner

multimedia signage. There will be

designers Joey Myers and Jona-

headquarters will sit Telenor's cul -

The developer, Toronto's

than Ward-worked on a module

tural center, which will include an

TrizecHahn Corp., which leases the

requested by Telenor of 30 people

art museum, a library, a theater,

tower from the federal government,

[it] won't resemble a traditional

per office unit. The workstations

and other facilities. The center is

plans to proceed with the conclud-

shopping center." Part of the new
complex wi ll be underground.

more of a focus on restaurants and
entertainment than retail stores-

and meeting rooms emphasize

intended for employees and guests,

ing phase next year. Details aren't

flexibility and openness.

but for selected events the public

yet determined, but the plans wi ll

wi ll be able to use it-and enjoy

likely revolve around a massive t wo-

represent an attempt to make the

In an attempt to harmonize

Eckstut says the two phases

with the low-lying, waterfront site,

excellent vistas of the fjord and

or three-story structure to welcome

CN Tower "part of the city... to cre-

the complex is set on the axis of the

downtown Oslo. Soren Larson

visitors and house entertainment

ate more of an experience of city

facilities.

streets and sidewalks. You can work

The 400-seat revolving restaurant near the top of the tower was

you r way on foot through a variety of
spatial and educational experiences

refurbished a few years ago and a

before you take the ride up [to the

full-length staircase was replaced
with an elevator. The developer then

observation deck]."
Bud Purves, TrizecHahn 's

initiated the first phase of renova-

senior vice president of develop-

tion, which centered on the con-

ment, says the revitalized tower will

struction of a landscaped courtyard

tie the city's major convention cen -

with 20 ticket booths around the

ter, the SkyDome, and the down-

exterior, facing nearby Lake Ontario

town core together, particularly with

and adjacent to the SkyDome sta-

an extension of a climate-controlled

dium. Inside are theaters and rides,

skywalk through va rious neighbor-

a 12,500-square-foot shopping area
with a duty-free shop, and a 300-

a 500-car underground parking

seat restaurant.

hood properties and the building of
garage. "We have to make the CN

Bregman + Hamann Architects
(B+H) ofToronto designed the first

Tower more of a livi ng part of the
city;• Purves says. Al Warson
10.98 Architectural Record
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RECORD NEWS

RECREATIONAL DESIGN APPROVED
FOR CANARY ISLAND PORT PROJECT

FRANCE TO OPEN ITS FIRST JEWISH MUSEUM

A museum of

Jewish art and history, the first in France, will open in November in the
heart of the trendy Marais district in Paris. The collection of the Musee

Jacques Herzog and Pierre de

The competition, organized by

d'Art et d'Histoire du Judaisme, which will cover the cultural and religious

Meuron of Basel, Switzerland, have

the Tenerife Port Authority, follows

histories of Jewish people in Europe and North Africa, will be housed in a

won a limited competition to revital-

the recent conversion of Barcelona's

newly restored building that was once the Hotel Saint-Aignan.

ize the port of Santa Cruz, on the

historic port to recreational and

Canary Island ofTenerife.

commercial uses. Similar redevelop-

Santa Cruz, capital of the
Spanish province Santa Cruz de
Tenerife, is cut off from its water-

ment plans are under way for
several other Spanish ports.
On Tenerife, Herzog and de

The project was divided into two parts. The first, a renovation of the
building's facades, grand staircase, and classical garden, was assigned
to Bernard Fonquernie, an
architect from the Office of
Historic Monuments.

front by a fenced, six-mile-long port

Meuron's proposal (below) is

precinct. The aim of the project is to

arranged as a ring around a recre-

was to revert the large rear

bridge this area at its center, where

ational marina. Low buildings for

garden, part of which was cre-

a long pier called the link quay con-

nautical clubs, restaurants, and

ated

nects the city's Plaza de Espana to

marine services are linked at their

(designer of the Versailles gar-

two long breakwater docks, and to

rooflines to form a continuous, cir-

dens), back to its initial design

redevelop the zone for recreational

cular pedestrian promenade. Palms

and open it to the public.

uses.

on lower platforms will produce the

The original residence,

image of a garden when seen from

built in 1650 but extensively

Santa Cruz de Tenerife seems
intent on keeping its busy port in
operation for the time being, espe-

approaching boats.
Among the other submissions,

A major part of his effort

by

Andre

Le

Notre

renovated in the 18th century,
included one of the first known

cially the hectic passenger traffic

the London-based couple Alejandro

private ·dining rooms, which

from cruise ships and the port's con-

Zaera and Farshid Moussavi pro-

will be used as the museum

nections to the other Canary Islands.

posed a multilevel construction in

cafe.

But since the old port is located

which the manipulation of horizontal

within the city's historic core, the

or sloping "ground" planes was the

shift to more urban-friendly activities

main compositional device. Seville-

by architects Franc;ois Pin and

is a natural development.

based architects Antonio Cruz and

Catherine Bizouard-includes

Antonio Ortiz offered a group of

a main entry, galleries, a gift shop, offices, and an underground theater.

The second phase-the
design of the museum itself,

buildings overlooking the marina, a

To present the museum's great diversity of rare objects, textiles,

design in which deftly defined public

and manuscripts, the design features pristine oak and glass display

spaces occupy the background.

cases, which take the form of partitions, tables, or even windowlike

Finally, Rem Koolhaas sug-

inserts in the timbered-roof structure.

gested converting the link quay into
a seaside entertainment pier and
1.
f)

:::>

"z:
"'
l'.

Security obligations are most obvious at the entry. Visitors to
the museum are brought in through a narrow checkpoint, circumventing

transforming the Plaza de Espana

the axial entry to the inner courtyard, whose dramatic, arched

into a multilevel transport inter-

entry is infilled with two 14-foot-high panels of inch-thick security glass.

change. David Cohn

Claire Downey

~

f)
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YALE'S APPOINTMENT OF STERN
CAUSES OPTIMISM AND CONTROVERSY
Last month, just as classes were
beginning, Yale University named

J1.

<
a:
(!)

0

f-

0

Co., his appointment also inspired
some protest among students who

according to faculty and students.

felt he would damage Yale's theory-

Yale seemed to have lost interest in
immediately replacing Fred Koetter,

Many expect Stern will attract
the funds necessary to carry out a

and experiment-focused education,
independent of any one style.
Students were also angry they had

New York architect Robert A.M.

a Boston-based architect who had

vital upgrade of computer facilities

Stern, FAIA, as dean of its School of

announced over a year ago that he

and the long-planned renovation of

no input in the decision; about 10

Architecture.

would be stepping down as dean.

Paul Rudolph's Art and Architecture

walked out during Stern's speech as

Building. "What Yale needed more

the newly introduced dean.

For students and faculty con-

>:r:

inspired much enthusiasm when
they were introduced in the spring,

Stern's status as a well-known

cerned that the school had suffered

and well-connected practicing archi-

than anything was a charismatic

"They might have supposed

recently from declining stature and

tect more closely matches Yale's

leader;' says Oliver Freundlich, a

that I'm a white-haired guy, that I

a lack of leadership, the appoint-

choice of deans in the past-includ-

second-year architecture student.

stand for some things strongly and

ment provided at least some com-

ing Paul Rudolph and Charles

"The second most important thing is

would try to make the school in my

fort. After not making an announce-

Moore-than did the four short-

money:'

ment over the summer even though

listed candidates, or even Koetter.

it had a short list of four candidates
(a group that did not include Stern),

None of the candidates, culled from
both practice and academia, had

Because Stern is a famous tra-

image," says Stern. "They need not
worry. Yale will be more open than

ditionalist and a board member of a

ever under my watch ."

huge corporation, the Walt Disney

David Simon Morton

:r:
CL
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FROM SUBLIME TO SCANDALOUS:
KEN BURNS EXPLORES WRIGHT

to live on the edge, that that's

Cobb, because it came with a

where he found a certain creative

racism as well as an arrogance. It

fulfillment. At the same time, I'm

was viru lent, and I don't think Wright

not sure if the edge has to extend

was. He was a snob, he was an

to every kind of aberrant behavior.

elitist, and he believed his own p.r.

RECORD: How did his work come to

And Wright is not like Picasso-

affect you?

he's not a misogynist. He's a serial

Bums: In every Wright building,

monogamist. He abandoned his wife

every space, you're bombarded with

for a woman that he loved-it's not

the fact that he breathes life into

uncommon in history. He was fol-

every gesture, every moment. I

lowing passion. But let's not forget

could never live in a Wright house-

the damage left in his wake-he did

it would be too tiring. He's there.

abandon six children, all of whom

The thing that strikes me is the

carried the scars to the grave. His

intentionality of every moment.
A great Wright space is a
strange, wonderfu l combination of

;

~

,.

/._

genius goes in one direction [away
from his family], and that has terrible consequences.

intimacy and monumentality. The

RECORD: It sounds like you t hink

Guggenheim [Museum in New York]

the misbehavior was worth it in

is smaller than you think it will be-

order to have the buildings.

it's an intimate space. But then

Burns: With anybody who's worth

once you're inside th is intimate

our attention, in the end we're left

The office of filmmaker Ken Burns,

Ken Burns at the Guggenheim with

space it feels big. Wright wanted

with the very adult sensibility of

located in a converted barn behind

his collaborator Lynn Novick, who

people to be transformed, to be

needing to tolerate controversy. Did

his house in New Hampshire, is fes-

codirected "Frank Lloyd Wright."

awakened by buildings.

he have to be this way in order to

RECORD: How did you go about

create what he did? That's the

;:::

question we're left with.

c.o

tooned with mementos from his
documentaries: autographed balls

ing arrogance, abandoning his fam-

capturing the feel of Wright's

from "Baseball;' flags and a bust of

ily, the scandals, the tragedies. And

buildings?

The people that we love the

Lincoln from "The Civil War," various

I was curious about who this man

Bums: We take time throughout the

most are not perfect. The Greeks

antique posters. Lately he's been

was who made these remarkable

film to do what I think are exhilarat-

told us that a hero is in fact a flawed

adding architectural keepsakes

buildings-he's unquestionably the

ing takes on Johnson Wax, on

individual. When we attempt to find

wh ile doggedly pursuing the contro-

greatest American architect.

Fallingwater, and others, so that a

black and white in everything, we're

versial and complex subject of his

RECORD: How did you approach the

layperson can come away from this

tripped up. When we attempt to tol -

newest piece: Frank Lloyd Wright.

subject of his flaws?

and say, "My goodness, this is great

erate complexity, to welcome

Burns: The challenge is to maintain

stuff, it's different from what I [nor-

undertones, then we're rewarded.

into his subjects with insatiable

a dual interest in the personal life

mally] see."

That's the great gift of art.

curiosity and undeniable enthusi-

and the work that's created. How do

For Burns- who throws himself

A lot of the impact comes from

Soren Larson
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asm-Wright stands alone as the

you honor the architectural genius,

music. Early on, we realized that,

towering genius of American archi-

the novelty and the discovery, and

purely coincidentally, a lot of the

tecture. But the director continues

place it in the context of the times

people we talked to made refer-

a

(/)

_J

(/)

;:::
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I

to struggle with the question of

and his personal life? On top of it

ences to Beethoven. Someone

whether the architect's personal

all is a guy who's not afraid to say

wou ld say, "Well, this building is

::::;

shortcomings can be justified by

he's the greatest architect that's

[Wright's] Ninth Symphony." We

~

his lasting accomplishments. Burns

ever lived.

even came across a Wright quote

::;;;
<(
_J

You have to come to some

discusses reconciling the artist with

about his father telling him that a

the arrogance in the following inter-

decisions as to what the contribu-

symphony is an edifice of sound,

view. ("Frank Lloyd Wright" will air

tion was. If he's not a great man,

and that a composer is an architect.

on PBS November 10 and 11.)

then everyone would hate him and
he's a schmuck. He'd never get

So, we had the idea to use a
great deal of Beethoven's work as

(/)
O'.

a
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RECORD: What drew you to the sub-

away with it. But because he is a

the soundtrack, and I think a lot of

ject matter?

great man, it's as if [the transgres-

the mood we're able to create- the

Burns: I wanted to deal with the per-

sions] become an ingredient of the

ability to get inside an image, inside

sonality as much as with the art. I

greatness. I still have the question-

a building-comes from that. Of

C)

UJ
f-

z
c.o
~
a
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had seen a film in 1983 on PBS, a

and the answer is for the viewer to

course, we had a great composer.

British film, which is probably the

determine-as to whether that

RECORD: Who was the bigger jerk,

best to date on Wright. But it only

behavior was necessary.

Wright or [infamous baseball player]

0..
<(

alluded to his off-screen life. I was
curious about l\J\lr\ght's] overween-

@
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Brendan Gill suggests early [in
the documentary] that Wright needs

Ty Cobb?
Burns: That's a good one. I guess

O'.
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a
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''Beam me up,
ScottyM
''

Thanks to the wonders of advanced space rechnology, A/E/C

To receive more information or to locate theA/E/C Express

Express"' can now guarantee delivery of all your plans and specs

partner nearest you, call 1-888-AEC-EXPRESS (888-232-3977),

the very same day you finish them. All for rhe same cosr as

fax the attached coupon to 602-948-2793, or visit our website

those slower, down-to-earth 'nexr day' delivery services. Heres

at: www.aecexpress.com.
(For a higher standard of quality and service, always look for

how our out-of-rhis-world system works:
1. After picking up your drawings and specs on disk or hard

copy form or receiving them from you electronically, your

the A/E/C Express logo - the sign of the most technologically
advanced blueprinters in the world.)

blueprinter, a partner in theA/E/C Express Network, uploads
them to our A/E/C Express Satellite.
2. All theA/E/C Express partners in the receiving cities download your data and then print-out bond-quality copies.
3. You automatically receive a fax
verifying all deliveries.
From reaching contractors quicker

Name._ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ Tide _ __ _ __

during the hectic bidding process to better

Company _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ Phone ( _

) _ __

meeting the short deadlines of those more
demanding clients, only A/E/C ExpressT"'

Address _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Ciry _ _ _ _ _ __

gives you an advanced technology so fast,

State _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __

Zip Code _ __ _ _

it makes 'next day' delivery absolutely,
# of packages per month your firm now sends 'next day' _ _

positively, too slow.

.
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Fed Ex is a registered trademark of Federal Express C orp. "Beam me up, Scotty" ™ & © 1997 Paramount Piccures.
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RECORD NEWS

HOUSTON'S FIRST HIGH-RISE IN YEARS
GRABS A SPOT ON MAIN STREET
The 1000 block of Main Street, the

Century CEO Richard Everett,
FAIA, believes the downtown area

physical center of downtown
Houston, has been a parking lot

is ready for a multitenant building

since the demolition of the historic

with all the latest high-tech ameni-

Lamar Hotel in 1985. Now, in

ties, including increased electrical

response to the city's economic

capacity, data prewiring, and flexible

rebound and to office occupancy

air-conditioning systems.

rates that are pushing 100 percent,

Oversize floor plates of 28,000
square feet are planned for the new

Century Development has
announced plans for a 25-story

high-rise in order to attract larger

speculative office tower at this

tenants. Parking for 1,400 cars will

prime location. The building, which

be accommodated on the first nine

will be t he first new high-rise in the

floors above ground level.

city center since the mid-1980s, is

The tower will occupy the

being designed by Gensler's

northern half of the site, with an

Houston office.

attached 10-story structure on the
south. This organization not only
emulates New York's famous Lever
House by Skidmore, Owings &

TRANSFORMING AN ICON

Merrill but also mirrors SOM's First

ance can dramatically alter the experience of a landmark building_ The

City National Bank-built in Houston

Pompldou Center in Paris closed for major reconstruction this spring; the

Sometimes the slightest change in appear-

in 1960-which sits just across the

$88 million renovation involves circulation spaces, theaters, and the

street.

large entry hall, along with the museum and gallery spaces and the

According to Gensler designer
Norman Hoover, FAIA, the project

[

llbrary. Meanwhile, passersby are seeing the site in a new way by following the bright yellow wall that snakes around it. S.L

"makes a commitment to a pedestrian-friendly urban environment on

connects most downtown buildings

Main Street," something of an

with shopping and eating facilities; a

building downtown, the new tower

anomaly for Houston, but a much-

bus stop; and retaiVrestaurant lease

will benefit from its location in a

needed addition.

space.

The base of the building, in

Offsets in the design create a

While it won't be the tallest

pocket of older, lower buildings,
where it can establish an identity
without having to dominate the sky-

fact, will be given over entirely to

graceful vertical emphasis, says

pedestrian activities, including a

Hoover, and diminish the mass

line like the corporate symbols of

major hub of the tunnel system that

resulting from the large floor plates.

the past. Gerald Moorhead, FA/A

_I
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CCA FOUNDER TO LOOSEN REINS;
FORSTER NAMED NEW DIRECTOR

inspire passionate debate (the

"Lambert's a populist, Forster's an

Peter Eisenman exhibition in 1994,

academic perfectionist."

for instance).
Now Lambert is ready for a

Says Forster, "Architecture is
fundamental to our notion of civiliza-
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Two decades after she conceived it,

about 160,000 volumes and tens

Phyllis Lambert is loosening her grip

of thousands of drawings and pho-

new phase. In Kurt Forster, she has

tion. Interest must be rekindled." He

a.

on the Canadian Centre for Archi-

tographs related to architecture;

found a scholar, writer, and educator

and Lambert believe the key lies in

>

tecture, the Montreal museum,

helped design a new 130,000-

who is knowledgeable in both archi-

training you ng people, and both

library, archive, and study center.

square-foot building, which opened

tectural history (notably the Renais-

appreciate the cosmopolitan nature

However, in a move characteristic
of her foresight and unwavering

in 1989; organized scores of imaginative, generously funded exhibi-

sance) and contemporary design.
Until recently founding director of

of Montreal, as well as its scholarly
tranquility. Among Forster's plans:

control, the 71-year-old Lambert is

tions and programs; and put in

the Getty Center for the History

"An exhibition examining how spe-

"establishing the CCA's future tra-

place the scholars' program, the

of Art and the Humanities in Los

cific works of architecture-histor-

jectory;• as she puts it, by appointing

last piece of her original plan.

Angeles, he is now chair of the

ical, recent, and current- result

Department of Art and Architecture

from a set of decisions."

scholar Kurt Forster to succeed her

0

I

The CCA has upped the ante

0

0

[!)

at the Federal Institute ofTechnol-

Do Lambert and Forster worry

as director (effective March 1,

for high-quality architectural exhibi-

1999) wh ile retaining her position

tions, with shows that display

ogy in Zurich and head of its Insti-

about jousting with a strong-willed

as chair of the board of trustees.

creative scholarship (such as the

tute of History and Theory.

counterpart? To the contrary, their

w
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Over the years, Lambert built
up the CCA collection to include

1996 reconstruction of five unbuilt
projects by Frank Lloyd Wright) and

According to Philip Johnson,
who has been close to Lambert,

excitement is palpable.

Susan Doubilet
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Success is no accident.

P

lenty can go wrong on a complex electrical installation. And as
the job gets bigger, so can the problems. But there's one sure way

to head off problems with your next job.
Hire a NECA/ IBEW contractor to do the job. NECA/IBEW contractors adhere to the highest standards in coordinating, installing and
maintaining the very simplest to the most complex electrical power,
lighting, control and communication systems. And they do it right
the first time, whether it's new construction or a retrofit.

To hire an electrical contractor who employs IBEW workers, contact
your local NECA chapter or IBEW local union . To find a NECA contractor, call The NECA Connection at 800-888-6322 or visit our website.

http://www . necanet.org
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National Electrical Contractors Association
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
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A SERIES OF MAJOR PROJECTS
GIVES THE HAGUE AN UPGRADE
It's the seat of the Dutch govern-

most prestigious collection of archi-

ment, a royal residence, a major

tects ever assembled in the Nether-

center of international diplomacy,

lands, and when completed it will

and home to 445,000 people, but

encompass more than 8.5 million

compared to nearby Amsterdam

square feet of office space, 850,000

and Rotterdam, The Hague has long

square feet of retail space, hundreds

had a reputation as a provincial

of residential units, and new public

backwater.

spaces. At its core is the gleaming

The $2.5 billion Den Haag

white $175 million civic center, de-

Nieuw Centrum (The Hague New

signed by Richard Meier & Partners

Center) project is supposed to

and opened in 1995.

change that, giving The Hague big-

Another major project now ris-

city allure to match its importance

ing is De Resident, a $250 million

in politics, and attracting business

complex of offices, government
buildings, retail outlets, and resi-

back to its center.
Willem van de Ven, the New

dences. The first two pieces of the

Center's overall project manager,

development, Michael Graves's

also sees it as an opportunity to

Castalia building (below) and Dutch-

upgrade The Hague's transportation

man Sjoerd Soeters' Helicon, were

infrastructure and "to repair the city

unveiled in July.

in areas where nothing has hap-

The steeply sloping roofs of

pened in the last 10 or 20 years, or

Castalia's twin 340-foot red-brick

where t he wrong things happened."

towers recall traditional Dutch

Three buildings have already been

houses, while Helicon's three identi-

built above a freeway that slices

cal, 187-foot terraced red-brick

through the city center, at least two

blocks pay homage to New York Art

more are planned, and a portion of

Deco. Just a few feet from Castalia,

a misguided, six-lane viaduct has

Cesar Pelli's hexagonal 289-foot

been demolished.

Zurich tower is going up, capped by

The project brings together the

a distinctive cupola. Jim Wake

FOREIGN PRESS ROUNDUP
LET'S MAKE A DEAL
In a group interview in the July issue of Architecture+ Urbanism
(Tokyo), Austrian architect Wolf Prix of Coop Himmelblau
speaks of the experience of those, like himself, who were once considered "paper architects." Prix, whose deconstructivist architecture
was long considered unbuildable, has determined that in order to
implement radical ideas an architect must not waste all his or her
energy in resisting conservative building codes and developers' programs. "You have to do some compromise in order to get through
your ideas.... Compromising the concept is not a good way to do
buildings, but you have to make a deal sometimes."
MINING FOR IDEAS
The June issue of L'Architecture d'aujourd'hui (Paris) chronicles the
ecological devastation wreaked by 60 years of giant-scale open-cut
mining and air pollution in what has become known as the Black
Triangle, a region rich in coal and lignite that lies between Leipzig
in Germany, Bohemia in the Czech Republic, and Southwestern
Poland. Among several recommendations offered by architects and
planners to make the lunar landscape inhabitable again, Michael
Sorkin and Andrei Vovk suggest flooding the mines with water to
make tourist-friendly villages among a chain oflakes. Meanwhile,
mining continu~s.
LITHUANIAN DEFENSE
In regard to developing a new Lithuanian architecture, Jonas
Mikevicius writes in Arkitektas (Kaunas) that "having rid ourselves
of the illegal Soviet presence in our country ... we should guard
ourselves against adopting unwanted foreign tendencies." Foreign
architects have been grabbing the most visible, in-demand, and
lucrative commissions in Lithuania: churches and banks.
Meanwhile, Lithuanian architects-who logged no experience
designing churches and banks during a half century of
Communism-are relegated to designing lower-profile homes and
shops.
BON APPETIT
The July/August issue of Domus (Milan) featured British artist
Damien Hirst's restaurant, Pharmacy, designed by Hirst and
Rundell & Associates. With its clinical atmosphere--medicine cabinets line the walls and the stool tops are giant aspirin tabletsPharmacy has been billed as the shining achievement of the new
pop wave and a hip place to eat. Hirst came to fame placing
bisected farm animals on display in art galleries.
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CONSIDERING STATEHOOD?
In a blurb about an exhibition of Austrian architecture in its
August issue, the British monthly Architectural Review takes an
unpatriotic swipe at its home country. "Austrian culture is, like
England's, post-imperial, but perhaps because of its smaller size
and population, or perhaps simply because it has long been a potpourri of different civilizations, artistic life in central Europe seems
a lot more vibrant than it does in this offshore dependency of the
u.s:•Among the dozen projects profiled in the issue there is only
one by a British architect.
-compiled by David Simon Morton
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Produce great copies easy and fast.
A nd automat ic roll feed plus original document

Imagine making you r large format copies on a

retention makes copying even easier and taster.

machine that's so easy to operate you may never have to
use both hands ... and it 's ready when you are.

For a full-capability demonstration on the Oce 7055
and other mode ls in the Oce 7050 fami ly,

The Oce 7055 Large Format Copier wi th In stant On
doesn't need to warm up. So it's always ready to make

contact your authorized Oce reseller

copies the instant you need them. No more copier

or ca ll us for more information.

babysitting. Forget about noise, heat, odor or wasted

1-800-714-4427

energy of a copie r waiting in stand-by mode all day.

Smart solutions in copying, printing, plotting and scanning.
© 1998 Oce
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RECORD NEWS

LACK OF FUNDING LAMENTED
AT COURTHOUSE DESIGN CONFERENCE
The government's reluctance to

"a long breadbox on its side, non-

replace malfunctioning and bland-

functional, with HVAC problems and

Jooking courthouses dominated

full of asbestos ... an architectural

discussion at the Third International

disaster:·

Conference on Courthouse Design,
held in Toronto in September.

ARTISTS CATCH A BREAK IN BOSTON
WITH SUBSIDIZED LOFT SPACES
Just under half of the Laconia

Live/work space remains scarce in
New England, but a single new

Lofts units have been subsidized for

building on Washington Street in

low-income artists. Hacin said he

Boston's scrappy South End will add
99 condo lofts to that city's stock.
Project designer David Hacin,
AJA, of Hacin & Associates teamed

The three-day conference,

replace obsolete courthouses like

organized by the AJA and Public

this one for fear of taxpayer back-

Works and Government Services

lash and because of an entrenched

Canada, attracted some 700 regis-

public works mentality that disdains

trants.

fresh architectural style.

Several panelists suggested

But there was some optimism.

that a classical, pre-1920s style of

Ontario's Attorney General, Charles

plans to weave residents' artwork

courthouse architecture captured

A. Harnick, described a $100 mil-

into the fabric of the building and

the majesty and dignity of the jus-

lion, four-year-long partnership with

that a 1,000-square-foot gallery will

tice system more enduringly than

SHL Systemhouse, Toronto, that will

be available for their use.

the streamlined but often inefficient

link all the players-from police to

courthouses that followed several

courts to correctional institutions-

The developer has benefited

with Conyngham Associates

Panelists complained that governments are often reluctant to

Architects on the Laconia Lofts, an

from the relationship as well, Hacin

$18 million, 180,000-square-foot,

claims. Having artists in the building

decades ago.
The Honorable Wayne L. Peter-

with relevant information on-line.
The infrastructure is incorporated in

mixed-use structure with 75 under-

gives a "sense of hipness" rare in

son, assistant presiding judge of

ground parking spaces. "What you

subsidized housing, he says. Also,

California's Superior Court in San

court facilities under construction in

don't get in Boston;· Hacin says, "is

the developer is getting "nearly mar-

Diego County, described a 1960s-

Ontario, at a cost of $160 million.

big, open interiors and big windows:·

ket-rate prices for unfinished units

era, three-story-high, three-block-

Attendees applauded this attention

By contrast, Laconia Lofts units will

with concrete floors." Craig Kellogg

long courthouse in his district as

to modern technology. Al Warson

the design of 11 new and renovated

be delivered without partitionsalthough utility kitchens and bath-

NO SHORTAGE OF PROPOSALS IN CHICAGO

rooms are included.
Seven-foot aluminum windows

over the past year, a number of Chicago developers and archi-

tects have announced plans for high-rise construction-big news in a town that hasn't seen much office tower
development since the mid-1980s.

stud the brick exterior facades, and
a zinc-roofed tower, which is charac-

But the ballyhoo is somewhat premature. Of the several proposals,
none have begun construction. And with a total of 10 million square feet

teristic of adjacent factories, marks
the residential entrance and distin-

projected, the schemes exceed the demands of the marketplace, mak-

guishes it from the storefronts on

ing it likely that as few as two or three will actually be erected.
Among the proposed projects are a 70-story structure on Wacker

Washington Street.
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Drive designed by James Goettsch of Lohan Associates for the John

Gentrification in the nearby

<(

"0

z

historic district of bow-front, brick

Buck Co., and towers for Wacker Drive and South Dearborn Street by

row houses created a need for the

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. Destefano and Partners has been tapped to

0

project. Would-be residents seeking

work up plans for several projects, including a SO-story building at 300

lt.
w

housing alternatives in the South

North LaSalle Street for the Prime Realty Group Trust (with Ricardo Bofill

(/)

End have inflated rents in the con-

as design consultant), and the 35-story Dearborn Center (right), a ven-

<(

verted industrial buildings behind

ture of the J. Paul Beitler Development Co. and the Prime Group Realty

the Laconia Lofts site, pushing the

Trust. The latter, which would offer 100,000 square feet of retail space

artists who colonized those build-

and 900,000 square feet of office space, seems among the more likely

ings out of their studios.
In response, a private devel-

to be constructed (see related story, page 174).

oper, Jack Mclaughlin, proposed

of Chicago developers. Notes SOM's Adrian Smith, "Most things I know

these partly subsidized lofts to

of, whether we're doing them or other people are doing them, are still in

replace a boarded-up gas station

the process of trying to find a tenant." Nevertheless, Don Shapiro, senior

on city-owned land at the intersec-

vice president at J. Paul Beitler, is optimistic that ground will be broken

t ion of Washington and Laconia

for Dearborn Center in the first quarter of 1999.
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The roster may be illustrative of a bit of wishful thinking on the part
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Others may be equally confident, but as Chris Slattery, a deputy

Streets-which has been renamed
Laconia Way and turned into a

commissioner in the Chicago Department of Planning and Development,

pedestrian conduit that runs along-

observes, "the proof will be when the steel actually shows up and the

side the new lofts.

caissons start going in." Thomas Connors
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NEWS BRIEFS

building's different services and ere-

for Homestead Village, an Atlanta

ate a welcoming ambiance. The

developer that operates extended-

The suit fits Another NE firm

design firm is also using its unique

stay lodgings around the country.

has been nailed for wrongful use of

project management Web site, in

The new projects, both in Midtown,

design software. Engineering Design

which project teams and clients-

will conta in in-room kitchens, work-

Group (EDG), based in Washington,

who have been assigned their own

stations, full-size closets, and

D.C., has agreed to pay $324,000

accounts and passwords- can

up-to-date electronic capabilities.

to settle a lawsuit filed by the Busi-

monitor the project 24 hours a day.

Developers are also betting on

ness Software Alliance. The BSA

Schedules and documents can be

extended-stay in the New York sub-

had shown up at EDG's door in the

updated from remote locations.

urbs. In New Rochelle, Sullivan
Architecture has designed a

company of U.S. Marshals to conduct a court-approved audit; what

Going green The Naval Facilities

115,000-square-foot, 123-room

they found were unlicensed copies

Engineering Command (NAVFAC)

facility due to open late next year.

of software programs published

has become the first federal agency

by Autodesk and Microsoft, both

to adopt sustainable design prin-

Learning curve More than 100

BSA members. Earlier this year,

ciples for its facilities and infra-

forums were held across the coun-

New York's Milo Kleinberg Design

structure. In all future design and

try on September 8-including 11

Associates paid the BSA $150,000

construction, the NAVFAC expects

events led by AIA members- to call

to avoid litigation after similar

to adopt the Green Building Rating

attention to the need for school

Helpern is designing the first major

System under development by the

modernization and new school con-

extended-stay housing in New York.

Energy Department.

struction. According to the Depart-

tion Employment and Guidance

address the unusual needs of FEGS

New for New York Extended-stay

have been set for three straight

Service, a voluntary, not-for-profit

clientele, many of whom are trou-

housing, wh ich mainly serves busi-

years in terms of the numbers of
children attending U.S. schools.

accusations.

Joining the service The Federa-

ment of Education, new records

human services organization, has

bled individuals seeking employ-

ness travelers staying fi ve or more

tapped Montroy Andersen Design

ment guidance, Montroy wi ll use

nights, is unheard of in New York

Group to design its new location on

various colors and materials as

City. But now Helpern Architects is

Sprint for home Communications

Hudson Street in Manhattan. To

design elements to distinguish the

designing two facilities in Manhattan

giant Sprint is undertaking what it

a

child

you always

loved

working with
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calls the largest ongoing construc-

difficulties invo lved in replacing

ford University Museum of Art's

tion project in the U.S. Once it is

worn-out or damaged concrete. It

renovation and expansion, designed

completed, the Sprint World Head-

is hoped that the techniques de-

by Polshek and Partners, is nearing

quarters Campus in Overland Park,

veloped in this project will be bene-

completion. The redone original

Kansas, wi ll comprise 3.9 million

ficial in restoring other concrete Le

building, new gallery wing, and new

square feet and accommodate

Corbusier works.

sculpture galleries will open in
January.

14,500 employees in 18 office
buildings. Five architectural and

Saintly designs The Archbishop

four engineering firms, all based in

of Barcelona has proposed the

Kansas City, are collaborating on

beatification of Antonio Gaudf, the

period of homelessness, the Sky-

the project, which features a neo-

Spanish architect best known for

scraper Museum opened its new

classical design with traditional

the vast (and unfinished) Sagrada

quarters at 16 Wall Street in New

brick exteriors. All the buildings are

Familia Cathedral in Barcelona.

York with an exhibition called

low-rise-with a maximum of five

Gaudf spent the last 40 years of his

"Building the Empire State." The

stories-and about 60 percent of

life working on the cathedral; he

exhibition chronicles how the Empire

the site will be green space, includ-

died in an accident in 1926. The

State Building was designed and

ing a seven-acre lake.

Archbishop cited his "intimate and

Sky high On October 1, after a

constructed in just 20 months.

spiritual life."

Work is being done on the facade of

Le Corbusier Nouveau The
Maison Radieuse, a groundbreaking

Le Corbusier's Maison Radieuse.

Art matters Antoine Predock

Next act Dutch architect Erick
Van Egeraat has been chosen by

public housing project designed by

has been retained to design an arts

news, Richard Gluckman has won a

England's Royal Shakespeare

Le Corbusier and built in 1955 near

complex on the Colorado College

competition to design the Austin

Company to design its new home in

Nantes, France, has been showing

campus. The $16 million, 60,000-

Museum of Art. Robert Venturi had

Stratford -on-Avon. Plans aren't final-

dangerous signs of decay. As a

square-foot center is slated to

won the commission in the 1980s,

ized, but the company would like a

result, the building's administrators,

house a theater, the school's film

but the project never went forward .

new building-if it can secure $80

Loire Atlantique Habitations, have

and video programs, a recital hall,

When it was revived recently, the

million in grants related to national

embarked on a restoration plan-

gallery space, faculty offices, and

process started all over with a new

lottery profits and an additional $50

a compl icated one, because of the

high-tech classrooms. In other arts

competition. In California, the Stan-

million or so in private donations. •
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When lntelliCAD 0 98 by Visio was introduced

with a non-customizable, scaled-down version

1n April, Cadence magazine wrote, "lntelliCAD

like Autodesk's AutoCAD LT. In fact, lntelliCAD

represents a major victory for the CAD consumer

98 offers features not available in full-blown

by raising the bar of CAD software value." Since

AutoCAD-like the ability to have multiple drawings

then, in dustry leaders have applauded the product's

open simultaneously, and cut and paste between

Autodesk AutoCAD com-

them. There's also com-

patibility, productivity

plete Microsoft ActiveX

features and affordability.

support for in-place

It's easy to understand

editing within popular

why. lntelliCAD 98 uses

appl ication s, such as

DWG as its native file

Microsoft Word, Microsoft

format, just like AutoCAD.

Excel and Visio 0 Technical.

It can run in tandem with

And just how affordable

AutoCAD, and open

is lntelliCAD 98? How's

Auto CAD files through version R 14.01 without

$349 sound? Basically, think of lntelliCAD 98 as

conversion or data loss. lntelliCAD 98 also provides

offering outstanding CAD functionality at a price

support for AutoCAD commands, Autodesk

much lower than even AutoCAD LT. Pick up a

AutoLISP programs, menus, dialogs and other

copy at your nearest retailer and discover for

legacy tools. Plus, it already runs over 100 AutoCAD

yourself what all the talk is about. For more

applications from third-party developers, such as

information call 1-800-24-VISIO, reference A449.

Eagle Point Software, Intergraph Corporation and

Or see it in action at

Ketiv Technologies. So don't confuse lntelliCAD 98

www.visio.com/tryit.
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Chicago architects. Art Institute of

S, M, L, XL features works by Dutch

Chicago. 312/443-3600.

architect Rem Koolhaas and his
firm, the Office for Metropolitan

Calendar
Fountains: Splash and
Spectacle
New York City

ings and paintings that focus on
space and form. AIA Headquarters
Gallery. 202/638-3105.

The Havana Project:
Architecture Again
Vienna, Austria

Architecture, and by graphic
designer Bruce Mau. Architektur
Zentrum Wien. 011/43/1/522-3115.

Through October 31

featured in this exhibition, with proj-

This exhibition elucidates the role of

The Design and Building of
Girard College
Philadelphia

ects by Coop Himmelblau, Thom

Through December 13

fountains-and water as a design

Through October 23

Mayne, Eric Owen Moss, Carme

A celebration of male/female profes-

force-in defining urban space in

Surviving entries in the 1832 design

Pin6s, Lebbeus Woods, and C.P.P.N.

sional collaborations, featuring the

Europe and America, with examples

competition for the college, the first

Austrian Museum of Applied Arts.

work of 15 American firms founded

ranging from the Renaissance to the

architecture competition to attract

011/43/ 711/36-233.

and run jointly by men and women,

present. Cooper-Hewitt National

nationwide attention, are on display,

Design Museum. 212/849-8300.

as well as drawings of the construc-

Through October 11

Visions of a Mure Havana are

Equal Partners
Northampton, Mass.

including Arquitectonica, Asymptote,

+ Fung, and Tod Williams

Frank Uoyd Wright and the
Living City
Weil am Rhein, Germany

in 1848. Founder's Hall. 215/ 787-

Reconstructing the
Aluminalre House
New York City

2601.

Through October 31

Through October 11

1931 structure, which is being

in Europe of Wright's work to date

Martin Lewis's World:
Cityscapes on Paper
New York City

restored and relocated to New York

Through January 3, 1999

focuses on the architect's schemes

Through October 25

Institute ofTechnology's Central Islip

An exhibition illustrating how new

for Broadacre City, which attempted

An exhibition of the artist's prints

campus. Architectural League of

cuitural facilities have enlivened

to erase the dichotomy between city

depicting New York City from 1916

New York. 212/753-1722.

tired downtowns in Phoenix;

The Triumph of Grand Central
Terminal
New York City

Jersey; San Jose, California; and

tion of the winning entry, completed

The most comprehensive exhibition

An exhibition celebrating Lawrence

and country. Vitra Design Museum.

to 1947. Brooklyn Museum of Art.

011/49/ 7621/ 702-33-51 or visit

718/ 638-5000.

www.design -museum.de.

Kocher and Albert Frey's innovative

Hodgetts

Billie Tsien Associates. Smith Col lege Museum of Art. 413/ 585-2760.

New Ways of Revitalizing the
American City
Washington, D.C.

Cincinnati; Fort Worth; Newark, New
Kansas City, Missouri. National

Walker Evans: New York
Los Angeles

Manchester: A Neighborhood
Sketchbook
Pittsburgh

Through October 11

Through October 25

includes photographs documenting

While Evans is best known for his

This exhibition of photographs,

the soon-to-be-completed restora-

Depression-era photographs of the

maps, and architectural drawings

tion of Grand Central; historic

Through January 3, 1999

American South, this exhibition

inaugurates the Pittsburgh Neigh-

photographs and news clippings; a

Furniture, objects, and models

Building Museum. 202/272-2448.

Through November 11

A multimedia exhibition that

La Presence des Objets:
Gaetano Pesce
Montreal

reveals the full range of his work as

borhoods Project, an exploration of

video installation of views from the

and plans of recent projects by the

a New York street photographer,

the city's rich diversity. Heinz Archi-

terminal's "celestial ceiling"; and

architect and industrial designer.

including some of his earliest and

tectural Center, Carnegie Museum

time-lapse photography. Municipal

Musee des Arts Decoratifs de

most abstract compositions. J. Paul

of Art. 412/622-3131.

Art Society. 212/935-3960.

Montreal. 514/284-1252.

Under the Sun: An Outdoor
Exhibition of Light
New York City

Sculptors Engaging 20th·
Century Building
New York City

Robert Adam:
The Creative Mind
Washington, D.C.

Getty Museum. 310/440-7360.

Do Normal: Recent Dutch
Design
San Francisco

Through October 25

Through November 14

Through January 3, 1999

Through October 20

An exhibition of solar-powered

Sculptures that explore architectural

An exhibition of work by the 18th-

This exhibition of works by Dutch
designers focuses on the centuries-

installations, including commercial
products, experimental prototypes,

themes by such artists as Peter
Boyton, Jean-Marc Bustamante,

century Scottish architect, demonstrating his process of design from

old design consciousness that

and commissioned designs. Cooper-

Peter Dudek, and Rita McBride.

conception to final presentation. The

pervades every aspect of the coun-

Hewitt National Design Museum.

Times Square Galleries of Hunter

Octagon. 202/638-3105.

try's culture. San Francisco Museum

212/849-8300.

College. 212/772-4991.

Architecture for Children
Chicago

Living-Reading: Rem Koolhaas
and Bruce Mau
Vienna, Austria

of Modern Art. 415/ 357-4000.

Architectural Fragments: The
Work of Lisa Bennett
Washington, D.C.
Through October 23
On display are 31 enigmatic draw76

Architectural Record 10.98

Through October 30

Bechtel's First Century
Washington, D.C.
Through January 4, 1999

A portfolio of projects by the San

An exhibition of projects for chil-

Through November 16

Francisco- based Bechtel Group,

dren- schools, day-care centers,

A two-part exhibition centering on

one of the world 's largest engineer-

gymnasiums, and museums-by

the creators of the 1995 publication

ing and construction firms. High-
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OEPARTMENTS DATES EVENTS
lighted "megaprojects" include the
Hoover Dam, San Francisco's rapid
transit system, and the Channel
Tunnel. National Building Museum.
202/272-2448.
Tensions in Architecture
New York City
Through January 5, 1999

An examination of the extraordinary
developments in the materials and
technology of tensile structures.
Material Connexion Gallery.
212/445-8825.

All Wright: The
Dana-Thomas House
Chicago
Through January 31, 1999

An exhibition showcasing the most
complete and best-preserved
example of Frank Lloyd Wright's
early Prairie houses. Chicago Architecture Foundation. Call 312/9223432 or fax 312/922-0481.
Louis Comfort Tiffany at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
New York City
Through January 31, 1999

Designing the Disney Theme
Parks
New York City
Through January 10, 1999

"The Architecture of Reassurance"
examines how Disney attractions
are conceived, planned, and built.
On display are 200 plans, drawings,
paintings, and models from Disney
archives, many of which have never
been publicly displayed. CooperHewitt National Design Museum.
212/849-8300.

Nearly 100 Tiffany works from the
museum's collection, including windows, lighting fixtures, and objects,
are featured. The full-scale entrance
loggia from Tiffany's Long Island
estate is also on view. Metropolitan
Museum of Art. 212/570-3951.
Marion Mahony and Walter
Burley Griffin
Sydney, Australia
Through May 2, 1999

An exploration of the professional

and spiritual journey of Mahony and
Griffin, from their years in Wright's
office at the turn of the century
through their work in Australia and
India in the 1920s- 30s. Powerhouse
Museum. 011/61/02/217-0111.

first to reach 10 stories). New-York
Historical Society. 212/873-0509.

Chicago Design Show
Chicago

This year's contemporary furnishings exhibition and sale features
Designer on Call, a complimentary
service for consumers seeking
advice from interior designers.
Merchandise Mart. 312/527-4141.

An exhibition of visual arts, architecture, and design that underlines
the relationship between the artist/
architect and the constructed environment. Included are works by
Yves Klein, Jean Dubuffet, Daniel
Buren, Le Corbusier, and Jean
Nouvel, among others. Guggenheim
Museum SoHo. 212/423-3500.

George B. Post: Great
American Architect
New York City

1998 Professional Design.
Build Conference
Chicago

Premises: Invested Spaces
from France, 1958-98
New York City
October 13-January 11, 1999

October 9- 11

October 13- January 10, 1999

October 14-16

Among the works featured in this
exhibition of the late-19th- and
early-20th-century architect are
renderings of the long-demolished
Equitable Life Assurance Society
(the first building to use elevators)
and the Western Union Building (the

This year's conference, cosponsored
by the AIA and the Design-Build
Institute of America, will also feature
the Integrated Products and Services Show and the announcement
of winners of the National DesignBuild Awards Competition. Palmer

It's the brightest new idea in
gray architectural metal.
Revere's new FreedomGray is a
revolutionary, 100% lead-free gray metal
roofing material. You get all the
advantages of copper - light weight,
corrosion resistance, easy fabrication coupled with an aesthetically pleasing,
oxygen-induced natural gray patina.

FreedomGray is solid copper, coated
with the unique, patented ZT Alloy",
for ultimate environmental friendliness.
Call for details today.

••

Revere Copper Products, Inc.
One Revere Park
•
Rome, NY 13440-5561
. . 800-448-1776
Fax: 315-338-2105
www.reverecopper.com
FrccdomGnyisatndcnurkof
RC'\'treCopptrProducts., lnc..
ZT Alloy is a cndenuri of
Folhnsbet Seed.\ p~tcnted product.
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Samuel Mockbee, and Helen

Annual Conference on
Contaminated Soils
Amherst, Mass.
October 19- 22
Representatives from government

Searing. Smith College Museum of

agencies, the military, industry, and

and analysts present their forecasts

Art. 413/585 -2760.

the environmental community

for the construction industry. Ronald

House Hilton. Call DBIA at 202/682-

architecture serves, both culturally

0110 or visit www.dbia.org.

and aesthetically, to enhance the
lives of individuals and communities.

The American Dream by
Mail Order
Chicago
October 15-0ecember 31
An exhibition exploring the history

Speakers include Vincent Scully,

present their 1999 construction
budgets and plans and provide
updates on new regulations. At the
North American Construction Forecast conference, leading economists

attend this annual conference on

Reagan Building and International

of Sears, Roebuck & Co. catalog

Japan 2000: Kisho Kurokawa

soil clean-up. University of Mas-

Trade Center. Contact Lori Riegert,

houses built between 1908 and

Chicago

sachusetts at Amherst. Contact

CMD Group, 800/283-4699, for

1940. Chicago Architecture Foun-

October 17-January 3, 1999

Denise Leonard at 413/ 545-1239

more information.

dation. 312/922-3432.

A major retrospective of the work of

for more information.

City Satire: The Cartoons of
Roger K. Lewis

from his early Metabolist projects to
Museum in Amsterdam. Art Institute

October 20- 22

ASHRAE Indoor Air Quality and
Energy Conference '98
New Orleans
October 24-27

of Chicago. 312/443-3600.

The annual convention of the metal

Sponsored by the American Society

Japanese architect Kisho Kurokawa,

Washington, D.C.
October 15-February 28
More than 100 cartoons satirizing
the state of architecture and urban
design, originally published in the
Washington Post. National Building
Museum. 202/272-2448.

Speaking of Architecture:
A World View
Northampton, Mass.
October 17
A symposium that explores how

his current addition to the Van Gogh

Metalcon '98
San Diego

construction industry highlights the

of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-

Architecture Principe:

latest products and services. San

Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE),

The Oblique Function
Santa Monica, Calif.
October 17- January 10, 1999
A survey of work by Groupe Architecture Principe, formed in 1963 by
Claude Parent and Pail Virilio, who
opposed the concept of Euclidean
space. Form Zero Architectura l
Gallery. 310/450-0222.

Diego Convention Center. Call

this conference is meant to help

617/ 965 -0055 or visit www.metal-

commercial building designers,

con.com for information.

contractors, and building owners

FEDCON/North American Construction Forecast Conference
Washington, D.C.
October 22- 23
At FEDCON, government agencies

ity and energy efficiency through

achieve acceptable indoor air qualproper application of ASHRAE
standards. Radisson Hotel. Call
404/ 636-8400 to register.

(continued on page 212)

Pre-patinated copper by Revere:
Proven across America.
With Revere EverGreen pre-patinated
architectural copper, you can visualize
the warm elegance of patina - and
realize it immediately.Wherever your
imagination takes you, from rooftops to
vertical applications, EverGreen adds
distinctive character and charm.
Quickly matures after atmospheric
exposure. Don't wait any longer; call for
details today.
Revere Copper Products, Inc.
One Revere Park
Rome, NY 13440-5561
800-448-1776
www.reverecopper.com
fanGrem is 1 rrgism-rd mdenurk
of RC'\'ttt Coppa Producn, Inc.
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When designing a landmark, make a landmark decision.

Specifying Arrow architectural hardware is simple.
One source. One Spec.
Only Arrow offers a full
range of designs, functions
and finishes essential to
the architect, industrial designer and specifier.
From mortise locks,
cylindrical
locks, door
closers and exit devices to our vast selection
of key systems, every Arrow product is
engineered for
performance
and durability.
Arrow has earned a reputation
for delivering hardware of consistent quality
and unsurpassed value for industrial and commercial projects
large and small. It's no wonder
decisive architects specific about
performance, specify Arrow.

Sooner or later, you'll get the point.

© 1997 ARROW ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE • 10300 FOSTER AVENUE, BROOKLYN, NY 11236 • PHONE: 1718) 257·4700 • FAX: 1718) 649-9097
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by James S. Russell, AIA

t is conventional wisdom that architecture is a frill, something to
be added if there's someone to impress. The second annual
Business Week/Architectural Record Awards put the lie to that
notion in intriguing ways. Among the winners there is little that is
spectacular or even overtly stylistic. Instead, although some projects display assertive designs, there is much that is inventively prosaic among the
winners. All show how architectural creativity can be applied to pragmatic needs.
What was the common thread among such a disparate group of
winners? "There was an appropriateness;' responds architect Rodolfo
Machado, of Boston-based Machado and Silvetti Associates, one of the
jurors. In this he sums up opinions offered by others. "The winners were
remarkably well tailored to their purpose;' he continues. "All the architects
showed a deep understanding of the image needs and the requirements
for the budget." These successful projects also offer a variety of other benefits, including employee retention and promotion of cultural and
environmental values.

I

Competing for people

What could be more timely, in this era of labor shortages, than retaining
and attracting valued people? In the competitive world of fashion, Gap Inc.
recognized that its new building in San Bruno, California, could help keep
competitors from plundering valued staff. The facility provides an
impressive number of amenities: a fitness center with lap pool, a cafe opening onto a terrace, a jogging path, windows that open. But the spaciousness
(floor-to-floor heights are a generous 15 ~ or 20-plus feet) and the
omnipresence of daylight suggest an informal atelier, a place where colleagues can readily find each other to launch an idea or hash out a dispute.
The New York Times Company had a tougher challenge: building a new, more automated plant meant laying off a considerable number
oflong-time employees. How to retain the best people while developing a
less contentious long-term relationship with unions? Build a workplace
that staff would be proud to work in, and close a decades-old printing
facility where ancient presses clattered in the depths of cramped subbasements. "There's such a palpable difference at College Point," says
David Thurm, executive director of project development. Not only is the
project aesthetically pleasing and flooded with daylight, but electronic
scoreboards throughout the facility keep everyone abreast of the current
status of production. "To me, a large part of what it represents is the physical manifestation of a new relationship;' adds Thurm.
Futures By Temps, which finds the talented people that businesses seek, took the unusual step of locating its facility in a high-traffic
shopping mall. The company recognized that moving a bunch of desks and
tables into a storefront was not enough. It needed to do something to lure
the best people. That's when the company turned to Adamstein &
Demetriou Architects. Since Futures By Temps didn't have a "product" to
display, the architect used appealing design to sell the idea of"opportunity:'
Conveying values, not just Image

This year's winning buildings helped their companies convey identity. In
the old days, high-design corporate facilities were intended to impress or
to convey solidity and longevity. Now buildings advertise a company's values. The serene minimalism of Osho International's offices in New York
City convey the Zen spiritual ideals of the book, audio, video, and multimedia projects the company undertakes. "The space represents who we
are;' says Klaus Steeg, Osho's president. "It supports the idea of the business and communicates it to [customers]." Indeed, he continues, the
10.98 Architectural Record
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company's clients are so taken with the space that they often ask to meet
at Osho's offices rather than their own.
Tilt-up concrete slabs and their metal supports leave little doubt
what business the K. J. McNitt Construction Company is in. The contractor calls Oklahoma City architect Rand Elliott's design "a living
illustration of the precast-concrete construction process."
Architects Polshek and Partners shaped the New York Times
Printing Plant to create a sculptural billboard readable from an adjacent
highway, conveying the once-novel idea that production is something the
company is proud of and wants to show off.
Residents of River Falls, Wisconsin, were pleased when QMR
Plastics chose to locate in their town, helping to diversify the local economy. They were also pleased by Julie Snow's design for the factory, which
does more than present a distinctive and attractive face to cars passing on
the nearby highway. By including native prairie grasses and flowers and

golden age. There are similarities today to the early decades of the century, when Albert Kahn helped carmakers find suitable architectural
expression for fast-evolving mass-production systems [see also Building
Types Study 761, May 1998, page 199]. Not only are industrial processes
changing rapidly, but more companies are recognizing that careful attention to design pays off.
The winners challenged conventional wisdom in other ways.
Businesses can supposedly locate anywhere these days, but a number of
winners thought long and hard about where they wanted to be. Futures
By Temps was so convinced of the rightness of its idea that it overcame
the reluctance of mall management to rent to a "nonretail" tenant.
Osho might have chosen a tranquil exurban locale, but Steeg
says it was important to be in the midst of the major publishers with
which Osho deals, so it made more sense to set up shop in midtown
Manhattan. Osho is in one of New York's grand 1920s towers, which, with

IN THE OLD DAYS, CORPORATE FACILITIES WERE DESIGNED TO IMPRESS OR
CONVEY SOLIDITY. NOW BUILDINGS ADVERTISE A COMPANY'S VALUES.
creating a retaining pond on site, the design reduces the facility's impact
on the local environment.
Some of this year's Business Week/ Architectural Record Award
winners used the design process to make facilities that would, in some
important way, help them "walk their talk." Osho's facility is remarkable
in part because its tranquility is in such dramatic contrast to the noisy
hustle of midtown Manhattan. Unions and management have been
famously contentious at the New York Times. The design of their new
plant is as much a statement about a consultative process (over 300 people were involved in the design at one point or another) as it is a container
for printing presses. Seemingly trivial process questions were posed, then
answered with often startlingly improved efficiencies. For example, a special mezzanine was built to hold a device that temporarily stores
early-printed newspaper sections. It's rare to even consider placing any
process above the ground floor, says the Times's Thurm. But it saved several thousand linear feet of expensive, high-maintenance conveyor belts.
Whither the "alternative" workplace?
Projects in which the facility was designed to support some fundamentally new way of working were fewer this year. The most transformative
project proved to be, of all things, a waste transfer station in Holland. Not
only do its sensuous curves make the sorting of trash an almost appealing
notion, the building itself is intended to be literally transformed once the
landfill it serves is full. The structure's long spans can adapt to a community recreation center or an auditorium. As in America, few communities
want such a facility in their backyard, and the appealing design went a
long way in winning community acceptance.
The awards jury focused on a few projects where the clients were
less concerned with creating new or alternative workplaces. In these, the
companies used design to make very straightforward, publicly understandable statements about themselves. Little money was spent at Praxair,
at QMR, or at K. J. McNitt. At Praxair, though, the detailing of the
translucent ceiling and exposed ductwork conveys a palpable concern
with quality. Juror Charles Gwathmey especially appreciated such lowbudget exercises: "They weren't automatic. They were much more
inventive and interesting than many of the large projects we saw."
It is notable that the Dutch waste transfer facility was one of
three industrial projects chosen as winners. If this year's awards program
proves indicative, industrial building design may be entering a new
90
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their slim shafts and small floor plates, are aesthetically admired but often
thought romantically passe in this era of bulky, deep-floor skyscrapers.
Steeg liked the space because, with windows on three sides, it offered a
quality oflight he couldn't obtain in newer, thicker buildings.
Let the sun shine in
Although in the past, windows may have been seen as just a nicety-not
doing anything useful-inventive use of daylight was common among the
winners. It's hard to imagine Praxair without that big wedge-shaped skylight. Sunlight permeates the manufacturing floor at the QMR Plastics
facility as well. The appealing light and views are key to drawing and
retaining valued staff, who might otherwise prefer a more urban setting.
Daylight at the New York Times Printing Plant helps press operators evaluate the quality of the printed product, while skylights bathe a cafeteria
and break areas with filtered sun. At Gap Inc., the ubiquity of sunlight,
along with high ceilings, creates an appealing environment even for those
who do not get windowed private offices.
Environmental design strategies are often seen as statements
about corporate citizenship rather than as methods that by themselves
can enhance the way business is done. The garbage transfer station in the
Netherlands actually reconceives the idea of a trash dump, making its
processes visible to the community while at the same time screening and
treating its noxious aspects. (It includes systems for recycling and processing the gases and water emitted by the landfill rather than just
containing them.) In incorporating environmentally benign materials,
daylight, and natural ventilation, Gap Inc.'s design reinforces the corporation's support for healthy living and offers a more thermally and
visually comfortable work environment, which has a positive impact on
productivity.
· While recognizing excellence in design for business, the awards
program tries to pass along the winners' experience to others. Even the
jurors say they learned a great deal. "Sitting around a table with other
businesspeople, I heard much that I hadn't thought of," comments
Michael Basserman, chairman of Mercedes-Benz of North America. "We,
ourselves, are thinking about a new home-office building in the U.S. [The
awards program] confirmed what we were thinking, that you can't build
a building for a single purpose. Markets and companies and purposes
change, and you need adaptable environments." Indeed, adapting to
rapid change ought to keep things interesting over the coming years. •
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NEW OFFICES FOR OSHO INTERNATIONAL
KEEP CLIENTS COMING BACK FOR MORE.

1. Reception
2. Conference
3. Office

The design challenge was "to create a sense of spaciousness and silence
that says what our product is," explains Klaus Steeg, president of Osho
International, a company that produces books, videos, and tapes based on
the teachings of an Indian philosopher and mystic who called himself
Osho. Rising to the challenge, architect Dan Rowen designed a 2,500square-foot office that captures the meditative spirit of the client's
products. Extensive discussions with the key decision makers on the
client's staff and close collaboration during the design process allowed the
architect to explore alternative ways of organizing the office. As a result,
the conference table and reception desk share a common central space
that serves as the serene hub of the plan, leaving the line between public
and private areas purposely vague.
"The client wanted a place that felt like a beautiful loft, not an
office;' says Rowen. So the architect brought daylight into the central
space, used uninterrupted vertical surfaces, and hid file drawers and
records behind elegant cabinets. The most dramatic feature in the office is
a wall of 9-by-3-foot glass panels that are acid-etched on one side and
clear on the other. A film between the two layers of glass makes the clear
side reflective and gives the other side a diaphanous, translucent look.
Having moved to New York City to increase its profile in international publishing, Osho wanted its offices to project the image of a
company that is both contemplative and dynamic. Rowen's use of clean
lines and modern materials has accomplished the task, says Steeg. In fact,
Osho's clients like the space so much they often request that meetings take
place there rather than in their own offices. The budget for the project (including fees and furnishings) was less than $750,000. C.A.P

4. Support services
5. Archive

Project: Osho International Offices,

New York City
Client: Osho International
Building type: Corporate offices
Award category: Private sector, under

$1 million
Key players: Osho In ternational-

"It's a wonderful space. It's very,

Klaus Steeg, president; Daniel Rowen
Architects-Daniel Rowen, AlA;

very minimalist, and the philosophy

Ambrosino DePinto & Schmieder

employees is reflected in and en-

(engineers); Fisher Marantz Renfro
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"The collaboration between archi-

BUILDING IT GREEN, GAP INC. CREATES AN
ATTRACTIVE, HEALTHY PLACE TO WORK.

tects and client was very strong
and constant. The CEO was directly
involved in selecting the architects
and in overseeing the process. He
met with them once a month and
participated in the decision making."
Juror Rodolfo Machado
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The first office complex that Gap Inc. commissioned and built for itself, at
901 Cherry Street in San Bruno, California, embodies many of the values
that the fast-growing apparel company tries to project-including a commitment to its employees and to the environment. "We were looking to
create a great place to work;' explains Maria Moyer-Angus, senior director of environmental affairs and energy management at Gap Inc. The
company also wanted to apply some of what it had learned from its stores
in terms of using environmentally sensitive building products and systems, says Moyer-Angus.
The 195,000-square-foot building offers the 600 employees who
use it workstations that are never more than 30 feet from daylight, as well
as amenities such as a cafeteria and a full-service fitness center with lap
pool. The building's large footprint is broken down into three sections,
each organized around a skylighted atrium. Designed in collaboration by
William McDonough + Partners, Gensler, and Gap's own design team,
the building incorporates a number of environmentally sensitive elements
including roofs planted with native grasses, wood veneer harvested from
ecologically managed forests, low-toxicity paints and adhesives, and
formaldehyde-free particle board.
The building was also designed to be 30 percent more energy
efficient than is required by state law. Grass-covered roofs that are thermal
buffers, double-paned windows with performance coatings, atria that
bring daylight deep into the building, and cool night air flushed through
the HVAC system to reduce air conditioning all lessen energy usage. An
under-floor plenum supplies air closer to employees than traditional
overhead vents and provides space for wiring and cabling, allowing great
flexibility in office layouts. Gap anticipates that savings on energy and
maintenance will pay for higher first costs within four to six years, faster
than the original estimate of eight years. C.A.P.
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GOING RETAIL, FUTURES BY TEMPS SES
ARCHITECTURE TO
L TS
Taking an employment agency out of an office setting and bringing it into
the world of retail required an entirely new design approach for Futures
By Temps. "We wanted to reorient our business;' says Steven Ettridge,
president and CEO of Futures By Temps & Co. "Instead of waiting for the
applicants to come to us, we decided to go to them." The company
scouted locations in shopping malls and hired an architect with experience in restaurant and hospitality design. The first fruit of the new
approach is a 1,500-square-foot prototype "store" where job applicants
are the customers, employers are the suppliers, and employment opportunity is the product.
Because the company finds jobs mostly for computer-savvy college graduates, Adamstein & Demetriou Architects designed the store as a
three-dimensional Web site, with high-tech materials, overscaled photographic images, and words floating overhead on angled panels. Following
the retail model, the architects made the entry a pivotal point in their
design, grabbing people's attention with bold graphics and offering forced
perspectives through the entire store. "There's no tangible product, so we
had to use architecture to emphasize the message-of opportunity;'
explains architect Olvia Demetriou. The designers also broke down the
space into individual zones, using different colors and materials to give
each its own identity. The applications area is designed as a cafe with blue
as the dominant color; the testing and training area is reminiscent of
market stalls with curved metal canopies and lots of yellow. C.A.P.
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Pr ·e

:

Futures By Temps, Reston,

Virginia

Key players: Futures By Temps & Co. -

Steven Ettridge, president and CEO,

Client: Futures By Temps & Co.

Celia Romaine, project manager;

Building type: Retail

Adamstein & Demetriou Architects-

Award category: Private sector, under

Theodore Adamstein, ALA, Olvia

$1 million

Demetriou, AJA; Malin Construction,
Inc. (genera l contractor)
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A NEW HOME FOR PRAXAIR DISTRIBUTION
FITS INSIDE AN OLD WAREHOUSE.
Converting a 58,000-square-foot warehouse into a facility that combines
distribution, processing, and office spaces, the project team for the Praxair
Distribution Center in Ankeny, Iowa, worked with the building's existing
industrial vocabulary to create a workplace with an entirely new character. Instead of fighting the project's very tight construction budget (about
$50 per square foot), the architects "used it as a positive force;' says Calvin
Lewis, FATA. By exposing the building's structural members and mechanical systems and using industrial materials like perforated metal and
corrugated fiberglass, the architects kept costs down while at the same
time creating a more daring aesthetic. The most important contributions
by the architects, however, came at the beginning of the process, when
strategic decisions about future needs were made, says Lewis. For example, by providing space for office growth, the project team saved the
company money in the long run.
Since windows couldn't be cut into the warehouse's building
shell, the designers brought daylight inside by way of a long skylight slicing through the structure. Underneath the skylight spine is a 28-foot-high
metal-stud wall clad with translucent corrugated fiberglass, which spills
daylight from one side of the building to the other. C.A.P.
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1. Reception
Project: Praxair Distribution Center,

2. Conference

Ankeny, Iowa

3. Offices

Client: Praxair Distribution

4. Expansion

Building type: Distribution and

5. Distribution

processing center
Award category: Private sector, under

$1 million
Key players: Praxair Distribution-

Rich Matthes; Herbert Lewis Kruse
Blunck Architecture-Calvin Lewis,
FAIA, Stephen Knowles, FAlA; Charles
Saul Engineering (structu ral); Stroh
Corp. (electrical and mechanical);
Neumann Brothers Construction
(general contractor)

A FACTORY FOR QMR PLASTICS PUTS
WORKERS AND MANAGERS UNDER ONE ROOF.

Project QMR Plastics Division,

River Falls, Wisco nsin
Client: Quadion Corp.
Building type: Manufacturing/ office
Award category: Private secto1; under

$25million
Key players: Quadion Corp.-Jim

Lande, CEO; fames/Snow Architects-

Conceived as a calling card for the company's entire manufacturing business, this new plastics injection molding plant serves as a showcase of
QMR's corporate values-bringing white-collar and blue-collar workers
together, establishing an attractive work environment, and manufacturing
high-quality products. While QMR wanted its plastics division to have its
own identity and home, the facility has also been an effective tool in promoting the company as a whole.
The architecture reinforces the company's values by bringing
management, engineering, and production workers under one roof, with
only a clear glass wall separating manufacturing from offices. "Visual and
physical connections with the people you work with are important here;'
explains Julie Snow, AIA. The building's 20-foot-high interior space
and 90-foot-long clear spans emphasize the sense that "we're all in this
together;' says Snow. "This isn't a little box for management attached to a
big box for workers." The large open space is complemented by a system
of under-floor tunnels that provide all power and services and allow great
flexibility and efficiency in setting up production operations.
Daylight is another element creating a more productive and
desirable place to work. North-facing dormers and a south-facing curtain
wall flood the manufacturing floor with daylight. By tipping the steeltrussed roof up toward the view of a wooded ridge to the south, the
architects brought even more sunlight into the workspace and established
a strong relationship between indoors and out. Much of the 11-acre site
has been restored to its native prairie grasses, helping to develop good
relations with the community of River Falls. "We set a machine in a garden, with the building as mediator;' says Snow. C.A.P.

Julie Snow, ALA; Coen & Stumpf
(landscape architect)
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THE NY TIMES BREAKS OUT OF THE INDUSTRIAL BOX WITH A NEW PRINTING PLANT.
As it was reinventing its daily newspaper-adding new sections and
color-the New York Times also rethought the way it manufactured its
product. At the beginning of the design process for an entirely new printing facility, the company brought together key players (architects, engineers, consultants, construction manager, and client representatives) and
encouraged everyone to question all aspects of the project. "We wanted to
show that architecture makes a difference and that great architecture
needn't cost a lot of money;' states David Thurm, executive director of
project development for the New York Times.
The 515,000-square-foot building near La Guardia Airport in
Queens sends a strong message to two important audiences: the public
and the company's heavily unionized employees. By breaking down the
mass of the building into variously colored blocks housing different parts
of the manufacturing process, showcasing printing presses behind a giant
window of curtain wall, and wrapping the company's logo around two
facades, the architects turned an industrial building into an advertisement. And by bringing daylight inside and using raised walkways with
views of the presses (instead of dark corridors), the designers created an
attractive place to work. Staying under a tight $350 million budget, the
architects gave inexpensive industrial materials colorful twists by using
them in unconventional ways. As design partner Richard Olcott explains,
"They wanted creative solutions that were really cheap, to show you can
do a lot with a little." C.A.P

Project: The New York Times Printing

Plant, College Point, New York
Client: The New York Times
Building type: Printing plant
Award category: Private sector, more

than $25 million
Key players: The New York Times-

David Thurm; Polshek and Partners
Architects (architect) -Richard Olcott,
FAIA; Parsons Main (architect of
record)-Nicholas Mariani; di Domenico+ Partners (landscape architect);
Lehrer McGovern Bovis (general
contractor)
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Project: McNitt Building, Oklahoma

City, Oklahoma
Client: K. ]. McNitt Construction

Company
Building type: Office building
Award category: Private sector, under

$1 million
Key players: K. ]. McNitt Construction

(client and contractor); Elliott+ Associates Architects-Rand Elliott, FAlA

DESIGN AS MARKETING: THE MCNITT
BUILDING SHOWS ARCHITECTURE CAN SELL.
With the McNitt Construction Company building, what you see is what
you'll get, if you hire the company: tilt-up concrete-panel construction. "The building is so direct-it tells the story of the construction
process-that it has captured a lot of attention;' says architect Rand
Elliott. Using concrete panels with different finishes and exposing their
joints, bracing, and thinness, Elliott turned the building into a demonstration of the expressive possibilities of a mundane construction
method. As a result, the building has become a company signature, a
valuable marketing tool, says the architect. The client has already received
several new projects, thanks in part to the impact of the building.
The efficiency of the structural concrete panels made possible
the addition of a second-level loft, which has provided flexible space that
the company can use as storage or as offices for its expanding business. An
open area in the middle of the offices has enhanced the company's team
approach to work, says the client, and has encouraged greater communication among employees.
Working within a budget of just $50 per square foot, the architect left exposed roof joists and decks and used construction materials as
expressive elements in interior spaces. One of the lessons that other clients
can learn from this project, says Elliott, is to "see architecture as an investment and not just an expense." C.A.P.
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A DUTCH WASTE TRANSFER STATION USES
ARCHITECTURE TO BE A GOOD NEIGHBOR.

"It's very soft and could be sort of an
accident in the flat landscape of
Holland. Then you come close and it
has detailing and pieces that make it
this machine. It manages to bridge
the organic and the technological.
And that is really special: not many
projects do both.'' Juror Bernardo
Fort-Brescia

Waste transfer stations are rarely places that inspire much pride. But the
new facility in Zenderen, the Netherlands, makes a powerful statement
that architecture can help a needed but unwanted project make peace
with its neighbors. The graceful curves of the 469-foot-long structure
visually reduce its bulk and give it a friendly appearance. And because the
building was designed to be converted into a sports or cultural facility
when its adjacent landfill reaches capacity in 15 years, even its function
will eventually become more benign.
The building serves as a place where garbage is deposited by
trucks, sorted into several different categories, and then transferred to a
landfill. Water and gasses from the landfill are piped back to the building,
where they are treated in a plant in the rear of the facility. "The building
rests on the landscape like a large organism;' says architect Kas Oosterhuis. Indeed, the building has a "head" where offices and computers are
located, a "trunk" for garbage sorting, and a "tail" for water and gas treatment. On its public side, facing the road, the transfer station screens views
of its operations and offers few clues to its function. On the opposite side,
the building is open so trucks can shuttle back and forth from the sorting
hall to the landfill.
The steel-frame building is clad in aluminum and has a large,
irregularly shaped skylight on one side of the roof which brings daylight
into the interior. Curving in two directions, the building has sections of
varying dimensions. But computerized engineering and fabrication made
it no more expensive to build such a design than one with standard
dimensions, notes the architect. When the landfill is topped off in the
future, the open side of the transfer station can be enclosed and the large
column-free sorting space easily converted to another use. C.A.P.
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Project: Waste Transfer Station,

Zenderen, the Netherlands
Cllent: Regio 'IWente
Bui lding type: Waste· treatment facility
Award category: Public sector, under

$5million
Key players: Regio TWertte- Cep Vart

Der Steen; Oosterhuis Associates (architect)-Kas Oosterhuis; BDG Raadgevend Ingenieurs (engineer); Heijmans
Industries Steel (steel contractor);
Nelissen Van Egteren Bouw (general
contractot)
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No one ever said, "Today's another
opportunity to be average."

But reaching that next rung on the ladder
becomes a little more challenging when the
rung isn't there.
Herman Miller congratulates those who
build the ladders. The innovators. The risk
takers. The dreamers. The problem solvers.
We salute the winners of this year's
Business Week/Architectural Record Awards.
And all those who apply their creativity to
find answers to real world questions.
We stand in awe of the heights you've climbed.
Enjoy the view.

. _ .J herman miller
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LISTENING TO:

IN THEIR STRUGGLE FOR RESPECT, THEY ARE OFTEN
PITTED AGAINST OR ALLIED WITH ARCHITECTS.
by Barbara A. Nadel, AIA

This summe1; RECORD's editor in chief, Robert Ivy, FAIA, convened a panel
of 10 prominent engineers to explore how market-driven changes are affecting architecture and engineering. When the three-hour session was over, the
participants had shed light, heat, and form on everything from contractual
relationships to mutual respect. While the fundamental differences in the
way architects and engineers view their work are explicit, it is also clear that
the two professions must focus on common goals- if only to protect themselves from those seeking to usurp project management responsibilities.
The engineering firms represented are large, but the discussions
covered issues equally relevant to smaller companies. Mechanical/electrical
engineers included John Hennessy, PE, chairman and CEO of Syska &
Hennessy, a 475-person New York City mechanical/electrical engineering
firm with nine offices; George P. Karidis, PE, vice president of SHG Inc. in
Detroit, a 340-person architectural/engineering firm with eight American
and two Asian offices; Norman D. Kurtz, PE, principal, Flack & Kurtz
Consulting Engineers, a 275-person New York City mechanical/electi"ical firm
with two American and three international offices; and Marvin A. Mass, PE,
a partner at Cosentini Associates LLP Consulting Engineers in New York
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City, a 400-person firm with five American offices and 20 European affiliates.
Structural engineers included Kimball]. Beasley, PE, a senior con sultant with Wiss, Janney, Elstner Associates Inc. in Princeton, New Jersey, a
13-office, 250-person firm specializing in investigative engineering and remedial design; Jon D. Magnusson, PE, chairman and CEO of Skilling Ward
Magnusson Barkshire Consulting Structural and Civil Engineers, a 120person Seattle firm; Frouma Narov, PE, principal, Urbitran Associates, a 165person New York City structural, civil, and transportation engineering firm
with offices in the United States and Israel; Guy]. P. Nordenson, principal,
Guy Nordenson and Associates, a New York City structural engineering firm,
and associate professor of the School ofArchitecture at Princeton University;
Leslie E. Robertson, PE, director of design for Leslie E. Robertson Associates
and Consulting Structural Engineers, a 50-person New York City firm; and
Richard L. Tomasetti, PE, principal, Thornton -Tomasetti Engineers, a 350person New York City firm with six American offices.

Barbara A. Nadel, ALA, is principal of Barbara Nadel Architect in New York City,
specializing in health, criminal justice, and institutional planning and design.

y now, architects and engineer~ recognize that good personal
and business relationships among all construction team members are the foundation of a successful project. But creating that
relationship-through contractual arrangements, team leadership, communication, and mutual respect-is not so easy. That's especially true in light of the increasing emphasis on technology, greater
competition, and new business relationships that are evolving as a result
of current market conditions. How will design professionals work
together in the future? What changes do engineers seek from architects?
Are design professionals maximizing opportunities for collaboration?
Forty years ago, architects and owners got together and hired the
engineers once the design process was under way. But over the past two
decades, as various contractual arrangements, including design-build, have
developed, the leadership scenario has changed. Engineers now have an
even greater stake in the success, profitability, and risk of a project. As a
result, engineers also want to be called in at the start of the design process
so they can understand and contribute to project goals and budgets.
Too often engineers are treated as a commodity, said Norman D.
Kurtz. It is up to architects to encourage owners and project managers to
base their decision of which engineers to hire for a project on professional
abilities and the quality of the relationship, rather than on the lowest fee.
"We should be collaborators helping architects, and ultimately owners,
achieve their goals professionally and commercially, not subcontractors to
be bought and sold for convenience;' he said. Strong words, but other
panelists agreed that these days price, more than any other ingredient,
seems to determine who gets hired.
Part of the problem may be that engineers, unlike architects,
have no single trade organization looking out for their interests. Engineering professional societies are numerqus and fragmented, representing
a multitude of disciplines and special interests. This lack of a single,
strong voice has not helped those in the building trades to achieve greater
respect from the public and other professionals.
"We should stop talking to ourselves and start communicating
with architects, lobbying for the same things [they get], and addressing
the public about our skills. That's the key to getting ourselves recognized
and making a difference" in the way we are perceived, said Frouma Narov.
Engineers are not perceived as important people in America,
though they are highly regarded in other countries, Marvin A. Mass said.

DEVELOPING A GOOD TEAM
RELATIONSHIP IS THE BASIS
OF A SUCCESSFUL PROJECT.

J
,i

Left to right: Frouma
Narov, Guy J. P.
Nordenson, Jon D.
Magnusson, Marvin
A. Mass, John
Hennessy, Richard
L. Tomasetti, Leslie
E. Robertson,
Frouma Narov,
George P. Karidis,
Norman D. Kurtz,
Robert Ivy.
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"Most of us wouldn't lilr~am of hiring the people the managers
bring to meetings, yet it is tliey iWho. orchestrate the process;' Kurtz said.
"First they separate the tehm, intervi('.w the architects, beat them up on
fees, and then do the sarrie to the engineers. We all march to it. These people charge the owner .l substantial fee andjustify it by lowering our fees.
Projects suffer bec~U:se the project manager becomes the intermediary
between the client.~nd the design profession~ls, filtering advice, communication, and t~clmical knowledge. These people are unnecessary and
don't help the,.process."
Hq* did this change in leadership happen? According to Narov,
architects _and engineers are both at fault. "We should have all been more
businesslike;' she said. "During the 1970s, when construction management emerged, contractors jumped in and architects and engineers
"reJ.inquished that part of the business. We're doing the same thing now
wi0 'dqign-build."
'
/
fncreasingly, George P. Karidis said, "consultants like Arthur
;Andersen & C°Oinp_any want to manage all client needs, treating architec1/ ture and engineeri~g as sidelines. We bring leadership and synergy to
1
projects;' but have not been proactive about promoting these skills.
"The pride and satisfactio~ of doing a terrific job overshadows
everything else for the engineer; that's par.t of our problem. That's why we
take second place and why the Arthur Andersens become the consultants
to owners;' Narov said. "These people have no technical ability, no knowledge of owner needs, but they kiiow the importance of taking a leadership
role. They go out and get an engineer-who works in the back roomwhile they have the glory and the limelight," Narov said.
Added Tomasetti: "We can blame the attorneys," who may have .
advised design professionals t~ go along with the owner's demands so
they could keep the work. "But we're the ones who listened to them."
James E. Frankel, an attorney for several of the panelists and
chairman of the Construction fodustry Practice Group at the law firm of
Baer Marks & Upham, was interviewed on this subject after the panel discussion. He agreed that members of the design community are not paid
properly for the services they provide, but he pins blame on the shifting
demands of the market. "In a competitive market, roles change and fees
are whittled down. The design community's abdication of leadership
roles corresponds to owner demands for reduced design fees. As a result,
the design community reduced 1its sco_pe of work;' Frankel said.

\8.eas;~y'(left); Guy J. P.
N~rdenson, author
\
·· ..

Barbara A. Nadel, arid
Rober(Ivy.
\

\

!

Last May, the Econo nl,ist reported in its piece "Engineering: In Need bf
Heroes" that the public cannot name any famous engineers, while ma~y
architects, such as Frank Lloyd Wright and Richard Meier, are household
names.
I
"We're intirrlid~ting, mysterious to architects, and definitely nbt
· kindred spirits. We dbn't have any stature in the architectural community;' Mass added. Th~t is particularly true of mechanical engineers, who
have less stature th~n 's tructural engineers, whose work is more compr~
hensible to architects and the public in general.
Ho\Yever, as chard L. \omasetti poipted out, "Respect cannpt
be demanded, but must be commanded and earned. If engineers are not
~tt~g!_e~p_ect, we m$st ask ourselves_why."

f

New

r~{~tionships I

,

Perh,/ ps the bigge~t- cpange in working relationships within the design
an,<l'constructioriflel4 has been the emergence of the project manager as
te~m le?def, a role hekl in the past by architects. The resulting erosion 9f
/the architect's role haJ had reperci:tssions for engineers.
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ENGINEERS AND ARCHITECTS
ARE FINDING WAYS TO EXPAND
THEIR ROLE IN CONSTRUCTION.
A shifting market also means new opportunities. Some engineers
and architects are now finding ways to expand their role in the built environment by acting as project managers or owner's representatives, Frankel
added. It's not a job for everyone, however. Added responsibilities me'<\n
greater compensation, but they also mean greater risk. "Theoretically, serving as project manager means you have greater control over the project.
But that's questionable when parts of
the team are located across town or in
another building. In other words, you
can't control every person involved in
the project," he said.

/

..·:·

In the design-build process, the biggest risk comes at the frpnt'o f/
the project, when the teams are assembled and pricing is ass~ssei{ bas~a
on the design. "How often do we get ~fee for our design,wi);k? We do~'t
get a piece of the action even when we collaborate
with the contrattor,"
,
I
Narov said. "We want to share in the profits-more than just 25 c¢nts per
square foot for the design."
_
/
Charging hourly fees inste~d of getting paid on the basis of
value added to a project limits-C.'.~mpertsation. "Profitable law firms don't
succeed by charging $500 an hour but'. by taking a percenta'ge of the deal,
regardless of how many hours they pJt in," John Henn~ssy said.
Another alternative is to haye design team members receive a
share .of the profits once the building is sold, Norde.nson suggested. If an
owner sells a commercial building for twice the construction cost three
years after it is completed, for instanre, design~rs should get a proportionate percentage of the profits. This scenario could occur only if
everyone involved agreed in advance, Henne~isy said. But the prospect of
greater profits would go a long way in motivating the individuals involved
in the proj ect.
·
i •

Design-build

The second major change in the way
business is done has been the advent
of design-build, which is the fastestgrowing method of project delivery,
according to the Building Futures
Council. Though engineers and architects are becoming increasingly savvy
in these relationships, design-build
has greatly altered how leadership
roles are structured. "Design-build
doesn't mean the designer is out of
the picture;' Narov contended, "but
there should be a way for the designer
to assume a place in the process."
The panelists discussed numerous design-build arrangements. One common approach is when a
team of architects, engineers, and contractors is assembled, perhaps for a
competition, and bids on a project. Another approach is when an owner
selects an NE team, which, in turn, develops a building program, preliminary design, and rough cost estimate. This package may go to the
selected design-builder or out for competitive bidding among several
design-build teams. Generally the design-builder will also have its own
NE team, whether in-house or as consultants by contractual arrangement. Owners may also want their original A/E team to be available to
ensure that the intent of the initial design concept is carried out.
As traditional contracting methods change, engineers want a bigger share of the profits, a more prominent role, and greater responsibility
for the overall project. Narov claimed that her most successful design-build
projects have been those in which she invested money and became personally involved. She urged architects and enginee·rs to take more risks and
demand project equity. Sharing in the profits of an ongoing commercial
project could include management and leasing roles, since developers routinely pay leasing agents a percentage of money they bring in.

'i
dontractual relationships

Changing leadership roles have an impact on cont~actual relationships as
iell. "Engineers must know who holds the contrad," Narov said, referring
to the often confusing contractual relationships among members of the
design and construction team. The engineer may be working for the
o»'ner, the architect, the construction •manager, a design-build entity, or
other ·individuals or companies. Tha~ relationship\ drives how work is
d~ne and who leads the project. And ieadership styles must fit the needs
of the project. For example, a laboratory may ne~d mo,re coordination
t?an projects where client manageme'.1-t takes precedence\
On large, sophisticated projects, consultants often cannot do preliminary work because funding is not available until the design-build
c9ntract is signeci.'That slows work pro?i-ess. Public projects pos~· ffiore diffitulties, because, panelists agreed, most federal.agencies prefer NE firms
over independent consultants. Agencies want a single point of cont~ct and
a 1successful project-delivery track record. "People don't buil~ buildings to
k~ep us employed. They want a less cumbersome process;' Hennessy said.
The contractual relationship affects communication channels as .
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\~ell. Forensic specialist Kimball J. Beasley troubleshoots conflicts
resultirig·from poor communication among owners, engineers, and
ar6hitects. "Owners don't understand complex technology-cladding,and wall systems, waterproofing techniques, routine maintenance needs;' he said. "Lack of information and overlapping responsibilities contribute to problems." The result is uninformed clients
and a frustrated design team.
By comparison, Jon D. Magri uss<?n cited a project in
which the owner contracted directly with h{in, .the architect, and
other major consulting entities as full partners. As' a result, Magnusson was at the table when key decisions were made about
whether to use concrete or steel, for example, or what type of roof
wo uld hold up best. As a result, decisions were based on project
needs, not just design goals or money concerns.
Engineers have another practical reason for wanting to contract directly with owners: they get paid faster. ''Architects think of the
engineers as a bank: they'll hold our money for 30 to 90 days. Mechanical engineers are the lowest guys on the food chain;' Kurtz said.

tions among clients, requiring architects and engineers to produce more
detailed drawings than ever befpre and to be more thorough. Schematics
contain much more analysis than they did 20 years ago, panelists agreed.
However, communication is much improved among all team
members. "We E-mail drawings to Shanghai, and our answer is there the
next morning;' Kurtz added. But the price, in terms of investment in workstations, software, and field communication, is substantial. Faster output
on tight deadlines may meet client expectations, but hastily prepared documents and specifications often miss critical details, Beasley observed.
Employees no longer have time to sit, hold a pencil over a document and
think. "Design work requires time, and that's being compressed," he said.
Lawsuits occur as a result of missing or improperly detailed
connections, incorrect product specifications, and a lack of familiarity
with project specifications- all because work is being done too quickly.
Complex, computer-generated documents can confuse contractors,
causing more problems. "There's no time to think," Kurtz lamented. "You
get the drawings, and 24 hours later they want the answer."
Going global

Hennessy agreed: ''I'd love to have contracts with the owner.
That way, I avoid problems if the owner is mad at the architect for whatever reason. I've seert the architect simply add three floors to a proHct
without asking for any additional fee just to smooth over the relatiohship." Engineers, understandably, don't want to pay for the blunders of
other members of a team. "Clients have become prettysavvy;' he added.
"All they have to do is yell at the architect and they get something free,"
though often at the expense of others on the project.
Business management

Despite the strong economy, bigger workloads have not necessarily translated to higher fees and greater profi.ts. Salaries are rising fast, as are expenditures~ pa!ticularly on computer technofogf. The disparity of low fees in
an active marketplace is even more pronounced for public sector clients,
especially those relying ~n fee schedules developed during the 1980s, when
work was scarce and clients negotiated fees below published schedules. :
Computer technology is also affecting how engineering businesses are manaied. Electronic capabilities are creating greater expecta112
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Almost all of the panelists have maintained some international presence
for the past 20 years. Client globalization-through corporate mergers,
consolidations, and business expansion- has resulted in more international work, even for mid-sized firms, Karidis noted. For example, one of
his firm's domestic clients is Chrysler, which is now German-based

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY HAS
IMPROVED COMMUNICATION

AMONG PROJECT TEAM MEMBERS.

Daimler-Chrysler. Servicing existing clients with expanding domestic and
international needs prompted the Smith Group (parent company of
Karidis's SHG) to establish offices in Malaysia· and Manila.
"The boom came when the American market contracted
between 1991 and 1992," Kurtz said. "Tile 'rock star; architects and engineers parachuted into Asia for the same reason: we knew how to do highrise buildings and that's what the Asians wanted [befote the economic crisis] . Since then, international work has increased all over."
Some of the panelists fear that :American engineers are making
themselves obsolete by sharing their expertise with other countries.
"We've taught engineers in Europe, Japan, and Jakarta and now they do
their projects themselves, without us," Mass said. However, Asians and
others have much to learn from American management and coinrnunication systems, he added.
A/E firms vs. engineering consultantli

What are the benefits of working with multidisciplinary-engineers in one
shop versus an NE team in a single office? Karidis, the only engineer representing an NE firm, said that clients seek synergy in consulting teams.
Team organization rewards and shapes behavior. "If you have common
interests without competing financial obligations on the same team,
you're aligned;' he explained. Communication is the main advantage
because team members already know each other. "Engineers can study
fenestration, overhangs, and building massing while architects can work
with engineering issues that might othenyise get dropped if they were just
an applique to the overall design. Without synergy, design decisions miss
important technical issues."
Multidisciplinary firms rarely produce design excellence within
all divisions, prompting savvy owners to "cherry-pick" the strongest
departments from among several engineering firms for a project.
Excellence is not consistently found in one firm because people who excel
a~ their trade often leave to start their own shops and be their own boss,
Hennessy said. "Architects and engineers are fiercely independent. Finding
design excellence-in architectural and all engineering disciplines-in
one firm is unimaginable."
Yet NE firms are not precluded :from hiring top talent and offering excellence in different areas. "A/Es are well suited for large, complex
projects requiring good coordination, such as research labs, where integration is the heart of the problem;' Karidis emphasized. Decisions to hire
an A/E firm, rather than several consultants;· often depend on the project,
the region, and the client.

wall systems to finish materials, is a growing concern. Seismic and,,Wind·
design technology will continue to be $1 issue, as will energy c9rrse~atioh
and sustainability. More research in ~reas of mechanic;al ·e~gineeriqi is
needed, Mass said. "Cooling towers ire the same. as tbey were 50.,fears
ago," he explained. Panelists agreed that there i"~ too little researt h and
innovation.
/
On the business front, c;ompatible software platforr.ris facilitating greater communicati?.n -and coo;rdinated drawings 116uld benefit
architects and engineer{ Design-build will continue t~/ grow and be
refined, though many of these relationships are likely..t~ be defined in
court rather than in the field.
· But most important, archhects and engineers must remain
united against external pressures applied to the design field. "We must look
to each other for broad design and business solutions, rather than limiting
our relationship to how buildings w~rk," Robertson said. Narov agreed
and urged architects and engineers to 'become politically active. "We can
accomplish more by working together, identifying causes and candidates
that will give us a better profession and a better quality of life."•
I

What's ahead

Engineers and architects face important technology issues in the. next
decade. Indoor air quality, which is affected by everything from exterior
Jon.Magnusson (above)
said. engineers are
motivated to do better
work wher architects
show an interest in
technology and provide
-

drawings with technical
details.
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DESIGN

FOR THE FUTURE

In 1938, Frank Lloyd Wright designed Monona Terr.a e
with a vision of grace and style. Today, the compJ ted project
embodies the timeless elegance of a su erior design .

- 0 RE1-.lii i i i"'

FOR THE FUTURE
)

Monona Terrace Community and Convention Center
Madison, Wisconsin

q:m

prestigious buildings like Monona Terrace to
your next hospital, office, school , sports complex or hotel
project, VTI is Your Edge for architectural wood doors.
Solid Style™ 5-ply wood veneer-faced doors enhance
any design . The VTI Edge combines Grade A face veneer
with a matching hardwood stile edge for an elegant
finish detail. Exceed your finish expectations with VTI's
environmentally-sound Permaguard™ factory finish to
enrich the natural beauty of the wood and to ensure a
lifetime of protection .
Recognized as the leader in decorative laminate doors
for over 40 years, VTI affords you a complete product
offering. Meet your entire project's specification ,
including STC-45 acoustical doors , DuraClad™ impactresistant doors , and our new 90-minute fire rated
double egress doors . For style and performance
designed for the future, VTI is Your Edge .

VII Solid Style no 5-ply wood doors faced
with plain sliced premium Grade A cherry
veneer and Permagttard"' factory finish

Call 1·800-827-1615 ext. 304
for your Free video about
comprehensive capabilities
that make VTI Your Edge.

1000 Industrial Park · Holstein, IA 51025
FAX 712-368-4320
CIRCLE 53 ON INQUIRY CARO

'th an eight-year history of
satisfied homeowners throughout
the U.S., the benefits of
Georgia-Pacific PrimeTrim®
are obvious and beautiful:
• Pre-primed, defect-free and
more consistent than
traditional wood trim
• Engineered specifically to
resist warping, splitting,
moisture and decay
• Available in uniform 16'
lengths to minimize joints
and in nominal standard
construction widths
• Made of wood fiber and
resin, PrimeTrim holds
paint and lasts longer than
traditional wood trim
• Follow installation instructions
for premium performance
and coverage by G-P's
10-year non-prorated
limited warranty*
Whether you're renovating an
old masterpiece or building a
brand new home, PrimeTrim is
guaranteed to give you the
performance of premium
wood trim at a fraction of the
cost. So why would you use
anything else? Call today for
more information and the
PrimeTrim dealer nearest you.

'

LOOKING FOR AN ALTERNATIVE TO PREMIUM
TRIM THAT RESISTS DECAY AND COSTS LESS? INoT
~ Avail able in smooth or textured finishes,
~
square edge, and brick or shingle mould.

A PROBLEM.I

PrimeTrim®Engineered Trim.
Better All Across The Board.

SOLVE IT
WITH G-P"'
1 -800-BUILD G-P
284-5347
http://www.gp.com
CIRCLE 57 ON INQUIRY CARO

~

Georgia·Pacific
•Stt 11'3rraflty for details. PRlMETIUM and CLASSIC SELECT :tr!!
r~ aadem.vb and SOLVE IT \\:'ITH Q.p i5 a !etVic.em:uk. of
G'°"""·P•dlk Oxporation. C•19'!8 o_.-Pacu< ~All
rip}IUl'C5l't\"l-d

CRITICISM A striking presence on the Berlin
skyline, the DEB IS TOWER, by the Renzo Piano

Building Workshop, revives the skyscraper.

by James S. Russell, AIA

he extended hangover of commercial overbuilding in the United States and the implosion of Asia's building boom might suggest
that there's not much reason to build tall
office buildings anymore. But a trip to Berlin can be
bracing. Take the U-Bahn to the Gleisdreieck stop, then
stroll west along the Reichpietschufer, which follows
one of the city's canals. As you round a curve, a crystalline sliver, some 20 stories high, appears with a
delicate zigzag ascending it. This proves to be an exitstair enclosure at the southernmost extremity of Renzo
Piano's Debis Tower, a landmark within the Potsdamer
Platz redevelopment, one of the largest commercialbuilding projects recently undertaken in the world.
Translating the mundane need for egress
into an object of such athletic elegance is just one way
in which the new Debis Tower transforms the officebuilding type. Debis looks not like one tower but
several. The architect has carved the typical officebuilding box into a grouping of bundled slabs, alternating sheer glass elevations with ones clad in ocher
terra-cotta panels and rods.
Piano's accomplishment here lies not only in
the creation of an urbanistically sophisticated, environmentally progressive, and technologically advanced
workplace. He and his firm, the Renzo Piano Building
Workshop, which is based in Genoa, Italy, and has a
satellite in Paris, may have single-handedly recaptured
the long-lost romance of the skyscraper.
Such an outcome could not have occurred without an extraordinarily committed client and a well-considered site master plan, also
designed by the Piano office. But it is also the progeny of monumental
political change. Flash back to November 1989, when the Berlin Wall
came crashing down. Not long after, East and West Germany were united.
In the ensuing jubilation, Berlin was seen as the gateway to the entire former Eastern bloc, a half-continent expected to grow rapidly as capital
flowed in to bring East into economic parity with West. A 728,000square-foot, mostly empty chunk of former barbed-wire-entangled
no-man's-land went on the block. The wedge-shaped acreage was tanta-

Project: Debis Tower, Berlin, Germany

Nooyer, E. Piano, E. Baglietto, J. Fujita,

Architect: Renzo Piano Building

D. Guerrisi, R. Sala, S. Schaefer,

Workshop-Renzo Piano, B. Plattner,

K. Shannon, R . V. Truffe/li, F. Wenz,

C. Kohlbecker, R. Baumgarten, P.

H. Yamaguchi, J. Barnbrook, H. Falk,

Charles, A. Chaaya, G. Ducci, J. Ruoff,

A. Hacher, R. Jatzke (design team)

J. Moolhuijzen, F. Pagliani, J. B.
Mathes, S. Baggs, M. van der Staay,

Engineer: Boll & Partners, IBP

N. Mecattaf, L. Penission, C. Hight,

(structura~

M. Kramer, D. Putz, G. Oug, A. Gior-

Consultants: Drees & Sommer

dano, S. Ishida, G. G. Bianchi, 0. De

(environmental site management)

(structural); Ove Arup & Partners
mechanical, electrical)
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City within a city Most of the
Daimler-Benz Potsdamer Platz
development is just now opening. It
will test whether Berlin's commitment to a limited reinvention of its

ater, a covered shopping street,

prewar tradition offlush-to-the-

and a piazza (named for Marlene

street buildings surrounding rich

Dietrich) embraced by a musical

networks of leafy internal court-

theater complex and a casino. As it

yards (original Potsdamer Platz,

emerges from scaffolding and dust,

top right) can be translated to 21st-

there is no doubt that this is a con-

century conditions. Piano's master

temporary place. From the south,

plan (early sketch right, plan above)

the Debis Tower is like a prow for

hopes to draw the crowds the old

the entire ensemble, slicing through

Potsdamer Platz did by deploying

a network of reflecting pools that

numerous attractions throughout

Piano extended from the adjacent

the complex, including an IMAX the-

canal. J.S.R.

lizingly located, hugging what once had been Potsdamer Platz, one of
Berlin's liveliest intersections before World War II. Daimler-Benz, parent
of the famous Stuttgart-based carmaker Mercedes-Benz, purchased the
land. The chance to rebuild one of the key sites in the city was close to the
heart of Edzard Reuter, head of the company, who was the son of the city's
first mayor after the war.
Before the site could be developed, Berlin's Building Senate held
an urban design competition for it, which was won by the Berlin architects Hilmer and Sattler. They redrew the axial boulevards that had once
met at Potsdamer Platz, divided the site into parcels, and determined a
street-wall height of 35 meters (about 115 feet) pursuant to the "critical
reconstruction" tenets that have guided the reuniting of Berlin. The idea
was that the new Berlin would have an urbanistic continuity with what
remained of the prewar, pre-Wall city.
Daimler-Benz then held a competition for an architect to take
the scheme to a more detailed level, which Piano's office won with
Christoph Kohlbecker. At the unveiling of the scheme, Piano said that it
"draws out the past for its foundations, while keeping its modernity
through discipline in the use of materials and of all the technology at our
disposal." An international roster of architects was hired to design buildings for all 19 parcels, including Jose Rafael Moneo, Richard Rogers,
126
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Arata Isozaki, Lauber + Wohr, and Hans Kallhoff. Some of the key
parcels were assigned to Piano, including the largest and southernmost,
on which grew the tower for Debis, a Daimler-Benz subsidiary created
in 1990 to handle real estate development and management, financial
services, insurance, information technology, telecommunications, and
media services.
Out of this plan came a project that was as much a symbol as a
building. It was an emblem of Daimler-Benz's commitment to a united

REBUILDING ONE OF THE KEY SITES
IN THE CITY WAS A PERSONAL
GOAL OF DAIMLER-BENZ'S LEADER.
Germany and a rebuilt Berlin. Under such circumstances, no bland,
American-style developer's hulk would do. But Piano's own master plan
did not make designing the building too easy. The parcel is a long rectangle, with its northwestern corner stretched into a wedge. Its planned
density would have been high for Berlin, but floor-area limitations meant
that the envisioned tower-a kind of exclamation point for the whole
development-could not be bulky.
Reconciling the massing of the 482,000-square- (text continues)

The west elevation is
clad in an outer layer
of operable, sensordriven glass panels.
They reflect light differently according to
the angle at which
they are pivoted.
External blinds, also
operable, change the
visual texture of the
wall. Depending on
the sun's angle, parts
of the facade may
be open and parts
closed simultaneously.
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GLAS S
A crystalllne scrim At the east,
south, and west elevations of the

tower, which have the highest solar
heat-gain exposures, the architect
placed a sheer layer of glass panels
27 inches outside an inner wall of
operable glass windows. Fabricated
by Gotz, the outer glass panels pivot
open up to 70 degrees for warmweather ventilation. Controlled by
sensors, the panels open enough to
allow ventilation while buffering the
high winds that can occur. Closed,
they create a winter insulating layer.
Occupants are protected from
glare by external blinds, which they
can lower from inside. They can also
tilt or swivel open both the upper
and lower panes of insulated glass
lights on the inner wall for ventilation. The upper light opens automatically at night when the weather is
warm to vent heat accumulated
during the day.
Maintenance platforms, set
between the glass layers, act as
horizontal sunshades and are
topped by laminated safety glass to
stop the spread of fire and smoke.
Compared to a conventional
sealed building, this is a very elaborate and maintenance-intensive

curtain wall. But it offers considerable advantages in terms of energy
conservation, daylighting, user comfort, and user control. It is arguably
more complex than earlier structures that pioneered these curtain
walls, such as RWE, in Essen, Germany [RECORD, January 1997, page
144]. and Commerzbank, in Frankfurt [RECORD, June 1998, page 68] .
Could it be done in America?
The energy-conservation and glarecontrol aspects of such a system
would be even more advantageous
in most of America, which is warmer
and sunnier than northern Europe.
But high humidity in much of the
United States limits the value of natural ventilation. As for cost, tall
buildings are generally far less
expensive to build in America, but
heavily customized curtain wal ls are
more common in Europe, so the
premium for such specialized tech nology in the United States would
likely be far higher. J.S.R.
Gotz, the curtain-wall fabricator,
built the inner window wall, the outer
skin's supporting structure (below),
and the motorized pivoting devices
for the operable glazing (details).

SECTION THROUGH CURTAIN WALL
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At the southern end

structure, terra-cotta

of the building, Piano

rods, and inner glaz-

peels away the succes-

ing. It is the singular

sive layers of the cur-

accomplishment of the

tain wall, revealing

tower to aestheticize

outer pivoting glazing,

such a complex func-

the outer-wall support

tional system.

TERRA

COTTA

Casting shadows At the lower,
six- and seven-story parts of the
Debis Tower, the Piano office designed a double curtain wall with
terra-cotta cladding. The inner wall
is insulated and waterproofed. The
outer wall is a protective layer of
specially fabricated ocher terra
cotta, separated from the inner
wall by an air space. Piano's office
has been working with terra cotta
t hrough several projects, beginning
with the Rue de Meaux Housing
[RECORD, July 1993, page 92]. This
is not the same glazed terra cotta
that decorates Art Deco office towers and monumental train stations
in America- it is unglazed and
made of carefully selected clays of
higher density and greater strength
than the traditional material. The
rodlike sunshade elements, called
"baguettes" by the building team,
fasten into receptors cast into the
vertical mullions. Galvanized-metal
fittings attach the cladding to the
substructure.
In what appear from a distance
to be solid-wall areas, the panel
edges are actually unsealed, which
permits ventilation of the space

Piano and his team have installed
terra-cotta rods as sunscreens.
Although they are fixed, the rods
appear to be the movable blades of
partially closed shutters.
The setback of the inner wall is
visible at vision-glass areas, adding
visual richness to the elevation.
As part of the larger guidelines

up (below) and on the long west ele-

Piano mandated the use of terra

vation (opposite). The material is

cotta as cladding on all of the build-

used throughout the Potsdamer

ings, though the details and the

Platz site (below left).

color choice were left to the individual architects. Many have used the
material the way Piano
did, with rods as screens
and horizontal panels as
solid cladding. The colors
run from grayish red to
sunny yellow, adding to
the Mediterranean flavor
of the urban enclave
Piano has designed, with
its comfortably tight
streets opening to sunsplashed open spacesthe hallmarks of traditional European urbanism reinvented with the
sculptural drama of

between the two layers. Outside the

expressive Modernism.

spandrels and vision-glass areas,

J.S.R.
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The shading terra-cotta rods close-

for the whole Potsdamer Platz site,
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SECTION THROUGH TERRA-COTIA WALL

Horizontal rods and

when sun angles are

panels of terra cotta

lower. The blinds and

offer sunshading at

windows are both

vision-glass areas.

electrically operated

External blinds add

by occupants from

more glare control

inside the building.
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13TH FLOOR

THIRD FLOOR
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1. Public entrance
GROUND FLOOR

0~----

:50 FT.
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2. Retail
3. Coffee shop

8. Auto showroom
9. Elevator lobby

10. Meeting room

4. Staff entrance

11. Office

5. Exhibition

12. Skylight roof

6. Visitor entrance

13. Sodded roof

1. Cafeteria
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foot building to the urban scale of Berlin was the chief problem posed by
the site, explains Bernard Plattner, who was the architect-in-charge for the
tower. The urban-design criteria mandated a street wall along the 600foot western edge of the site. To break down the scale of this unappealingly long block, Piano carved recesses into the facade, dividing the
elevation into four ele~ents that almost appear to be separate buildings.
(The tallest shaft is actually a ventilator for the vast underground area of
the Potsdamer Platz development.) The architect scooped a monumental
atrium out of the deep center of the block to satisfy German building regulations that limit the depth of the floor plate by mandating how far most
workers can be from a window (about 25 feet ).
Piano saw each element of the tower-elevator core, stair towers, the ranges of offices facing east, south, and west-as a potentially
expressive element. He pulled them apart, with the recesses acting as
visual membranes. The overall impression is of lapped slabs of solids and
glassy membranes-a kind of contemporary San Gimignano of tower like
elements.
The design of Debis is not all bravura. Building on experience
gained on a number of past projects, Piano's office used glass and terra
cotta to make what is among the world's most sophisticated curtain walls.
Like an increasing number of technically advanced German buildings,
Debis has a double-wall curtain wall.
The combination of shading, the double wall, and operable win-

- -

-

----

••••

-

Plans (opposite) show

Sunlight from the

how nearly every build-

atrium's all-glass roof

ing element has been

is diffused through

carved away to reveal

milky glass panels

itself on the exterior.

fixed at an angle (left).

Following German

Additional fins are

building regulations,

mounted at the office

the majority of work

windows that face the

spaces include an

atrium. The solid

operable window.

cladding is terra cotta.

<lows reduces external warm-weather heat loads, winter cooling loads,
and internal heat loads. The concrete floor slab is exposed at the outer
edges of the floors, which enhances energy conservation by absorbing
excess heat from below in the daytime and radiating it at night.
For the building as a whole, this means that air conditioning is

AIR CONDITIONING IS SUPPLEMENTARY,
NOT MANDATORY; OCCUPANTS
CONTROL THEIR OWN ENVIRONMENTS.
supplementary, not mandatory. Yet office occupants ca n control their
own environments more than those who work in sealed, constantly airconditioned buildings. At Deb is, most people sit next to windows that can
be opened. External blinds can be lowered to reduce glare.
In other respects, the interiors are conventional. Most of the
staff is housed in one- or two-person white-painted private offices. The
building recesses along the exterior signify sub-lobbies inside, which help
people orient themselves in what otherwise could be a confusing racetrack of hallways.
The atrium is monumental in the time-honored corporate style,
even though it invites public use through the provision of changing art
exhibitions, an auto showroom, a coffee shop, and a cafeteria open to
the public. Piano softens the effect by mounting angled, milk-tinted
10.98 Architectural Record
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Though the atrium is
vast (looking south this
page, north opposite
page), the diaphanous
quality of the skylight
system and the solarprotection fins (right)
visually dissolves the
space's borders.
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glass panels below skylights to gently diffuse sunlight into the six-storyhigh atrium space.
Piano often speaks of what he does as marrying construction
technique with an overarching design idea. At Debis, the close-up experience of the building is unusually tactile, rooted in the materials and the
way they are put together. At some times of the day, the sun sparkles from
the beveled bottom edge of the pivoting glass panels; at others, it picks out
elements between the glass walls: the vertical glass returns, the metal
facade-support structure, or th e maintenance platforms. The terra-cotta
elements don't move, but their raw-clay finish invites touch. The rhythm
of open and closed cladding along with deepening and lightening shadows as the light changes through the day have their own sensuous appeal.
Debis, as manager of the 19-building site, saw its own tower as a
prototype for future corporate real estate endeavors. The company used
the building to test innovations in energy-conserving building design and
in environmentally sustainable techniques. In cooperation with BEWAG,
the local electric utility, a new power plant is being built for the entire
Potsdamer Platz site. Its waste heat will be distributed by pipe to heat or
cool the buildings by the absorption method. A graywater system routes
rainwater to sodded roofs over the Debis building's low-rise section. The
excess fills the pond that surrounds the building. Building ecology experts

WALL SECTION

Drees & Sommer advised on the use of lower-toxin products and construction materials.
The gigantic scope of the overall development also imposed
limitations. To avoid overburdening local streets, most material was delivered to and waste removed via an adjacent staging area constructed for
the purpose, served by freight rail and barges.
At the building's topping-out ceremony in 1996, the company
celebrated by bringing in an orchestra and the conductor Daniel Barenboim. As the musicians played, 20 tower-crane operators around the
17-acre Daimler-Benz site moved their massive charges in time to the
music. Since cranes have become the hallmark of Berlin's skyline over the
years since the Wall crumbled, such a ballet of 150-foot-high mechanical
storks was strangely fitting. The Daimler-Benz complex, if the Debis Tower
is any indication, may offer this rebuilding city much to celebrate. •
Sources

atrium): Sanco, Varema

Curtain wall: Gatz

Exterior blinds: Varema

Curtain-wall operating system and

Granite floor: H offman

sensors: Colt

Lighting: Sill (roof lighting, atrium);

Terra-cotta cladding: NBK

AEG (uplights in offices); Brea

Extra clear glass (ceramic-fritted in

Concrete: Alpina
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A church added to Quebec's
ST.-BENOIT-DU-LAC ABBEY is a modern take
on traditional, austere Benedictine design.

I by Beth Kapusta

ong before urbane Montrealers colonized Quebec's Eastern
Townships as a recreational playground, a small group of French
Benedictine monks recognized the exceptional beauty of the
landscape. In 1912 they established the St.-Benoit-du-Lac Abbey
in a remote spot among the worn mountains, with a view overlooking the
jewel-like Lake Memphramagog. Following a series of projects-some
completed, some unrealized-over the ensuing decades, a new church
designed by Montreal-based architect Dan S. Hanganu has added a contemporary layer to the meditative retreat.
The Benedictine tradition goes back to the sixth century and has
long been one of the most hermetic and contemplative of the monastic
orders. In the 12th century, the austerity of the Benedictine order became
a defining aspect of monastic buildings, leading to two distinct traditions-one, a very sparse variation on the Romanesque, and the second,
a Gothic that emphasized the dematerialization of substance-in protest
against what the monks deemed excessively decorative and materialistic
architecture.

L

Monastic architecture still has a tenuous continuity in Quebec,
where Roman Catholicism is the predominant religion among the
French-speaking population. The St.-Benoit abbey has an interesting
history, as documented by the monk/architects who left their mark in
succession.
The first permanent buildings at St.-Benoit were designed by
Dom Bellot, a talented French monk/architect who also designed St.
Joseph's Oratory in Montreal and several notable religious buildings in
France. The plans he generated for the abbey in 1938 (the monks had
been in temporary lodgings since its inception) were only partially
completed, but what did get built creates an exuberant polychromatic
Project: Church at St. -Benoft-du-Lac

Fran~ois

Abbey, St. -Benoit, Quebec

Fieldman, Charles Garant, project team

Poirier, Guy Pageau, Anthony

Architect: Dan S. Hanganu Archi-

Engineers: Shector Barbacki Shemie

tectes-Dan H anganu, partner in

Associates (structural); CIMA-LNR

charge; Thomas Schweitzer, Guillaume

(m echanical and electrical)

de Lorimie1; associate architects; Gilles

Consultants: Ari Alavanthian (light-

Beth Kap us ta, who graduated fimn the University of Waterloo School ofArchitecture

Prudhomme, Esther Varkay, A lex

ing); MESAR Consultants (acoustics)

in 1991, teaches at the University of Toronto School of Architecture and is working on

Touikan, Viorel Indries, Ilena Neich,

General Contractor: Phase I

a book about the National Archives of Canada. She lives in Toronto.

Gabriel Sydenham, Todd Richards,
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1. Cloister by Dom Bellot

2. Church by Dan S. Hanganu
3. Hostelry wing by Dom

J~

Cote

. . '~f;.
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SITE PLAN
0

50 FT.
15 M.

A view from the rear of
the church toward the
west (top); the main
entrance, with its
abstractly rendered
rose window (bottom).
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Beyond the new church
to the north stands
the tower of the hostelry wing, designed

by Dom Cote.

the altar, an exercise in dematerialization unfolds inside. For Hanganu, a
reductive treatment of surface became an alternative to decoration. "Every
time there was a need for decoration, I removed material rather than
adding it," he says. For example, Hanganu used depletion to establish
motifs in the brickwork along the piers in the chapel. The corners
undergo an orderly, codified erosion that distinguishes those in the triforium from the corners in the nave.
A preoccupation with transparency is rendered not in expanses
of glazing but in narrow slices of cut-away material, which allow secretive
connections between adjacent places. Between the atrium (the foyer at the
"public" end of the hall) and the church, for instance, the heavy wood
doors are parted by a slight gap, so the interior is always visually accessible even when the church is locked. Hanganu explains: "Faith is about
seeing beyond."
Hanganu's austere strategy provides a successful contrast to the
visual overload of Dom Cote's addition. Decoration in the form of figurative art or applied ornament is absent, with the exception of stained
glass-a gift from the French government-which has been virtually
entombed in a glass box surrounded by the tower stair.
Leaving exposed the shaped concrete piers begun by Cote,
Hanganu added two subsequent layers of structure in the chapel: buff
brick piers that build on the existing concrete, and-as if to separate the
burden of the roof (or perhaps the heavens) from the simple compression
of the earthly walls-an internal buttressing network fashioned from
steel, supporting a simple peaked roof. The pageantry of the liturgical ritual is celebrated in an almost theatrical gesture: a large opening in the
brick screen between nave and sanctuary has the unmistakable quality of
a proscenium.
Even in the increasingly secular world of the late 20th century,
religious architecture can still elicit a strong emotional response. Sacred
spaces have a sensory dimension that transcends the merely visual, with
the smell of incense, the echoes of footsteps and voices, the coldness of
the lofty spaces, the rituals of touch. At St.-Benoit, these various sensory
experiences play an important role in setting the tone of the space. The

symphony. Bellot's disciple, Dom Cote, continued work on the abbey in
the 1950s with an even more outrageous palette inspired by a rather
unsettling combination of styles: a little French chateau, some vaguely
Moroccan influences, and a healthy portion of 1950s Modern thrown in
for good measure.
Dom Cote never finished his part of the project either. Construction periodically ground to a halt as funds ran out, and in the late
1950s a partially completed foundation for a new church, which would

DECORATION IN THE FORM OF
FIGURATIVE ART IS ABSENT, WITH
THE EXCEPTION OF STAINED GLASS.
have closed the courtyard of the U-shaped Bellot cloister and joined it to
a new wing by Cote, was abandoned.
That's where Hanganu came in. His firm, Dan S. Hanganu
Architectes, was selected through a limited competition in 1989 to complete the unfinished church. He proposed staying close to the unbuilt
design from Cote's 1950s plan, working with its rhythms and proportions
but applying his own palette and sensibility.
Hanganu ended up with both Romanesque weight and Gothic
dematerialization in his design, inside and out, although the scales appear
to tip in favor of the former. The west entry facade of the church is almost
a caricature of a traditional church. The outline of the main section is
matched by the shape of the front elevation, with the stone dematerializing into vertical piers. Behind, a tenuous galvanized-steel monastic promenade leads between the old tower and Hanganu's new one.
The cool exterior elevations provide the Romanesque weight, an
effect solidified by the gray local granite. The rather heavy steel diagonals
that run through the abstractly rendered rose window give little indication of the more delicate sensibilities within.
The new church was built directly on the base of the earlier,
unfinished structure. While the organizational principles are largely
rooted in a simple Romanesque basilica hall plan, with a short tower over

Light streams In from
the tower over the altar
(right). The interior is
meant to be easily
visible from the atrium
(far right).
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EXPRESSING THE BENEDICTINE IDEAL
THROUGH A UNIQUE ARCHITECTURE

1. Sanctuary tower

Pere Jacques Bolduc, a Benedictine

very acute." Dom Cote too was

monk who was in charge of raising

impressed with Arabic architecture;

2. Altar

the funds to make the most recent

the floor of his entry hall was in-

3. Existing

addition possible, describes living in

spired by the mosque at lspahan.

St-Benoit's monastic order as simply "a life of prayer and work."
The rhythms of life revolve

When it comes to Dom Cote's

4.

subsequent work, Pere Bolduc, like

5.

many of the monks, is less enthusi-

6.

around these activities, beginning

astic, as the unbridled decorative

7.

very early in the morning with prayer

excess of much of the design seems

8.

and continuing throughout the day

to go against the grain of the Bene-

with work on the surrounding farm,

dictine dictum of austerity. "Dom

9.
10.

where the 55 resident monks make

Cote was very audacious-maybe

11.

cheese and apple cider. They also

too much so;· he says.

12.

run two guest houses.
The Benedictine order first

Though he is not a Catholic,
tery in a way that has deeply im-

ships in 1912 (the countryside bears

pressed the monks who live there

a strong similarity to the area in

and considerably increased the

France from which the monks

patronage of the church. Interest-

came). "At that time, the [French]

ingly enough, Hanganu was selected

government was extremely anticleri-

by the highly communal order on

cal, so the Benedictines decided to

the basis of the strength and indi-

come to Canada;· says Pere Bolduc.

viduality of his personal style.
"Hanganu is a man of great

slowly: work began on Dom Bellot's

culture and artistic talent, who

first building in 1941, and the sec-

speaks many languages and knows

ond increment by Dom Cote was

well the history of architecture," says

built between 1955 and 1962.
"Dom Bellot thought the Arabs

Pere Bolduc, noting that the resident monks worked closely with the

our masters. He looked for inspi-

architect through a laborious five-

ration in such buildings as the

year design and construction period.

Alhambra;· Pere Bolduc says. "His
sense of the mathematical was

SECTIO N THRO UGH SANCTUARY

Dan Hanganu added to the monas-

found its way to the Eastern Town-

Construction proceeded very

substructure
Atrium
Tribune
South tower
Triforium
Nave
Sanctuary
Chapel
Cloister
Hostelry wing

SECTION A-A

"During construction, everybody had an idea. But ultimately
Hanganu made the soup-and
he was appreciated for that. His
understanding of the complicated
procession, ceremony, and liturgy
of the Catholic Church is well represented in the architecture." B.K.

A
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What a strolling monk
might see, down the
row of arches that runs
above the nave.

FLOOR PLAN

0

30 FT.

9 M.

The church features an
internal buttressing
network fashioned from
steel, supporting a simple peaked roof.

precise appearance of the wood handles belies the tactility of a carved
imprint of hands where a visitor opens the door. Light is made palpable as
the rising smoke of incense curls around the cables suspended in the
sanctuary tower. The crispness of the interior details-such as the flush
brick joints that create smooth, hard surfaces-contributes to a rich acoustic environment. The materials themselves are
imbued with symbolic significance. The
gold mosaic tiles at every threshold are
charged with the task of separating sacred
space from the outside world.
The contemporary addition to the
old monastic promenade begins with a ring
of open galvanized-steel risers winding up
the new east tower, leading to a spectacular
view of the surroundings and continuing
across a galvanized-steel bridge leading to
the Dom Cote tower and a series of outdoor
terraces.

The St.-Benoit-du-Lac Abbey exhibits an acute intuition about
how to carry the spirit of the past into the present. Hanganu's strongest
work shares this quality; most notably, his archaeological museum at
Pointe-a-Calliere in Montreal, a modern design atop an archaeological
site, attests to his dexterity in historical superimposition. It is humbling to
think that the profound questions of architectural metaphysics posed by
this modern sacred space have changed very little in the course of several
hundred years-and heartening that they still prove so challenging and so
evocative.•
Sources

Metal and oak doors: Bumeda

Steel structural system, steel

Glass glazing and skylights:

and glass entrance doors: Aciers

Thermalite

Yameska

Clay brick interior of nave:

Granite masonry: Beebe Quarry

Brigereterie St. Laurent

Curtain wall, aluminum window

Interior and task lighting, down-

frames, sliding doors: Kawneer

lights: Novus Lighting

Elastomeric roofing: Soprema

Exterior lighting: Louis Poulsen

Roofer: Couverture Montreal -Nord

Granite floor: RAMCA
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HARDWOOD: BUNNINGS JARRAH.
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Bunnings Jarrah is an iconic Australian hardwood. Its

structural elements. If you can imagine it, chances

spectacular grain and strong reddish-brown color perfectly
complement contemporary design textures like granite

fast. Sustainably managed forests make its supply

and slate, wrought iron, powder-coated steel, and

dependable. State-of-the-art seasoning technology

heavier, textured glasses. It works superbly in

ensures a premium finished hardwood , quality

everything from elegant furniture pieces to immense

assured to ISO 9002. Contact your nearest distributor.

Contact International, Inc. 333 S.E. Second Ave, Portland, Oregon 97214-1028 Telephone: (800) 547 -6634 Fax: (503) 736-2566

r~ Bunn i ngs

lane Stanton Vance lumber Company P.O. Box 92650, City of Industry, California 91715 -2 650 Telephone: (800) 955-4606 Fax: (626) 336 4460

l.}lJ

Newman lumber Company P.O. Box 2580, Gulfport, Mississippi 39505-2580 Telephone: (800) 647-9547 Fax: (228) 831-1149
Pat Brown lumber Corporation P.O. Box 19605 Green sboro, North Carol ina 27419 Telephone: (336) 299-7755 Fax: (336 ) 299-4050

Premium
Hardwood
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Rosenblatt Stadium
Omaha, NE
Owner: City of Omaha
Architect: Bahr, Vermeer & Haecker
General Contractor: Weitz Company Inc.
Roofing Contractor: Boone Bros. Roofing
Custom Color: Rosenblatt Blue
Profile: Snap-Clad
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R ersen Aluminum Corporation 's SNAP-CLAD
Panels top the new $4.75 million press box and
stadium club, completing an eight year long renovation of the 48-yr-old Rosenblatt Stadium in
Omaha, Nebraska. The stadium plays host to
the NCAA College World Series and serves as
home field for the Omaha Royals. The new
press box features a peaked metal roof, which
dramatically altered the exterior appearance of
the stadium. Boone Brothers Roofing Inc. in
coordination with the general contractor, Weitz
Company, Inc. installed over 11,000 square feet
of SNAP-CL.AD Panels manufactured by
Petersen Aluminum Corporation . The panels are
a custom blue PAC-CLAD finish and were corrective leveled to provide superior panel flatness. Color and panel appearance was critical
considering the prominence of the roofing panels in the stadium design.
For more information on SNAP-CLAD Panels,
please contact Petersen Aluminum Corporation,
1-800- PAC-CLAD or visit our web site@

http://www.pac-clad.com

1005 Tonne Road
Elk Grove Vi llage, II 60007
1-800-PAC-CLAD
FAX: 1-800-722-7150 or
1-847-956-7968
Other Plant Locations:
Tyler, TX: 1-800-441-8661
Annapolis Junction, MD:
1-800-344- 1400
http://www.pac-clad.com
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you can count on...
Sileo automatic fire vents offer performance you can count on, the reliable performance it takes to prevent small fires
from becoming major disasters. Their automatic venting action exhausts the smoke and super-heated gases through the
roof. This reduces the danger of "flash-over", an extremely hazan;lous conditiqn which allows fires to spread quickly over
large areas. Fire venting assists in maintaining good interior visibility, allowing firefighters to locate the seat of the fire .

Bilco's DSH series automatic fire vents are U.L. Listed and FM
Approved. All DSH vents feature steel or aluminum construction ,
insulated covers and curbs , an EPDM weatherseal gasket, heavy
duty hardware, the exclusive Thermolatch® hold/release mechanism and an attractive, low profile exterior design . DSH fire vents
are available with a variety of options such as smoke detector
activation, motorized operation, special finishes , custom base
flanges for metal roof installations, explosion release , domed
covers, security grilles and many more.
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The Sileo Company, P.O. Box 1203, New Haven, CT 06505
Tel. (203) 934-6363 •Fax (203) 933-8478
Attractive, low profile design.

- . ... -

See our catalog
in Sweet's®

http://www.bilco.com
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BUILDING TYPES STUDY 766

ACADEMIC BUILDINGS

Reeducating the Masses
NEW AND RENOVATED BUILDINGS ON FIVE COLLEGE CAMPUSES FULFILL COMPLICATED
PROGRAMMATIC REQUIREMENTS WHILE BRINGING HARMONY TO THEIR SURROUNDINGS.

by Charles Linn, AIA

Pri nceton University

McDonnell Hall, a physics laboratory,
solves problems of scale, linkage, and
circulation on a difficult site in the university's science complex.

University of Connecticut, Stamford

An entire campus is relocated to a
remodeled Bloomingdale's, where the
community and nearby corporations, as
well as students, benefit from the move.

Bowdoin College

A new science building, Druckenmiller
Hall, wraps around a lab building, preserving an existing quadrangle and
presenting a new face to the public.

Emory University

The Center for Libraty and Information
Resources mediates between Emory's
traditional design vocabulary and an
overpowering Modernist tower.

Southampton College

Chancellors Hall, a science building
addition, is part of the first phase of a
master plan that will impose order on
a hodgepodge of roads and buildings.

alk around almost any college campus that mixes buildings
of various ages, and there will be two kinds of structures:
those that go almost unnoticed because they fit in so well,
and those that leap out because they ignore everything
aro und them-massing, design vocabulary, scale, orientation.
One theme emerged from the work submitted fo r this Building
Types Study: most of the prime building sites on campuses are gone.
Some of the buildings that already exist next to "make-do" building sites
don't work anymore. Some of them never did. To make the most of what
is there, architects must approach the design of new structures warily,
with the vision of master planners, ready to alter existing conditions that
don't work and mal<e the most of those that do.
At Princeton, Jadwin Hall, a physics building, was separated
from Fine Hall, a math building, by a plaza that functioned somewhat like
a vacant lot. College Walk seemed to dead-end there at two austere buildings. Gwathmey Siegel's new physics building, McDonnell Hall, with its
refreshing palette of materials, encloses the plaza and provides a physical
link between Jadwin and Fine Halls. The plaza now functions more lil<e
an enclosed courtyard, a destination point for College Walk.
Perkins Eastman's design for the University of Connecticut's
Stamford facility had the most unusual program: to move an entire campus from the suburbs to the city center, where it would be closer to the
students. Master planning here was crucial to assess the impact that moving the campus wo uld have on the business district, and to assure that the
results wo uld be beneficial to the students and the community.
Druckenmiller Hall at Bowdoin College, in Brunswick, Maine,
designed by Ellenzweig Associates, and the Center for Library and Information Resources at Emory University in Atlanta, by Shepley Bulfinch
Richardson and Abbott, solve similar problems. They botl1 build bridges,
literally, to other buildings. The structure at Bowdoin respects the existing
mix of styles; tl1e one at Emory reestablishes the university's strong building vocabulary. Both preserve quadrangles by occupying unlil<ely sites.
Mitchell/Giurgola's new master plan for South ampton College,
in Southampton, New York, is the most comprehensive of all. Old buildings will be remodeled, new ones will be added, and roads will tie together
a campus that experienced a haphazard evolution.
Campus buildings should be like the courses that make up a
curriculum. Each may be valuable on its own, but they must also work
together to create a larger vision. •
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James S. McDonnell Hall
Princeton University
A NEW BUILDING IN THE UNIVERSITY'S SCIENCE COMPLEX
ATTACl<S AWKWARD SITE, SCALE, AND CIRCULATION PROBLEMS.

by Kira L. Gould
Project: James S. McDonnell Hall,
Princeton University, Princeton, New
Jersey
Architect: Gwathmey Siegel & Associates Architects-Charles Gwathmey
and Robert Siegel, principals; Nancy
Clayton, associate-in-charge; Richard
Klibschon, project architect; Peter
Brooks, Kang Chang, Bruce Donnally,
Lance Hosey, Peter Juang, Christine
Marriott, David Yum, project team
Construction Manager: Sordoni
Skanska Construction Corp.
Engineers: Severud Associates (structural); Cosentini Associates (mechanical); Van Note-Harvey Associates (civil)
Consultants: Cosentini Lighting
Design (lighting); Shen Milsom &
Wilke (acoustical and audio-visual)
Cost:

$10.4 million

Princeton University's campus is

classrooms, fully outfitted teaching

brown-brick Jadwin Hall would be

lush, elegantly proportioned, and

theaters, and laboratories. Circu-

a relatively low structure, which

studded with signature buildings.

lation spaces would also be very

meant that something would have

It is not, however, without some

important; there are often up to

to go underground. Sinking the
two teaching theaters nearly two

physical discontinuity. For example,

700 students in the complex at one

College Walk, a key pedestrian thor-

time. This confluence of students

levels below grade, the designers

oughfare, had long crossed Wash-

points up one of the new structure's

created a base, clad in light-and-

ington Road, run between Jadwin

most significant roles: to be both

dark alternating bands, on which

Hall and Fine Hall, which made

a literal and a figurative conduit

other "objects" sit. A volume clad in

up Princeton's physics and math

between two existing buildings.

cast stone contains five classrooms

complex, and seemed to termi-

Being the third building in a

and service areas. The segment of

nate rather unceremoniously in an

trio presents difficult problems of

the building that reads as most
prominent contains the labs; it is

underused plaza. This corner of the

scale, and Gwathmey felt that the

campus also featured differences

best complement to the looming

rotated on-axis with College Walk

in scale, materials, and orientation

red-brick Fine Hall tower and the

and clad in standing-seam zinc

between the two buildings that

horizontally oriented, four-story

panels and zinc shingles.

called out for resolution.
Architects Charles Gwathmey,
FAIA, of Gwathmey Siegel Architects,

The most prominent
portion of McDonnell

and associate-in-charge Nancy

Hall, containing the

Clayton, AIA, understood immedi-

laboratories, is clad

ately that the addition of the new

in zinc shingles. The

Sources

James S. McDonnell Hall, a 42,000-

Fine Hall tower is in

Endicott, Taylor
Modular cast stone: Arriscraft
Metal siding, shingles: Rheinzink
EIFS: Dryvit
Aluminum windows, doors: Kawneer
Glass: Viracon
Glass block: Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Wood doors: Weyerhauser
Lecture hall turntable stage: Macton
Rear-projection screens: Da-Lite

square-foot classroom and labora-

the background.

Brick:

Acoustic ceiling and resilient

tory facility that would complete the
physics and math complex, was a
chance to mitigate some of these
problems. They also saw that the
plaza could be used as an important
gateway, especially given the proximity of Rafael Vinoly's new stadium,
which stands just east of the plaza.
"When you add a new building to an

flooring:

existing complex, the context must

Paints and stains:

be engaged;' says Gwathmey.

Armstrong
Sherwin- Williams
Lighting: Louis Poulsen, Lightolier,
Bega
Hardware: Best, Stanley, LCN, Von
Duprin
UO
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The building needed to contain

Kira L. Gould is a freelance writer living
in New York City.
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1. McDonnell Hall

The teaching theaters

2. FineHall

reach two stories

3. ]adwin Hall

below grade. Above

4. Cyclotron

grade, they form a base

5. Lewis Thomas Laboratory

clad in alternating

6. Schultz Laboratory

bands of light brick and
dark clay tile (below).
McDonnell Half creates
a link between Fine
Half (left in photo) and
Jadwin Half (right).

SITE PLAN
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Physics demonstrations are set up on a
turntable (right), which
rotates 180 degrees at
the push of a button.
This allows one demonstration to be prepared
while another is being
performed. Bands of
brick and tile wrap the
north elevation (below),
which abuts the caststone-clad classroom
block. A bright blue
steel column supports
the entry canopy
(bottom).

A canopy signals the entrance
to an atrium that affords access
to classrooms and laboratories
and connects the new structure to
Jadwin Hall. An exterior stair leads
to a below-grade secondary entrance; here a 6,000-square-foot
gallery serves as a surprisingly light
lobby area for the two new lecture
theaters.
The committee of phys ics
department representatives that
reviewed the design throughout the
project became fascinated by the
architectural process. "It's one of
the reasons we love university
projects," Gwathmey says. "People
who are very committed to their
own disciplines typically appreciate
ours, our commitment to it, and the
process it yie lds-even when it's
not a linear one. We explain the
process, rather than rationalizing its
results."
The architects and the committee investigated the program
requirements together. A visit to
Johns Hopkins University convinced
the committee that turntable stages
could revolutionize class scheduling;
the elaborate preparation for one
class can take place while another
is under way. At the push of a button, the circular platform that's flush
with the stage rotates 180 degrees.
In the more intimate, loftlike laboratories, a barrel -vaulted ceiling allows
experiments that involve light and
accentuates the airy quality of these
152
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1. Plaza
2. Reynaldo Auditorium
3. Lecture prep

4. Rear-screen projector room
5. Mechanical
6. Catwalk
7. Vestibule

8. Corridor
9. Classroom

1

4

0
SECTION LOOKING SOUTH

3

0

10 FT.

L____J

3M.

1. Teaching labs

rooms; daylight can be softened or

2. Lab classrooms

eliminated by lowering a double-

3. Classrooms

layer shading device on the westfacing windows.

4. Reynaldo

Auditorium
(turntable in floor)
5. Rear-screen
projector room

Throughout the building, the
connection with what's outside
is refreshing. But it's precisely because the brick wall of Jadwin is
visible from the hallways leading to
the labs that the visitor feels the
relationship of structure to site.
Each element seems to support
what comes next; there is a sense
of discovery and memory at work
as one walks through the building.

D

This new building, while con-

D

necting Fine and Jadwin Halls,
might have proven a further barrier
to College Walk had its designers
not taken care to make the entry to
the courtyard commodious. More
important still is the blue column
that supports the entry canopy: it
serves as a quiet rather than brash
beacon from within the court area.
But whether College Walk will
ever really land in a friendly place
before feeding onto its next leg to
the stadium is not yet known. A
graceful and assertive Calder stabile anchors the courtyard, and
Gwathmey's team drew on its aesthetic to design a soft, irregular oval
shape for the lawn. Work will begin
next year on the landscaping, and
McDonnell's stone-clad wall will one
day be covered with ivy. For now,

LEVEL 1

D

Existing

D

New

50 FT.
15 M.

the restorative power of this structure is only a promise. •
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Stamford Campus of the
University of Connecticut
MOVING A SUBURBAN CAMPUS DOWNTOWN SERVES EDUCATIONAL
NEEDS WHILE BRINGING NEW LIFE TO THE COMMUNITY.

by Philip Langdon
"We stripped the department

have added months to a tight

Project: Stamford Campus of the

What can a city do to bring a uni-

University of Connecticut

versity closer to the community it

store to its concrete frame;· says

design and construction schedule.

Architect: Perkins Eastman Archi-

serves? For nearly a decade, a

Schwarz. "The brick skin of the

The 20-foot grid of the former de-

tects-Bradford Perkins, FAIA, and

coalition of business executives,

building was peeled off. All that was

partment store now accommodates

Aaron B. Schwarz, AJA, principals;

political leaders, nonprofit groups,

saved was the structure and floor

a large range of new educational

Nicholas Leahy, senior associate; Joel

lawyers, faculty members, and citi-

slabs." The decision to salvage the

facilities-a library, auditoriums,

Brown, Neville Epstein, Charles Wil-

zens had prodded the University of

building's frame and foundation was

classrooms, science labs, computer

liams, associates; Victor Tesler, Tony

Connecticut to move its Stamford

based more on saving time than on

labs, a fitness center, an art studio,

Beaumont, Nick Leko, Stephen Mat-

branch from an outlying, mostly

saving money. Retaining some of

kovits, Joseph Bula, Quincy Nixon,

residential area into the city's down-

the original structure enabled the

The academic concourse occupies

Salvador Pena, Carlo Panfilo, Cono

town, the home of the largest con-

project to be classified as a reno-

the glazed space at the front of the

Dizeo, Kathryn Atti, Chris Yoon, Sari

centration of corporate offices in

vation, thereby avoiding a compli-

building (below). Offices and class-

Kronish, Daniel Russell, Ekkehard

Connecticut. A downtown campus,

cated regulatory process that wou ld

rooms occupy the rear (bottom).

Schmid, Jonathan Neil, project team

they reasoned, could both accom-

Associate Architect: Dubose

modate the spatial needs of the

Associates

school and serve as a conference

Engineers: Cosentini Associates

center for the city's corporations.
The logical spot for the new

(mechanical); Purcell Associates (s tructural); A llan Davis Associates (civil)

campus, the coalition and the uni-

Consultants: Advanced Structures Inc.

versity eventually agreed, was at a

(structural glazing); Scott B. Page (pro-

busy intersection on the western

gram ); Jack Curtis & Associates (land-

edge of downtown, where a 1953-

scape); Chennayeff & Geismar (grap h-

vintage Bloomingdale's store, which

ics); Donegan & Associates (consulting

had stood vacant since the late

architect); Ann Kale Associates (lighting)

1980s, looked ripe for renovation.
Aaron B. Schwarz, AIA, a principal
at Perkins Eastman Architects, ex-

Cost: $40 million

plains that one of the attractive
aspects of the site was that the

Sources
Uninsulated metal panel: A lply

structural frame of the old depart-

Insulated metal panel: Criterion

ment store could become a modern

Glass curtain wall: Pilkington

educational facility in a very short

Aluminum windows: Vistawa ll,

time. In addition, the store's original

Pilkington

parking garage, located nearby,

Insulated glass: Pilkington, Viracon

could be reused.

Skylights: Architectural Skylight
Glass entrance doors: Blumcraft

New H aven writer Philip Langdon's

Cherry veneer doors: Weyerhauser

most recent book is A Better Place to
Live: Reshaping the American Suburb.

Lighting: Zinntobel, Bega
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1. Stamford Camp us building

2. Parking garage
3. Fra nklin Plaza
4. C. L. "Wh itey" Heist Park
5. Rippowa m River
6. St. Andrew 's Church

0
60 M.

main entrance

computer lounge

study

a conference center, food service

Light spines are covered with sloped

areas, and administrative offices-

glass (left in photo); the concourse

all in one three-level, 253,000-

is a new public space (right in photo).

square-foot building, and all on a
$40 million budget.

challenges of the project was fig-

Reusing the structural system

main en try

------~

EXPLODED AXONOM ETRIC

uring out how to dramatize the

allowed work to proceed quickly.

school's presence in downtown

A master plan that analyzed the
effects of moving the campus downtown was begun in January 1995,

Stamford. While it's true that the
city no longer treat s pedestri ans as
haughtily as it did in the 1970s,

design began three months later,

when it allowed companies to build

demolition started that summer,

headquarters buildings th at fea-

approval for the start of construc-

tured better connections to parking

tion was granted in the fall of 1996,

garages than to public sidewalks,

and staff started moving into the

the image-conscious corporate cul-

building in January 1998 when it

ture of this city of 111,000 still

was 75 percent complete. In August

craved a sleek, impressive exterior

workers were still taking care of final

for the university.

touches, such as installing metal
enclosures on some of the columns.
One of the most interesting

Perkins Eastman satisfied th e
potentially conflicting desires for a
glossy corporate-style image and a
10.98 A rchitectu ral Record
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The academic con-

1. Entrance

course can function

2. Concourse

as a space for large

3. Library

public gatherings or a

4. Bookstore

relaxing study spot.

5. Conference center

entrance
6. Light spine
7. Auditorium

8. Classroom
9. Multiuse area
10. Mechanical

pedestrian-friendly setting by inserting a spacious new public areacalled the "academic concourse"along the entire 400-foot-long front
of the building, immediately adjacent to the sidewalk.
The concourse, which features
angled stairways leading to seating
areas at various locations along
the upper levels, is envisioned as a
setting for public functions and a
place where students at the commuter college may choose to linger.
"After class, you don't have to run
to your car," Schwarz says. "You
can stay, read a book. I hope it will
become more of a place for the
community."
The building's face is essentially a wall of glass punctuated by
the metal-paneled volume of the
student services area and by an
angled wa ll of translucent white
windows at the southeast corner,
diffusing light into the reading
rooms. "We wanted to turn the
building inside out," explains
Schwa rz, "to get a lot more transparency, to get more views into the
building. Th e idea was that this is
not an ivory tower.'' The green -tinted
glass system manufactured in
England by Pilkington is 60 feet
high and is supported by a stainless-steel catenary-curve truss,
which eliminated the need for mullions between the panes.
In contrast to the bright expansiveness of the concourse, the
156
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Study lounges (left) are
located beneath one of
the building's two light
spines. A stainlesssteel catenary-curve

~~-

truss supports the
exterior glass wall of
the concourse, eliminating the need for
mullions (far left and
below).

areas holding classrooms and
offices are somewhat mazelike. To
counteract the confusion that such
large, subdivided interiors often
cause, Perkins Eastman used daylight as an orientation device. They
carved two skylit alleys-each one
column bay wide-out of the building's structure. Both narrow atria,
covered by sloping glass roofs, run
parallel to the front concourse and
extend half the length of the building. One of these "light spines"
starts at the west end of the building and the other at the east end.
They are set apart from each other
by two column bays.
Adjoining the building is the
new C. L. "Whitey" Heist Park, which
was built as part of the master plan
to be an amenity not only for students but for the city as a whole.
Dr. Curtiss Porter, the campus's
interim director, credits the building,
and the organizational work that
preceded it, with stimulating va luable partnerships and relationships

between the university and the
city's corporate sector. In addition to
the state's contribution, $10 million
was raised from corporate and private sources. Enrollment could jump
from the equivalent of about 825
full-time students at the old campus
in 1994 to 1,331 at the new campus by 2005. Eventua lly, the university may have to obtain more
space. But for now, says Schwarz,
"it's a universe in a building." •
10.98 Architectural Record
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Druckenmiller Hall
Bowdoin College
A NEW SCIENCE BUILDING WRAPS AROUND AN EXISTING ONE TO PRESERVE
A VITAL GREEN SPACE AND TO ENCOURAGE INTERDISCIPLINARY LEARNING.

by Elizabeth Kubany
Project: Stanley F. Druckenmiller Hall,

In the words of Harry Ellenzweig,

Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine

principal of Cambridge-based

Architect: Ellen zweigAssociates, Inc. -

Ellenzweig Associates, the campus

Harry Ellenzweig, AJA, design princi-

of Bowdoin College, a four-yea r

pal; Michael Reagan, AJA, principal-

liberal arts college, is "gentle" and

in-charge; Charles Kirby, AJA, Peter

its architecture is a "mosaic of

Sugai; project managers; Tom Kah-

styles." Bowdoin's president, Robert

mann, assistant project manager;

Edwards, echoes Ellenzweig's senti-

Yahya Jan, project architect

ment when he calls the campus

Consultants: LeMessurier Consultants

"ancient and beautiful" and its

(s tructural); BR+A/ Sullivan Partner-

mostly low-scale array of buildings

ship (m echanical/electrical); Nancy

"delicate."

Hackett (interior design); Jerry Kugler

In 1802, eight years after the

Associates (lighting); R. W. Sullivan

college was chartered, the Federal -

(plumbing, fire protection); Carol R.

style Massachusetts Hall, designed

Johnson Associates (landscape)

by Aaron and Samuel Melcher 111,

General Contractor: Suffolk

opened as the school's first building,

Construction Company

which then had 29 students. Today,
with the student body numbering

Cost: $11.8 million (new construction);

approximately 1,500, the buildings

$4 million (renovation)

on campus represent a wide va riet y

Sources

esque (by Richard Upjohn), Colonial

of eras and styles: German RomanMasonry: Glen-Gery

(by Allen and Callens), Medieval and

Curtain wall, aluminum doors and

Gothic Reviva l (by Henry Vaughan),

windows, skylights: EFCO

and modern (by Edward Larrabee

Roofing: Carlisle

Barnes and Hugh Stubbins), as well

Fire-control doors: Won-Door

as neoclassical, neo-Georgian, and

Hardware: Sch/age, Von Duprin

even postmodern.
Edwa rds describes the man-

Acoustic ceilings:

Armstrong

Suspension grid: Chicago Metallic

date Ellenzweig was given-to

Paints and stains: Benjamin Moore

design a large new science center

Plastic laminate: WilsonArt

without destroying the subtle unity

Solid surfacing: Fountainhead

of the campus-as a "very difficult

Floor tile: Dal-Tile

architectural brief." The location

Resilient flooring: Armstrong

Druckenmiller Hall's

presents to Sills Drive

the corners of the ad-

main entrance (top)

and the surrounding

dition to diminish its
apparent size and

Carpet: Lees

N ew York City writer Elizabeth Kubany

has replaced a loading

community. The archi-

Furniture: Nienkiimper, Johnson Tables

is an occasional contributor to ARCH!-

dock as the public face

tects used large

impact (above and

Fixed seating: Kreugar International

TECTURAL RECORD.

the science complex

expanses of glass at

opposite).
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1. Druckenmiller Hall

2. Cleaveland Hall
3. Hatch Science Library

4. Entry
5. Gymnasium
6. Bowdoin pines

7. Service entry

l

A glazed bridge connects Druckenmiller

J~

Hall (right in photo)
with the existing Hatch

SITE PLAN
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Renovated space

D

New building
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The building's new ser-

1. Lobby/display

vice entry has a less

2. Classroom

public location (below).

3. Loading dock

Cleaveland Hall's main

4. Faculty office

facade as well as the

5. Research laboratory

quad in front of it (bot-

6. Teaching laboratory

tom) would have been

7. Lecture hall

covered up by an earlier scheme for a new
building.

GROUND FLOOR

CJ

Renovated space

D

N

New building

t

0

SOFT.

~~

15 M.

chosen for this new center was the
northeastern corner of the campus,
where a U-shaped quadrangle is
surrounded by a grove of Bowdoin
pines. One of the larger open green
spaces on the campus, the quad
is bounded on the north by Sills
Hall and Smith Auditorium, both
designed by McKim, Mead & White
in 1950; on the east by Cleaveland
Hall, also designed by McKim,
Mead & White, in 1951; and on
the south by the Hatch Science
Library, a 1991 building by Shepley
Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott.
Opening to the west, the quad provides access to Bowdoin's main
quadrangle and the remainder of
the campus and helps to set the
campus's edge.
The original design for Druckenmiller Hall- scrapped because
of an unrealistic price tag-was a
large rectangular building to the
west of Cleaveland Hall. It would
have occupied more than half of the
quadrangle, walling off this portion
of the campus and presenting an
unfriendly face to the college's surrounding community.
Ellenzweig's design saves the
quadrangle, a vital open space, by
making Druckenmiller Hall, in effect,
an addition to Cleaveland Hall.
Wrapping around the east and
south sides of Cleaveland, which
was renovated as part of the project, Druckenmiller also provides a
connection to the Hatch Science
160
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1. Bridge

An atrium serves as a

2. Study area

study lounge (below

3. Teaching laborato1y

left). A greenhouse

4. Greenhouse

(below right) occupies

5. Research laborato1y

one corner of the addi-

6. Animal facility

tion 's top floor.

7. Instrumen t laboratory
8. Atrium (below)
9. Cold room

SECOND FLOOR

D

Renovated space

D

New building

Library via a glazed, third-level
bridge.
As a welcoming gesture to Sills
Drive and the neighboring community, Druckenmiller's main entrance
is located along the east facade, an
area that was previously dominated
by a parking lot and service entries.
Like other buildings at Bowdoin,
the hall is clad predominantly in
red brick. But because a 76,000square-foot building clad entirely in
masonry wou ld have overwhelmed
the rest of the campus, the architect mitigated the structure's impact by providing generous glazing
at each corner. The use of glass
gives the building a warmer, more
inviting look.
Glazing also helps to integrate
the new building with the surrounding structures; the new glass corner

hances the school's innovative

Although each individua l

entrance and bridge that project

approach to the teaching of sci-

department occupies its own area

Research labs, with movable

from the east side of Cleaveland

ence. Recognizing that successful

of the building- biology along the

partitions for flexibility, have been

Hall do not distort the older build-

scientific research often occurs

east side; chemistry on the west

designed as open, double modules

ing's neoclassical symmetry.
Different glazing applications distin-

across the boundaries of traditional
disciplines such as chemistry and

side, in the renovated Cleaveland
Hall; and geology/environmenta l

to facilitate interaction among
research teams, both within the

stance gatherings and discussions.

guish the entrances, greenhouse,

biology, an advisory committee,

studies on the south- "the building

same department and between dif-

offices, lounges, and conference

made up of Bowdoin faculty,

is designed so that we all walk past

ferent departments, and to allow

rooms from the classroom/ labora-

decided that Druckenmiller Hall's

each other all the time;· according

interchangeable biology or chem-

tory blocks, which are expressed on

program should follow suit by

istry instruction.

the exterior in brick. Throughout the

breaking down traditional depart-

to Tom Settlemire, associate professor of biology and chemistry. The

day, the glazing reflects the pine

mental barriers. The building

L-shaped configuration of Drucken-

miller Hall takes an open and airy

Overall, Ellenzweig's Drucken-

trees, whi le at night, when the

promotes interdisciplinary learning

miller Hall, wrapped around the

approach that makes the campus

building is illuminated from within,

through interaction and collabora-

existing Cleaveland Hall, forms a

more welcoming and the sciences

it helps to make Druckenmiller a

tion among researchers and

skylit, two-story atrium, where

more friendly. There has already

beacon on the campus.

students and provides the flexib ility

people can meet to socialize and

been at least one happy side effect:

to reconfigure spaces and to cen-

study. Strategically located informal

biology has become the college's

tralize shared spaces.

meeting places encourage happen-

second most popular major. •

Besides the difficult site issues
it resolves, the building also en-
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Center for Library and
Information Resources

Emory University
A LIBRARY BUILT FOR THE INFORMATION AGE BRIDGES A CAMPUS'S
DESIGN TRADITION, A RAVINE, AND A TALL CONCRETE NEIGHBOR.

by Mia Keilor
Project: Center for Library and Information Resources, Emory University,
Atlanta, Georgia
Architect: Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott-H. Jan Heespelink,
principal-in-charge; Geoffrey T. Freeman, principal, library planning and
design; Ralph T. Ja ckson, principal/
project designer; Wendell E. Wickerham,
library planner/project manager; TangXian Xu, project architect; Kelly Jerom e
Monnahan, project designer, interiors
Associate Architect: Tippett Clepper
Associates-Rohit Saxena, principalin-charge
Engineers: Newcomb and Boyd
(mechanical, electrical, plumbing);
Jack Lynch & Associates (structural);
LRE Engineering (civil)
Consultants: Hughes Good O'Leary
and Ryan (landscape)
General Contractor: Beers Construction, Inc.

Most of the buildings on the Emory

Instead, it is connected on its north

the north and south sides of the

University campus follow a relatively

side by a bridge to Candler Library,

building; designed by landscape

simple formula. They are rectangular

and at ground level to Woodruff

architects Hughes Good O'Leary

in massing, three stories tall, and

Library on the south. SBRA deferred

and Ryan, their main feature is a

their structure is characterized by

to Emory's t raditional vocabu lary

deep ravine formed by Peavine

straightforward load-bearing walls.

of forms and materials in the design

Creek. The creek flows beneath

Full-height arched windows are

of the center, and the building

th e east side of the center and

repeated as a theme throughout the

seems as if it has always been

emerges on the west from beneath

buildings, and broad overhanging

there. CLAIR matches the massing

a stone arch built into the rusti-

eaves support red clay-tile roofs.

of other buildings on the quad, and

cated base. A balcony overlooks

Exterior walls are local pink and

its skin is detailed with the same

the garden, which has been planted

white marbles laid up in orderly

pink and white marbles.

courses, although the stone's wild

$10.2 million (new construction)

mation Resources (center in photo

unique patchwork pattern.

axis is aligned with a central axis

below) joins the traditional Candler

The university gave Shepley

that runs through both Candler and

Library (foreground) with the Brutal-

Bulfinch Richardson and Abbott

Woodruff. To the east, the building is

ist Woodruff Library (background),
and bridges a deep ravine (opposite,

(SBRA) the task of integrating the

set back from Asbury Circle, a cam-

functions of the Candler Library,

pus drive, and to the south it is set

right). Major library functions are

among the earliest buildings on

back from the original quad. This

grouped around a two-story lobby

Emory's original 1919 quadrangle,

leaves a space for gardens on both

(opposite, left).

with the Brutalist 10-story Woodruff
Library, designed in 1969 by Warner
needed to physically mitigate this
difference of seven stories in scale,

Sources

bridge a deep gorge, and redirect

Aluminum curtain wall: YKK

attention into the original quadran-

Firestone
RTS, Inc.
Low-e glass: Viracon
Acoustical ceilings: U.S. Gypsum
Elevators: Schindler
Lighting: Staff, Litecontrol, Visa, Louis
Poulsen
Plumbing fixtures: American Standard
Hardware: Russwin, Corbin, Hager,
LCN, Von Duprin
Lighting controls: Lutron

gle, as well as consolidate Emory's

Built-up roofing:

Copper roofing:
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The Center for Library and Infor-

chamfered drum; its north-south

Burns Toan Lunde. The new building
Cost:

CLAIR's plan is figured as a

veining gives each row its own

academic computing, media, and
traditional library functions into a
single library complex.
SBRA's new building, the
Center for Library and Information
Resources (CLAIR), unlike the other
quad buildings, is not freestanding.

Mia Keilor is a free lance writer living
in Atlanta.

1. Candler Library

The section (below)

2. Bridge

shows the relationship

new center (bottom)

3. Center for Library and

between the existing

bridges the gap

libraries and the ravine

between the buildings.

Information Resources

that divided them. The

4. Woodruff Library

EXISTING BUI LDING SECTION

SITE PLAN

N<::-

0

200 FT.
60 M.

NEW BU ILDING SECTION

informally with native trees and
shrubs.
Students enter the new facility
from under a pair of canopies, one
on each side of the bridge between
Candler and CLAIR, into a two-story
lobby. The center 's departments are
zoned rather than compartmentalized, creating a functional open ness: periodicals and technical services are located on the ground
floor; the reference and business
libraries are located on the second
level; and circulation, new books,
and the reserved reading room are
located on the third level. A new
computer network is accessible
throughout the building and is flexible enough to evolve over time with
a minimal number of disruptions.
SBRA's Center for Library and
Information Resources solves a
number of site and programmatic
problems by linking a new building
wit h two older ones. The result is a
solution that extends itself to a distinguished ca mpus on many levels,
not a single idea isolated inside a
cube. •
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Master Plan and
Chancellors Hall
Southampton College
A CAMPUS MAKEOVER WILL CONSIST OF A NEW SYSTEM OF ROADS, A
SPRINKLING OF NEW BUILDINGS, AND A SERIES OF BUILDING RENOVATIONS.

by Charles Linn, AIA
Project: Master Plan and Chancellors
Hall, Southampton College, Long
Island University, Southampton,
New York
Owner: Long Island University
Architect: Mitchell/Giurgola Architects- Paul Broches, FAIA, principalin-charge; John Kurtz, AJA, project
principal; Virginia Kindred, project
architect; Miguel Rivera, ALA, project
manager; Ja mes Braddock, ALA, lab
planner/designer; Stuart Crawford,
ALA, Tilman Globig, Carl Gruswitz,
project team
Engineers: Atkinson Koven Feinberg
Engineers (mechanical, electrical,
plumbing); Severud Associates (structural); S. L. Maresca & Associates
(civil); Sear-Brown Group (s ite, civil)
Consultants: George C. Lynch (lan dscape); Acoustilog (acoustical); InterScience Research Associates (environmental); Macro-Gorton Associates
(owner's representative)
General Contractor: Racanelli
Construction Company

Southhampton College, in Southampton, New York, is part of the
Long Island Univers ity (LIU) system,
the second largest independent,
not-for-profit university in the state.
In addition to Southampton, LIU has
two other campuses-one in Brooklyn and one in Brookvi lle (the C. W.
Post Campus)-and operates several smaller academic centers.
Southampton was founded
in 1963 on the site of the Claflin
estate, whose former main residence is still used as the college's
administration building. The site is
bucolic, occupying one of the larger
open areas in what has become

trucks than for students with cars.

Chancellors Hall includes an acade-

among the wea lthiest and most

The existing buildings have a certain

mic wing (left in photo above) and

popular vacation enclaves in the

charm but look worn. Working in

a radio station (right in photo). An

New York City region.

Southampton's favor, however, are

aerial perspective (below) shows

its well-manicured lawns and mature

how proposed roads would impose

stands of trees.

a sense of order on the campus.

Since 1975 Southampton
College has produced 28 Fulbright
scholars; its Friends of the World
Program for education and social

"Unfortunately, it hasn't been
a place where a high school senior

Ul

a:

Mitchell/Giurgola Architects, the

UJ

"'::;;
<(

change operates academic centers

might drive around with his or her

in seven locations around the world.

parents, and say, 'Yes, this is where

firm's partner-in-charge of a new
master plan for Southampton

And the college's proximity to the

I want to spend the next four

College. Mitchell/Giurgola is also

ocean provides rich potential for its

years,"' says Paul Broches, FAIA, of

the architect for the Long Island

"'a:z
UJ

Cost:

$6.5 million

Custom copper shingles:

Superior

z

UJ

marine biology program.
Few visitors wou ld guess the

Sources

0

a:
0

>-

Ul
UJ

extent of this small college's

"'a:

Sheet Meta l & Siding
Built-up roofing: Schuller
Metal roofing: ARS

the place over. The campus's build-

..J

ings look like they were dropped
from an airplane passing overhead,

"'u.u.

Aluminum curtain wall, doors,
windows:

Kawneer
Solex
Wood doors: Weyerhauser

and the roads built around them.

Low-e glass:

Vehicle access to the residence

achievements by casually looking

UJ
CD

0

0

halls seems to have been planned
more for the movement of trash
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Chancellors Hall, the
first phase of the project, is complete. In the
second phase a new
student center will be
built and Southampton
Hall, the administration
building, will be renovated. In the third
phase the student center will be enlarged and
made into a library, the
existing library will

1 . New physical fitness

complex
2. Wood Hall (ex isting

student center)
3 . New student center

be converted into art

4. Southampton H all

studios, and the new

5. Chancellors Hall

dorms and fitness

6. Art cottages

complex will be built.

7. New dormitory
8 . Existing library

10.98 Architectural Record
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1. Lobby

0

2. Laboratory
3. Lab prep

0

4. Computer lab

0

5. Seminar
6. Classroom
7. Auditorium

8. Reception hall

Large windows, westfacing clerestories, and
sloping ceilings provide

0

0

oo

classrooms with a generous amount of daylight (below).

5 0 FT.
~-----r

15 M.

stories. A shed roof and generous

University campuses in Brooklyn

overhangs to shade the windows,

and Brookville.

cedar soffits, and hand-molded red

Dr. David Steinberg, president
of LIU, explains that it has not been

brick all help the building blend with

a lack of appreciation for what

neighboring structures.
At the south end of Chancel -

Southampton could be that kept
the campus from getting its share

lors Hall, the lecture room, reception

of attention and funding. Rather,

hall, and radio station are grouped

over the last twenty years the uni-

into a separate pavilion. Breaking

versity chose to spend more of the

up the massing of the building helps

available money on its two other

reduce the scale of what is by far

campuses, where competition for

the largest building on campus, but

students was higher.

without diluting its presence as an
anchor for the east end of the aca-

That imbalance is in the pro-

demic quadrangle. The pavilion,

cess of changing. MitchelVGiurgola's

nestled in a stand of mature trees,

master plan for Southampton, to
be executed in phases, imposes a

scape improvements that reflect the

campus's new system of roads,

is clad in solid copper shingles,

new system of roads around and

spirit of the master plan will be

which defines the east-west side of

hand-patinaed using a proprietary

between the existing buildings,

made throughout the various

the new campus quad, was com-

process after installation. The mint-

which will give the site a sense of

phases.

pleted this summer. The first floor of

green copper works beautifully with

the building includes a 150-seat

the lush surrounding vegetation.

order. An elliptical drive will define

The plans make good use of

a residential precinct and unify the

Southampton's existing building

lecture room, a reception hall, sev-

dormitories, providing access to

stock. Some of the work involves

eral teaching laboratories, and a

demic wing of the building, a pair of

On the lawn, next to the acashort brick retaining walls were set

moving the functions of certain

computer lab. On the second floor

curving north-south entry road will

buildings to other locations and

are offices for faculty members, the

into the ground to create a pair of

define the west end of the aca-

then renovating or adding on to

dean's suite, and broadcast facilities

grass-covered platforms that can be

demic precinct, and parallel east-

those buildings. The existing student

for the campus's National Public

used for outdoor ceremonies, such

west roads will be used to form an

center, for instance, will be con-

Radio station. "It is something like

as commencement exercises.

academic quadrangle. A new student center and the renovated

verted into the library, and the
library will become art studios.

an entire campus in one building,"
says Broches.

LIU 's commitment to making
the most of this campus is clear.

administration building will occupy

Related roadwork will be accom-

The new facility is oriented to

When the project is completed-

what Broches describes· as "the

plished simultaneously with each

the north and south and connects

including site work and deferred

village green;· an area between

building project. A new residence

at a right angle at its north end to

maintenance-$35 to $40 million

the residential precinct and the

hall and an athletic center are also

an existing science building. The

will have been spent. True, some

academic quad.

planned.

academic portion of the building-

large universities may spend this

· the front of the buildings. A gently

Existing parking lots will be

The first phase of the campus's

classrooms, labs, and offices-are

much on a single building. But for
Southhampton College, the sum is

broken up into smaller lots and

makeover, the construction of the

arranged in a linear configuration

divided by trees and plants to les-

38,000-square-foot Chancellors

that is generously daylit from the

considerable: last year's fall enroll-

Hall and the northernmost of the

west by large windows and clere-

ment was only 1,900 students.•

sen their impact, and other land166
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E PUT THE
c SSIN
c SS ROOM

Long gone ore little wooden schoolhouses. The best of today's schools, from kindergartens to universities, ore built of masonry.
And the very best of those ore built by union masonry contractors and croftworkers. Why? Because masonry materials, in all
colors, textures, shapes and sizes, offer designers unlimited flexibility. And the training, skill and experience of union masonry
contractors and crohworkers ensure on-time, on-budget delivery of any pro;ect, public and private. The Low Library at the
University of Connecticut, Hortman-Cox Architects, Design Architect; S/L/A/M Collaborative, Architect of Record, is ;ust one
example of what masonry con do for higher education. And, speaking of education, /Ml hos quite a lot to offer anyone involved
in designing, building or restoring schools. Coll l -800-/M/-098 8 to consult our technical staff on masonry design and
construction, or on the Web at www.imiweb.org

The International Masonry Institute

WE
BUILD
FOR
LIFE

The International Masonry Institute - a lobar/ management partnership al the International Union al Bricklayers and Allied CroltNorkers and the contractors who employ its members.
©1998, /Ml

So unique, it would take a team of genetic engineers
to copy all of its features.

•

Risk management seminar
and educational materials
at no extra charge

•

Claims and risk management services provided
by A/E professional
liability specialists

•

Voluntary Education Program
al no extra charge

Victor 0.

SCl11nnerer
&.. Company, Inc.

C'NA PRO
CIRCLE 63 ON INQUIRY CARO
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Living and Working within the Code
UNDERSTANDING AND COMPLYING WITH THE CODE PROCESS AND CODE OFFICIALS ARE VITAL TO
SEEING A PROJECT THROUGH COMPLETION WITHOUT SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES OR CONFLICTS.

by Virginia Kent Dorris

"Sometimes I get the feeling that the code officers are doing all they can to make sure a
guidelines for strucproject doesn't get built," said one architect.
tures like the MeckBut the secret to operating successfully
lenburg County Jail
within the code structure is to embrace it, not
Central in Charlotte,
condemn it or shun it. Architects who educate
North Carolina,
themselves about code provisions, think about
designed by Hellmuth,
code ramifications early in the design process,
Obata +Kassabaum.
and keep up communications with code officials .during a project report that their work
survives the process with less conflict and fewer changes.
At their most basic level, building codes are a product of the col~
lective experience of builders and designers, both their accomplishments
and their mistakes, over hundreds of years. They are continuously created
and revised in response to specific catastrophes: the first building code in
the United States was published in Chicago in 1875, two years after the
great fire. Building codes are created by professional model code organizations; their members are drawn from the construction and design
community. They are written by
consensus-members and various
trade groups submit their proposCODES PUBLISHED BY
als, which are voted on at yearly
THE INTERNATIONAL
conferences. The resulting codes,
CODE COUNCIL
once adopted by various localities,
1998: International Mechaare enforced by law in order to prenical; International Energy
vent the construction of buildings
Conservation; Internathat are dangerous.
tional Zoning; International Property Maintenance;
There is a wealth of helpInternational Fuel Gas;
ful information contained within
International One and Two
the codes. It would be possible, for
Family Dwelling
example, to build a safe stairway by
2000: International Fire
simply following the tenets laid out
Prevention; International
Residential; International
by code. But the minimums of
Building; International
health, safety, and welfare estabPlumbing; International
lished by the codes help architects
Private Sewage Disposal;
go beyond meeting basic needs,
International Mechanical;
enabling them to concentrate on
CABO One and Two Family
Dwelling; CABO Model
more sophisticated design goals.
Energy; International Fire;
"Codes and standards are a treInternational Zoning; Inmendous benefit to architects
ternational Property Main·
because they allow us to start at a
tenance; International Gas
much higher plane when designing
Codes establish mini-

mum safety and design

four-story atrium was to be the most striking feature of a new
150,000-square-foot bank building in suburban Chicago. The
all-glass space would have introduced views and sunlight to
interior offices and the elevator core and created an appealing
entry. But the atrium could not be built, according to local code officials,
unless the architects installed fire-rated glazing, doors, and walls at the
entries to the elevator banks. The changes would have upped the cost of
the building and negated the benefits of the glass atrium. So the architects
instead divided the four-story space into two separate two-story atria.
"Still nice, but nowhere near the same effect," says Avram Lothan, AIA, of
DeStefano and Partners, who designed the building.
Architects are regularly asked to redesign, reengineer, or add
expensive and often extreme health and safety features to a building in
order to make it pass code. "Restrictions just get tighter and tighter, never
more lax. They seem to pervade every aspect of the building. It's as if
design freedom were slowly being choked off;' Lothan says.
Bob Fowler, FAIA, acting director of planning and permitting in
Pasadena, California, agrees. "The codes are written from the enforcer's
standpoint in a fas hion that is not friendly to architects;' he says. "They
are complicated documents that are intended to restrict what architects
can do."
If codes are a frequent hindrance to design, communicating
with code officials is, in some cases, an even bigger problem and something many design professionals would rather avoid altogether. Often it
seems architects and code officials are operating at cross purposes.

A

.-'" "''•. Continuing Education Use the following learning objectives to focus

~..,§

your study while reading this month's ARCHITECTURAL RECORD/AJA

Continuing Education article. To receive credit, turn to page 208 and follow the
instructions.
Learning Objectives After reading this article, you should be able to:
1. Explain why building codes originated and why they're still used.

2. Outline a process of code checks for a building project.

3. List the benefits of the new codes proposed for 2000.

Virginia Kent Dorris is a freelance writer specializing in architecture. She lives in

4. Describe the difference between prescriptive and pe1formance codes.

Brooklyn, New York.
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SINGLE INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE
TO SIMPLIFY THE CODE PROCESS
The local codes that architects must

the three major codes. It is being

comply with during the design and

drafted by the International Code

construction process are usually

Council (ICC), a group comprising

based on one of the three major

members of the three code organi-

model codes. Various localities often

zations.

amend these codes to suit their

The development of a single

particular conditions. The upshot is

national code has long been advo-

that architects must familiarize

cated by the AIA because of its

themselves with the special restric-

obvious convenience for architects,

tions of each city, county, or state in

says David C. Bullen, AIA, director of

which they work. To make matters

the AIA Center for Building Perfor-

more confusing, some cities, such

mance. Adoption of the single code

as New York, Denver, Chicago, and

will improve architectural educa-

Phoenix, have written their own

tion, which has traditionally focused

building codes.
Now a single code, providing

to teaching the fundamentals of

and construction in the United

health, safety, and welfare because

States and the other countries that

of the common basis of the code;·

adopt it, is expected to be published

he says.

in 2000. Known as the International

There are problems, however.
Not every municipality will adopt the

a building;' explains James Kessler, AIA, senior project architect in the criminal justice focus group at Hellmuth, Obata + Kassabaum. For example,
codes and standards for detention facilities provide an objective authority
that determines what the design must include. Working within these givens,
Kessler does not have to rethink security basics each time he works on a
new facility. In this sense, codes also help limit the architect's liability.
Start with schematics

Probably the first step to ensuring the success of a project is to meet with
code officials early-before designs are approved by the client. The relationship should be continued throughout the design process, especially if
there is something unusual about the building. Tom Thompson, a building official in Broomfield, Colorado, is an advocate of early and frequent
communication with architects. He makes himself personally available
during planning board deliberations and encourages architects who call
and ask about permits to make an appointment to meet him. "I can work
off very sketchy plans, elevations, and a site plan, and probably resolve 60
percent of the problems right then;' Thompson says.
While building officials can help solve various dilemmas, architects should, whenever possible, come prepared with their own set of
alternative solutions, says Herbert Eisenberg, AIA, a code consultant with
Sullivan Code Group in Boston. He knows of architects who have walked
into building departments and thrown up their hands, asking the building
officials to tell them what to do. Aside from showing "extremely bad form;'
these architects wind up sacrificing design approaches that may have
worked better for their clients. Once officials are given responsibility for
formulating a solution, they may not be willing to consider alternatives.
Mike Daley, an architect with the Neenan Company, a designbuild firm in Fort Collins, Colorado, worked closely with Thompson
during design and construction of a multibuilding complex in Broomfield for Hunter Douglas Inc., a window shade manufacturer. Daley went
172
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STATE CODE

•

UBC/SBC/NBC

O sBc

•

UBC/NBC

•

•

SBC/NBC

NBC

little attention on codes. "Schools of
architecture will be more receptive

one set of rules to govern design

Building Code, it is a distillation of

•,.

UBC

CODE ORGANIZATION

I

CODE IN USE

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF
BUILDING OFFICIALS (ICBO)

UNIFORM BUILDING CODE (UBC)

BUILDING OFFICIALS AND CODE
ADMINISTRATORS INTERNATIONAL (BOCA)

NATIONAL BUILDING CODE (NBC)

SOUTHERN BUILDING CODE CONGRESS
INTERNATIONAL (SBCCI)

STANDARD BUILDING CODE (SBC)

to Thompson's office with conceptual plans for the most recent building
in the complex, a 130,000-square-foot warehouse and office structure.
Daley knew from the start that the plan would not satisfy the existing
local fire code, which limits buildings without a two-hour fire-wall partition to 50,000 square feet. A building of the size that Daley was planning
would need to be split into three sections. However, the client wanted one
huge, flexible space.
Working closely with Thompson, Daley designed the building
around an "early suppression fast response" (ESFR) sprinkler system that
could quickly dump huge volumes of water on a fire to protect large floor
areas. Though the ESFR system was included in the latest version of the
Uniform Fire Code, Broomfield was still working with an earlier edition
of the code. In addition, to make the ESFR system work properly, Daley
needed to eliminate the code-required curtain boards-noncombustible
partitions suspended from the ceiling to keep smoke from spreading.
After submitting engineering data and a video of the ESFR from Factory
Mutual, an insurance company that produces fire protection standards,
the Neenan Company's project was approved.
This kind of helpfulness on the part of the code official, and a
willingness on the part of the architect to make that official part of the
building team, goes a long way toward calming the sometimes stormy
relationship between the two. It also helps if the code official is trained as
an engineer, building contractor, or, especially, an architect. "Qualifications of code officials vary. If they come from a design or construction
background, they will generally look at things more creatively," says Jon
Traw, president of the International Conference of Building Officials. In
general, more experienced officials are easier to work with-they're not so
nervous about adapting the code to meet special considerations and they
understand the repercussions of their decisions. "Some code officials are
looking to police you, but the best ones make themselves part of the
project development team;' he adds.

new code. For example, Perry C.

tional code, known as the Inter-

members are required. The Perfor-

that prove that the design solution

Tyree, a building official in Colorado

national Code Council Performance

mance Code states the code's

satisfies the intent of the code.

who has been active in the code-

Code.

intent- that the structure should

To further complicate the pic-

writing effort for decades, warns

The difference between the

that the three model codes were

two codes lies in their approach,

seismic loads, which depend on

been developed, the International

merged too quickly and that prob-

explains Richard W. Bukowski, a

the building's performance require-

Fire Code. This will accompany the

withstand specific wind, snow, and

ture, a separate, new fire code has

lems will result. The localities in his

senior research engineer at the

ments. The architect would size the

new International Building Code. The

jurisdiction are likely to adopt the

Building and Fire Research Labora-

members to satisfy that goal.

first draft was published in October

most recent version of the Uniform

tory at the National Institute of

Building Code instead, even after

Standards and Technology, a

be published in 2000 and will likely

in 2000. A second, performance-

the International Building Code is

member of the Performance Code

be adopted locally as a companion

based version of the fire code has
been written to complement the

The Performance Code will also

1997; the final version is expected

published, and will wait and see how

writing group. Ttie new International

to the International Building Code.

the new code fares. "Other building

Building Code is a conventional,

Building plans could be evaluated

Performance Code. The National

officials may have time to work out

prescriptive document that often

under either code or both codes, as

Fire Protection Association, which,

the bugs, but I don't;' Tyree says.

details exactly how a building com-

the situation requires. The authors

until February, worked with the ICC

Though a major goal of the

ponent or system must be designed.

of the Performance Code anticipate

on its International Fire Code, says it

International Building Code is to

The Performance Code, on the other

that it will be applied to only 5 to 10

plans to continue to publish its own

simplify the regulation of building

hand, explains the intent of the code

percent of all new projects, and will

separate fire codes, NFPA 1, the Fire

design and construction, it seems

in a specific situation and lets the

have the most impact on unique

Prevention Code, and NFPA 101, the

that nothing in the complex world of

designer figure out how to meet that

buildings-those that do not fit

Life Safety Code.

building codes is simple. In fact,

objective. For the design of a wood-

easily into the prescriptive code

while the ICC struggles to merge the

frame commercial building, for

structure. When designers use the

The International Building Code
and the International Fire Code are

three existing model codes to create

example, the International Building

Performance Code, it will be up to

at the top of a list of consolidated

one document, a subgroup of code

Code contains tables and charts

them to conduct tests and provi9e

codes already published by the ICC

writers has begun a second interna-

detailing exactly what sizes of wood

building offiCials with documents

(see box, page 171). V.K.D.

Keeping up on codes

Seeing a project through the code process successfully also means being
aware of current regulations and understanding how they will affect
design. That's not so easy; code supplements m ake fo r tedious reading,
and the portions actually adopted by different cities and states vary
widely. Since m ost architects work in m any different locations, brushing
up on local codes could becom e a full- time endeavor.
Some local code enforcement agencies and building departm ents offer regular m eetings and seminars for design professionals to
help them keep up on code changes. William E. Cullen, AIA, of Mill
Hunter Douglas wanted
an open warehouse,
but fire codes forbade
it. The architect worked
with code officials to
create an alternative
means to satisfy code.

Valley, California, attends m onthly lunch m eetings sponsored by the
Marin County Code Advisory Board. "I can ask questions, get advice, and
get to know the officials personally, which is very h elpful," Cullen says.
Another option is to become a professional m ember of a code
organization. That enables an architect to receive inform ation on code
changes as they are enacted and to gain access to the organization's technical staff. It also offers access to the code-creation process.
Calling on consultants

Architects commonly hire consultants, local architects, or engineering
firms that sp ecialize in code compliance to advise them-particularly for
projects that attempt to satisfy code requirements by "alternate means."
Such projects almost always require data from engineering tests and
analysis to show that an alternative is equal to what is prescribed by code.
Engineering consultants provided essential expertise during
code deliberations over the Federal Building and United States Courthouse in Phoenix, Arizona. The building, designed by Richard Meier &
Partners, is organized around an enormous, glass-walled atrium that uses
a type of evaporative coolin g system. A fine m ist of water is sprayed into
the air near the top of the atrium. The cooled air drifts down through the
100-foot-high atrium and into the occupied space below, while hot air
rises and is exhausted through ceiling louvers.
There are no mechanical exhaust fans at the top of the atrium to
vent sm oke in case of fire; the system is totally passive. This concerned
code officials. "The code is very clear that when you have a large atrium,
you are required to have m echanical sm oke exhaust," says Gary Rose, a
fire protection engineer with the General Services Administration. However, Rose allowed the project engineer, Ove Arup & Partners, to submit a
report in support of the new system. That report, based on the results of
a computer model, was too far out of Rose's experience fo r him to judge
comfortably. So he turned to John H . Klote, a consultant in McLean,
10.98 Architectural Record
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that challenges code.
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Officials have approved

ners' 35-story specu-

Air is distributed

ductwork. Wiring, not

the air system, but not

lative office building

through pressurized

encased in conduit,

the wiring.

uses new technology

under-floor plenums

shares the plenum.

perpendicular glass

PARTIAL WALL SECTION

Virginia, and an expert in smoke dynamics and the physics of building
fires. Based on the report, Klote concluded that the passive system would
function in the event of fire. Rose then granted the building permit.
A fire safety engineer also consulted with Steven H. Ruiz, AIA, of
Beery Rio & Associates, on finding ways to turn the Shenandoah, a 1906
National Historic Landmark apartment building in Richmond, Virginia,
into an assisted-living facility for the elderly. The building's brick and

wood construction did not conform to the National Building Code
(NBC), used in Richmond. So the architects took advantage of a littleknown state provision that permits use of an alternate building code in
special instances. Instead of NBC, Beery Rio worked with the National
Fire Protection Association's Life Safety Code, which was better suited to
the rehabilitation project and allowed the architect to include sprinklers
throughout the building, even in nonpublic spaces.

1. Hot air vent

Challenging conventional wisdom

2. Hot air zone

Sometimes new technology challenges existing codes. As part of the
design of a 35-story speculative tower in Chicago, DeStefano and Partners
designed a 12-inch-deep, pressurized under-floor air plenum to deliver
conditioned air through floor grilles instead of ductwork. Low-voltage,
plenum-rated electrical wires, not encased in conduit, would also run
within the space. The plenum system increases the flexibility of the building's open-plan office space; partitions and desks can be moved as needed
without regard to ductwork and wires. "When there is a 'churn' of tenants
there will be no need to call in an electrician;' Avram Lothan says. "Just
open up the floor and move the wires as needed."
Both the pressurized plenum and the wiring proposals conflict
with Chicago's mechanical and electrical code. DeStefano and Partners
filed an application with the building department asking for approval of
the raised-floor pressurized plenum system on the grounds that it "meets
or exceeds all performance characteristics for structural integrity and fire
resistance of the specified materials and systems." The proposal was
reviewed by the city last summer, and, while no variance was issued for
the unsheathed wiring within the plenum, the air-distribution system was
approved. Lo than calls the rejection of the wiring aspect "regressive." But
the company's efforts have paved the way for other architects considering
the under-floor plenum system, which is likely to be included in the next
edition of the Chicago code. •

3. Shading device

4. Water spray nozzles
5. Bulkhead
6. Air outlet

7. Airinlet
Richard Meier's Federal Building and U.S.
Courthouse uses a
cooling system that
challenged local codes.
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NEW PRODUCTS

This month, the first two pages of New Products highlight eight projects
from around the country that use the latest exterior metal cladding technology. But no matter how high-tech the metal cladding may be, its
essential purpose remains the same: to separate a building's interior from
the outdoors, maintaining an indoor environment suitable for the building's
intended use. This means keeping water and fire out, ventilating the air,
and controlling light, radiation, heat, sound, and water vapor-and, if
there's a threat of seismic activity, adjusting to movement. Simple, right?

-Elana H. Frankel, Products Editor

MINNEAPOLIS'S FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
ADDS SHINE TO RIVERSIDE PROPERTY
Since it was completed last year,
Minneapolis's Federal Reserve Bank
Building-designed by St. Louis's

senior associate at HOK.
The metal also adds a great
deal of visua l interest. For such key

Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum

spots as the entrance portal and

(HOK), with Walsh Bishop Associ -

arcade, as well as bands that visu-

ates of Minneapolis as associate

ally frame the curving curtain wa ll,

architects-has proved a good

HOK employed silver-metallic, .125-

While most people will notice
the curtain wall's aluminum detail-

Details of the curved wall (left) and
an interior hallway (above).

urban neighbor. The seven-story

inch aluminum panels from the

ing as they drive over the Hennepin

office tower, with its curving glass

UNA-FAB Modified Series 3000

Avenue Bridge into downtown,

wa ll and adjacent low-rise opera-

Plate Panels by Copper Sales.

pedestrians strolling in the building's

may have been more appropriate.

landscaped plaza wi ll get an up-

Yet the panels add a glittering presence as they reflect both natural

tions center that stretches along

The main entrance was

too cool; a warmer material or color

the Mississippi River, has revitalized

designed as a series of architectural

close look at the contrasting metal,

a once-tattered (albeit historic)

progressions. Visitors first approach

stone, and precast concrete. The

and artificial light at a time of year

stretch of downtown.

the front door under a 32-foot-high

curving curtain wa ll pu lls slightly

when light is at a premium. "The

entry portal, in wh ich square alu-

outward from the building's facade,

metal adds highlights of light and a

charge of design, says that the

minum panels secured to a stud-

allowing the metal panels to form a

bit of sparkle at the base;' says

design team looked to the site itself

framing system are supported by

smooth blade along the edge.

Powers. Eric Kudalis

for architectural inspiration. They

aluminum -clad radius columns atop

Gyo Obata, HOK's principal in

In a region renowned for its bit-

saved several historic buildings

precast abutments. The aluminum-

ter winters, the slick look of silver-

800/426-7737. Copper Sales,

along the site, and they pulled the

ceilinged portal, which encircles a

aluminum cladding may seem a bit

Anoka, Minn. crncLE 200

buildi ng back to create a public

glass oculus that peeks at the sky,

plaza that leads down to the land-

wings upward, its metallic form

scaped riverfront.

seemingly floating above the col-

The architects employed a
diverse palette of materials: rough-

umns. The portal leads directly to
a 105-foot-long entrance arcade,

cut limestone, precast concrete,

where rectangular aluminum panels

beige brick, and extensive metal

are gently curved upward to form a

detailing. They chose metal as a

convex aluminum ceiling. Smaller

counterpoint to the stone and pre-

perforated panels line its periphery.

cast concrete because "it allows us

The glittering metallic ceiling con-

to achieve an architectural lightness

trasts with the golden precast

and bring human scale to the

columns, creating a tunnel-like

street-level facade of a rather large

passageway that steers visitors'

building," says Robert Powers, a

vision toward the front door.

Eric Kudalis is the editor of Architecture
Minnesota.

to the Federal Reserve Bank facade.

Metal cladding adds visual interest
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WHO'S DOING WHAT
WITH METAL CLADDING

... Metal front and top
Steve Kieke, AIA, used American Buildings Company's (ABC) metal building

This fall, Mitsubishi Chemical wi ll intro-

system on B&B Specialty Metals' retail

duce Alpolic Copper 4, a sol id copper

outlet in Bakersfield, California. The

skin with a 4-millimeter thickness and

exterior walls of the 60-by-120-foot

36-inch width (a 51-inch width will be

facility are made of corrugated galva-

introduced soon), and the abrasion-

nized steel. The building also has an

resistant Alpolic ISD, an image transfer

ABC metal roof system. 334/ 687-2032.

system for interior displays. 800/422-

American Buildings Company, Eufaula,

7270. Mitsubishi, Chesapeake, Va.

Ala. CIRCLE 202

CIRCLE 201

' A capital idea
' Bridge design

The Capitol Records building in Nashville,

Architects Lohan Associates of Chicago

Tennessee, used Reynolds' Reynobond

designed the two AmSouth Bank build-

aluminum composite panels in a 4-mil-

ings in Birmingham, Alabama, with a

limeter thickness and champagne

connecting bridge made from custom

metallic finish. Forming options, as illus-

metal panels by Masonry Arts. The

trated below, include small radius and

bridge, clad in glass block and curtain

reverse curves as well as angles and

wall, has aluminum panels on the top

radius corners. 804/ 281-3706. Reynolds

and bottom. 205/428-0780. Masonry

Metal Company, Richmond, Va. CIRCLE 20s

Arts, Bessemer, Ala. CIRCLE 203

• Ultra-high pan and batten
Custom Panel Industries' pan and batten
system for metal roofing and walls has a

_. Airport revival

concealer fastener panel that uses an

Forty thousand square feet of Eastern

ultra-high batten cap in heights of up to

Exterior Wall Systems' (EEWS) prefabri-

11 inches. 909/829-8618. Custom Panel

cated, Alucobond-composite, Kynar-

Industries, of Alta Industries, Rancho

painted exterior panels and 16-gauge,

Cucamonga, Calif. CIRCLE 204

Kynar-painted interior steel panels were
recently installed at the Lehigh Valley
(Pa.) International Airport terminal. The
panels are lightweight-as light as six
pounds per square foot. 800/ 355-EEWS.
EEWS, Lehigh Valley, Pa. CIRCLE 206

' Column covers

selected from MM Systems custom col-

The architectural firm Page Southerland

ors to match the window mullions and

Page and the contractor Southern

fascia trim. Seventy-two standard colors

Architectural Systems chose alabaster-

are also available. 770/ 938-7570. MM

colored custom-fabricated metal from

Systems, Tucker, Ga. CIRCLE 20s

MM Systems to cover
columns at the Houston

• High-tech cladding

rior metal cladding system and support

Centria was recently specified for the

steelwork. Centria was specified because

Medical Center. Fabri-

development of Stage Two operations at

of its properties- it's a lightweight, highly

cated to exacting
tolerances from .125-

Compaq Computer's regional headquar-

insulated composite panel system for

ters in Singapore. The three-story office

buildings that require long spans and

inch aluminum, each

building and two-story manufacturing

are located in areas with high humidity.

component was coated

facility, designed by the architectural firm

Centria has support staff around the

with Kynar 500 and

Team 3, includes more than 70,000

world. 412/299-8240. Centria, Moon

Hylar 5000. The ala-

square feet of Centria's Foamwall exte-

Township, Pa. CIRCLE 207

baster color was

192
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PRODUCTBRIEFS
T New furniture design
Based in Manhattan's Flatiron district,
architecVdesigners David Khouri and
Roberto Guzman recently formed the
company Comma and debuted their first
furniture collection at the International
Contemporary Furniture Fair. Screen 2
(below), one of 15 pieces in the new
collection, is manufactured from '% -inchthick lacquered acrylic and measures 68
by 68 inches. It is available in a variety

! Concrete and custom molds

work of art thanks to Scott Systems'

urethane liners were used to design vari-

of other colors. Lighting, tables, and con-

The Scottsdale, Arizona, Pima Freeway

urethane form liners for concrete. Once

ous concrete-textured cacti and a 67-foot

soles are also part of the collection .

sound barrier (above), 60 feet high at its

production of the special molds was per-

lizard. 303/341-1400. Scott Systems,

212/929-4866. Comma, New York City.

tallest point, has become an eight-mile

fected, more than 20,000 square feet of

Aurora, Colo. CIRCLE 210

CIRCLE 209

T Decorative acrylics
There are 20 items available in the
Vitricor collection of solid-colored and
metallic acrylics from Nevamar, including
Mist, a low-glare version that meets ADA
requirements for reflectivity, and Ice, a
random-patterned acrylic reminiscent of
crysta l formations. Also available is
Impressions, a collection of wood-grain

! Bathroom chic

patterns. 800/638-4380. Nevamar,

Philippe Starck's latest design venture is

Odenton, Md. CIRCLE 212

Edition 2, a series of bathroom products
that includes a one-piece porcelain toilet
with an elongated bowl from Duravit. Also

;~~\~
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.

part of the collection is a Hoesch bath-
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! Lateral files
Office Specialty's Arcus filing system is

tub. 888/387-2848. Duravit, Duluth, Ga.
I

CIRCLE 211

avai lable with four

10~-inch

drawers.

With an overall height of 45 inches, the
cabinet is ADA compliant, with a lock

T Private office design

and desk chairs, sofas, loveseats, and

that is wheelchair accessible. 905/836-

Margaret Mccurry, a principal in the

coordinating fabrics. Eleven types of

7676. Office Specialty, Holland Landing,

architecture firm ngerman Mccurry, has

tables made of maple with satin-nickel

Ont. CIRCLE 213

created a private office collection for HBF

leg ferrules are available. 800/801-

including tables, credenzas, side, lounge,

8033. HBF, Hickory, N.C. CIRCLE 214

i Age-old craftsmanship
Ahmed Elmetwally, principal designer
of Darwish Architectural Arts Studio,
specializes in Zellij, a type of Moorish
mosaic (right); and Mashrabia, Egyptian
grillework made of spool-turned beech
and mahogany (above). 212/674-5833.
Darwish Studio, New York City.
CIRCLE 215

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card
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..... Louver line

' Building coatings

Greenheck, a company that manufac-

An air-dried version of Megaflon, a 100

tures ventilation equipment, has added

percent thermoset (heat-cured) fluoro-

three more louvers to its product line.

polymer coating, is now available in a

The new louvers are designed to maxi-

range of building colors. Megaflon can

mize resistance to wind-blown rain by

be applied to aluminum, steel, and ga lva-

protecting air-intake and exhaust open-

nized-steel surfaces as well as doors,

ings in exterior walls. Commonly used for

window frames, handrails, and stairs. It

air-conditioning grilles. 715/359-6171.

can also be sprayed over first-generation

Greenheck, Schofield, Wisc. CIRCLE 216

coatings. 860/ 274-6701. Keeler & Long
PPG, Watertown, Conn. CIRCLE 217

' Sliding patio doors
Therma-Tru's new Fiber-Classic sliding
patio doors are available with prefinished
white exterior panels that match the
frame and have a wood-grain texture.
Panels can be stained or painted. Clear,
low-e, or tempered, insulated glass can
be assembled directly into the door

.! Exterior protection

panels. 800/THERMA-TRU. Therma-Tru,

Ausimont's Hylar 5000 HP Plus PVDF
(polyvinylidene fluoride) resin protects a

Maumee, Ohio. CIRCLE 218
~'

•

I

•'

.

building's surface coating from heat and _

'41.

cleaning solvents. Hylar 5000 HP Plus
can be used on galvanized steel, stainless steel, aluminum, and galvalume for
metal roofs, mullions, copings, and
columns. 800/ 221-0553. Ausimont,
Thorofare, N.J. CIRCLE 219

~

Small office, home office

Building on the trend toward home
offices and the need to provide stylish
furniture for them, Kirk Hobbs has

.! Design awards on display

formed OFFI & Company. The company's

One of the six 1998 Felissimo Design

first collection, Cerise, is designed by

Awards went to Maximilian Burton for

Brian Kane and Mark Kapka. Made from

Buro, a modular storage unit that folds

solid cherry, aluminum, and curved rolled

into a cube. Winners will be on display at

steel legs with a powdercoated finish, the
collection includes a desk and storage

' Floor closer

the Felissimo store from October 15 to

Ingersoll-Rand's LCN 8100/8200 floor

November 14. 800/565-6785. Felissimo,

units. 800/ 383-0FFI. OFFI & Company,

closers are designed for exterior and

New York City. CIRCLE 221

Berkeley, Calif. CIRCLE 222

interior doors up to 54 inches wide
and weighing up to 300 pounds. The
8100s are for offset-hung applications; the 8200s are for center-

~

Architectural mesh

hung, single-acting applications.

woven meshes to its collection, for a total

800/526-2400. LCN Division,

of 13. Lago features delicate filigree work

Ingersoll-Rand, Princeton, Ill.

~-
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GKD has added three new stainless-steel

and is based on the existing Lamelle and
Sambesi meshes (top middle); Congo is
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a thicker mesh (bottom middle); and Kiwi
is finely woven for wa ll coverings and infill
panels for suspended ceilings and partitions (top right). Call 011/49/2421/803-0;
fax 011/ 49/ 2421/ 803-227; or E-mail
gb3@gkd.de. GKD, Duren, Germany.
CIRCLE 223
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tions to the col lection by Dutch cartoon-

designs by German architect Volker Albus

' A thirst for product design

ist Dadara, Viennese designer Lo Breier,

and by Kunstflug, a group of architects

Since 1992, German-based Sieger

Viennese architect Davor Markovic, New

in Dusseldorf t hat includes Harald Hull -

Design and Ritzenhoff have been dedi-

York- based designer Karim Rashid

mann, Hardy Fischer, and Heiko Bartels

cated to manufacturing, packaging, and

(below left), and a limited-ed it ion glass

(below right). European contact: 011/49/

marketing a collection of milk glasses for

from Matthias Bohner in a Japanese

2822/68581. Esther van der Borg

adults and children based on designs by

comic style. This year, at Tendence, the

GmBH, Emmerich, Germany. U.S. con-

architects and artists around t he world.

Frankfurt design show, the team also

tact: 212/639-9660. Sorelli Imports,

introduced eight heavy lead crystal ash -

New York City. CIRCLE 22 4

For 1998, they have introduced five addi -

-

trays packaged in cigar boxes for t he
new Smoking collection, includ ing

• Pull up a shade
Vignette window shades from Hunter
Douglas are available in three new
fabrics- satin stripe, jacquard, and ribbon weave----for a total of seven fabrics
and 100 hues. Shown here is a ribbon
weave with a chenille-i nspired textu re.
Called Mardi Gras si lver, it is one of eight
neutrals now available. Vignette protects
against 99 percent of UV rays and is
made of 100 percent woven polyester
fabric that is anti-static as well as dustand sta in-resistant. 800- HD-SHADE.
Hunter Douglas, Upper Sadd le River, N.J.
CIRCLE 225

McNICHOLS®

nilY-CVBERCAT

"The Hole Library.'' CYBERCAT is Available Now!

- -- - - - - - mtsk!IH:1.11-11
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.
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Even1 Hole Product you need and more is now available on CD
from McNICHOLS.

Perforated M etal, Expanded Metal, Wire Cloth,
Bar Grating, GRIP STRUT., Safety Grating,
Open-Grip.. Gra ting, Tread-Grip., Grating,
Grate-Lock~ Grating, Fiberglass Grating & More!

cveeRcAT

Windows compatible
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks
for delivery.
All credit card s accepted.

CD contains all product line information w ith
how to order guides, stock lists, load tables,
specifications, photographs, technical data and
more! 182 pages of data captured as easy to read
PDF fi les. What you need- w hen you need it!

Please order your c~py today!
Atlanta * Baltimore * Baton Rouge * Boston * Charlotte * Chicago
Cincinnati * Cleveland * Dallas * Houston * Kansas City * Los Angeles
Milwaukee * Minneapolis * NJ/ NYC Area * Philadelph ia * Phoenix
Pittsburgh * San Francisco * Seattle * St Louis * Tampa

1-800-237-3820
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Serving the metals industry since 1952
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PRODUCTBRIEFS
ishes, including satin stainless steel,

' 1930s glamour

' Seating trends

and can be ordered with a swivel base.

Inspired by the work of Marion V. Dorn,

The ICF Group's Miss B indoor/ outdoor

212/388-1000. ICF, New York City.

who designed textiles from the 1920s

furniture collection by Italian designer

CIRCLE 226

through the 1960s, the Waldorf area rug

Tito Agnoli includes the

is available in custom sizes and color

chairs shown here. The

palettes. Made from 100 percent virgin

seats and backs of the

wool, this rug is the first of many Dorn

tubu lar metal pieces are

designs now being exclusively repro-

avai lable in leather cord

duced by the Edward Fields Design

and Krilon, a new nylon

Studio. 212/310-0400. Edward Fields,

material that is nontoxic,

New York City. CIRCLE 227

fire-resistant, and easy
to wash. The chairs are
available in several fin-

' Environmentally sound board

chopped wheat straw and a synthetic

lsobord, from lsobord Enterprises, is a

polymer resin pressed into long strips.

4-by-8-foot engineered panel made of

Similar to medium-density fiberboard,
lsobord is 15 percent lighter than

.l Parlez-vous franc;ais?
Fabrice Berrux, a Parisian designer at

most wood products and does

Dix Heures Dix, has created Piou-Piou,

not use formaldehyde in the man-

an epoxy-lacquered bird cage that holds

ufacturing process. It exceeds

CDs. For use in commerc ial or residential

ANSl-M3 standards and can be

settings, the CD holder is available in

used for countertops, cabinets,

two sizes (for 120 or 168 CDs) and two

and furniture. 503/242-7345.

colors. Call 011/33/1/ 43-40-74-60 or

lsobord Enterprises, Elie, Man.,

fax 011/33/1/ 43-40-74-85. Dix Heures

Canada. CIRCLE 228

Dix, Paris. CIRCLE 229
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More Starck

Express delivery

Since 1997 t he Arizona-based

NEIC

Express has pro-

Axor, a division of Hansgrohe,

company

and Phili ppe Starck have

vided same-day digital delivery
of more than 1,000 large-format
drawings and plan-sets. N E/C

from an old-fashioned hand pu mp.

Express operat es a private satel-

The ADA-compliant, single-lever con-

lite service, which is accessed

trol, made of solid brass, is available

directly or t hrough the Internet

in a chrome fin ish. Lifetime wa rra nty.

by licensed partn ers. The com-

800/ 719-1000. Hansgrohe, Cumming,

pany has set up a network of
more than 50 locat ions around the

Ga. CI RCLE 230

' Clean-finish EIFS

below show vent before inst allation (left)

Fry Reglet's CleanFin ish EIFS soffit vent,

and after (right). Avail able in clear or

areas here as well as int ernational desti-

United States (in New York, California,

nations by early next year. 888/ AEC-

Texas, and other st ates) and plans

EXPRESS. NE/C Express, Scottsdale,

t o add another 50 metropolita n

Ariz. CIRCLE 231

made of extruded aluminum, is installed

anodized paint finishes and vented reveal

after the EIFS. Because its fl anges cover

widths of two, t hree, and four inches.

~

the EIFS terminations, Clean Finish re-

800/ 237-9773. Fry Reglet, Alpharetta,

The new line of Le Cornu e ranges

qu ires no masking or clean-up. Photos

Ga. CIRCLE 232

Cooking equipment

includes t he Grand Maman in a st anda rd
36 by 24 by 26 inches wit h a vau lted
elect ric oven and five gas burners, one
with a blast of 20,0 00 BTUs. The Grand
Maman is available in 12 colors, including black, blue, green, white, and sta inless steel wit h chrome or brushed -brass
t rim. 800/ 892-4 040. La Cornue,
Brisbane, Calif. CIRCLE 233

CONCRETE MOISTURE
PROBLEMS SOLVED!

commentaries, training, and
substantial member discounts
on products and services, BOCA

WITH

International is the leader.

CRETESEAL CS2000

BOCA's Electronic Library includes BOCA

National, ICC International and CABO Codes-

Sealer/Hardener/Vapor Barrier/Curing Compound

all on one CD with lots of time-saving features.

EXCLUSIVE FULL 10 YEAR WARRANTY ON
REPLACEMENT OF FLOORING MATERIAL AND LABOR

You only pay for the codes you want and use.
And speaking of codes, code interpretations are

Meets ASTM requirements C309, C1315

FREE for ALL of our members. We get you
answers quickly by telephone or in writing.
Join a leader. Join BOCA.

(708) 799-2300, Ext. 738
www.bocai.org

Creating Code Solutions
for the Year 2000 and Beyond

WATER I VAPOR I CONTAMINATES

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

1-800-278-4273

•

Or visit us on the World Wide Web at www.creteseal.com
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PRODUCTBRIEFS
' Trim and fascia
' Reinventing the fence

Louisiana-Pacific's SmartStart trim and

Metal-Tech's Omega fencing system is

fascia have been developed to comple-

available in eight-foot sections; in heights

ment the company's exterior cladding

offour, fi ve, six, or eight feet; and in three

products. Manufactured in various thick-

standard and eight optional colors. The

nesses and widths, each panel comes in

fence's new square-shaped post is avail-

16-foot lengths. SmartStart trim and fas-

able in two- and three-inch widths with

cia is treated against fungal decay and

adjustable attachment brackets. The

wood-destroying insects. 800/ 648-

fence can be assembled in less than 24

6893. Louisiana-Pacific, Portland, Oreg.

hours and is flexible enough to follow the

CIRCLE 236

contours of uneven terrain . 800/ 8366342. Metal-Tech, Montreal. CIRCLE 234

! Roll and fold

Building

MOMENTUM
Our staff of 1,400+ are
recognized for their
expertise in numerous
areas, including:
• Architecture
• Planning and Landscape
Architecture
• Structural Engineering
• Mechanical, Electrical
and Plumbing
Engineering
• Fire Protection
Engineering
• Airports/ Roads/ Bridges
• Surveying
• Civil Engineering
• Transportation Planning
and Engineering
• Environmental
Engineering I Studies
• Geographic
Information Systems
• Construction Services

doors have a bottom-up folding design

from Chase Industries includes DuraRoll

and self-supporting side frames. The

(left) and DuraFold (right). DuraRoll

bottom 18 inches of the door panel are

doors have a soft-bottom edge for

flexible and can be impacted and dis-

safety; built-in draft resistance; and a

lodged from the side frames without

door panel designed to release from the

damaging the door panel. The door's

side guides. An optional self-diagnostic

standard opening speed is 32 inches

control panel is also available. The

per second. 800/543-4455. Chase,

door's standard opening speed is 48

Cincinnati. CIRCLE 235

Our work
speaks for itself.

We're

inches per second. DuraFold exterior

The Nergeco line of high-speed doors

SLOPED GLAZING • SUNROOMS
SKYLIGHTS • STOREFRONTS

For Carter & Burgess, no challenge is too
big, no client too small. We provide the
industry's most extensive planning, architectural, engineering, construction and environmental services.
Carter & Burgess, founded in 1939, now
has over 24 locations throughout the U.S.
and is proud of its ability to foster long-term
client relationships, many of which date back
to the 1950s. Our reputation for getting a job
right the first time, while always staying on
technology's cutting-edge, has enabled us to
develop strong alliances with our customers.
If you' re interested in a career with
an award-winning, national firm ranked
25th of the Top 100 Pure Designers and 57th
of the Top 500 Design Firms in Engineering News Record, 1998, send your resume
to: Human Resources, Attn: 1098AR, 3880
Hulen Street, Fort Worth, TX 76107. Fax
(817) 735-7034. PRINCIPALS ONLY, NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE. Minority and
female applicants are encouraged to apply.

Visit our Web site at:

www.c-b.com.

C'--il

Carter a Burgess

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/DN
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Nation's Largest
Manufacturer And
Installer Of Sunrooms
*Commercial Division Supports
Designers And Builders
* Quick Phone Response For
Design Issues, Budget Pricing
AndTechnical Questions
*Details In Sweet's 13134/PAT
And Sweet's Source
* Solariums
*Sliding Patio Doors/Windows
* Enclosures/Solariums
*Skylights
*Storefronts
*Greenhouse Enclosures
Contact our Commercial Division
for special pricing for Architects,
Contractors and Owners using our
sunroom products in commercial and
multi-housing construction projects.

11111...

Our Sun rooms adapt to your existing
plans or current designs.
National Installation Available

1-aoo-46a-0120
Ext.350

I

(330)

467-4297
Fax

720 E. Highland Rd., Macedonia, OH 44056
(330) 468-0700 Ext. 350
Visit Our Website: www.patioenclosuresinc.com
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PRODUCTLITERATURE

At last! A comprehensive
working desk reference on
structural steel for architects.

in commercial roofing. 800/221-6490.

Virtual showroom

AlliedSignal Roofing, Cary, N.C. CIRCLE 241

The Virtual Design Centre CD-ROM provides a com prehensive listing of British

Designing with Structural Steel, A Guide for Architects
provides the needed information to design everything
from manufacturing facilities to high-rise buildings.
Published by the American Institute of Steel C_onst~uction ,
Inc., (AISC), Designing with Structural Steel 1s written
expressly for architects by practicing ar~hitects. and engineers. With over 300 pages and 100 illustrations,
the manual covers a range of topics

Garage door specs

furniture outlets. 011/44/171/928-7248.

Raynor's RaySpec CD includes informa-

Virtual Design Centre, London. CIRCLE 237

tion on commercial sectional doors. 800/
4RAYNOR. Raynor, Dixon, Ill. CIRCLE 242

Outdoor lighting
Surface-mounted lighting

A new catalog features Architectural

~~~:~:::::h::: :o:k::ly ~

=~1,[iti:i~;:~~:~:~~;~~d-

PRODUCTS

Landscape Lighting's line of outdoor

Prescolite Moldcast's catalog has infor-

lighting. 714/668-3660. Architectural

mation on surface-mounted lighting.

Landscape Lighting, Santa Ana, Calif.

510/562-3500. Prescolite Moldcast, San

CIRCLE238

Leandro, Calif. CIRCLE 243
NEW SITES FOR CYBERSURFING

Woodworking resource

Owens Corning Enhanced Roofing

The National Labor- Management Com mittee for t he Custom Woodworking In-

t----- -;\~~

dustry has a new directory. 202/546-7533.

www.owenscorning.com/owens/
around/roofing/Roofhome.asp

Rowmark Sign Materials
www.rowmark.com

Stevens Roofing Systems

NLMCCWI, Washington, D.C. CIRCLE 239

www.stevensroofing.com

American Standard

in five sections:

Railing systems

www.us.amstd.com

Hollaender's software has data on railing

Raychem heat tracing products

Ideas - A collection of

systems for steel structures. 800/772-

Tamko Roofing

design ideas in structural steel
presented in case history form.

8800. Hollaender, Berea, Ohio. CIRCLE 240

Systems - An easy to under-

Ambient temperature

stand explanation of structural
systems, tolerances, bending of
members, fire protection,
column and beam sizes and
other related subjects.

AlliedSignal's "Cold Applied Systems"

www.raychem.com
www.tamko.com

Formica
www.formica.com

NEIC Express
www.aecexpress.com

Siemon Cabling System

outlines ambient temperature processes

www.siemon.com

• •. , """°"AMERico,
,

rn•..-..-..-:'!-·

Details - Provides conceptual
detailing considerations for various building enclosure systems
and their connections to steelframing systems.

Materials - A condensed version of tables
from the AISC Manual of
Steel Construction with
Imperial and Metric
dimensions.

Appendix - A compilation of industry resources
on inspection standards,
standard practices and
industry organizations.

$49.95 plus shipping
& handling. Order now by calling AISC
Publications at: 800-644-2400 or

via Internet at: www.aisc.org

Setting Standards For Over 75 Years

Sp«:tffc Detail PaclYlgo for
Plant Doslgn Projects
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celebrate its 25th birthday!
~. numbered & signed by Richard Sapper.

box with a commemorative history booklet

e111i,Je®

Arakawa Hanging Systems International

1ilis ·Chicago 312-644-051 O • Los Angeles 310-837-0179
_usOarternlde.com http://www.artemlde.com

916 SW King Avenue Po rtland , Orego n 97205
888-ARAKAWA to ll free 503.274.1954 phone 503.274.1479 fax
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he editors ofARCHITECTURAL RECORD announce the
44th annual RECORD HOUSES awards program. This
program is open to any registered architect; work previously published in other national design magazines is
disqualified. Ofparticular interest are projects that incorporate

Submissions must also include plan(s), photographs (transparencies, slides, or prints), and a brief project description
bound firmly in an 8!6-by-11-inch folder, and must be postmarked no later than October 31, 1998. Winning entries will be
featured in the 1999 RECORD HOUSES. Other submissions will

innovative programs, building technologies, and use of materi- either be returned or scheduled for a future issue. If you would
als. There is an entry fee of $50 per submission; please make like your entry returned, please include a self-addressed envechecks payable to ARCHITECTURAL RECORD.
lope with appropriate postage.
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NEW PRODUCTS

PRODUCTLITERATURE

~

Certified Products
Directory

_./"

CUTTING

ANEW
LlFEFOR

OLD

GROWTH
TIMBER

THE G.R. PLUME
COMPANY.
We specialize in
custom architectural
timher millwork
fabricated from
reclaimed Douglas Fir
timhers taken from
turn-of-the-century
buildings. Treated with
deserved reverence,
these timhers are
cleaned, resawn,

WCLIB graded and
refinished into trusses,
arches, columns and
beams. Finished
timher packages are
shipped direct to
the jobsite ready
for erection.
.
We are certified by the ~,
American Plywood ··
Association for
veneering and
composite memhers.
We have over 20 years
of experience
understanding the
nature of wood and are
experts in joinery and
intricate bracketry.

Lighting tips

Computer-managed control

The W.A.C. catalog includes information

Locknetics Security Engineering has

on low-voltage pendants, linear systems,

released a revised, eight-page color

under-cabinet lighting, track heads, and

brochure on their Intelligent by Design

display lights. 800/526-2588. W.A.C.,

systems and software. 860/584-9158.

Garden City, N.Y.

Forestville, Conn.
Ann Sacks TI/e & Stone, a new book from

Hardware Assistant, PC-based software

unique tile designs. Scheduled for

from Colonial Bronze, displays 10,000

November release. 800/52-BOOKS.

design and finish hardware combina-

Rizzoli, New York City.

tions. 860/489-9233. Colonial Bronze,

CIRCLE 245

Torrington, Conn.
Author Roger Howkins and Elevator

CIRCLE 249

Building product software

World magazine have teamed up to pro-

Building for Environmental and Economic

duce the Uft Modernisation Design

Sustainability (BEES) software, from

Guide. 800/730-5093. Elevator World,

the National Institute of Standards and

Mobile, Ala.

Technology (NISD Green Buildings

CIRCLE 246

Program, measures the environmental

GRPIIME

~
1373 West Smith Road
Suite A-1
Ferndale, WA 98248

Windows, doors, and skylights

performance of various building products.

The seventh edition of the National

The software measures product per-

Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC) certi-

formance by using the environmental

fied products directory has U-factor, solar

life-cycle assessment approach specified

heat-gain coeffii::ient, and visible trans-

in the latest version of ISO 1400 draft

mittance ratings for 40,000 windows,

standards. 415/543-3001. NIST U.S.

doors, and skylights. 301/589-6372.

Green Building Council, San Francisco.

NFRC, Silver Spring, Md. CIRCLE 247

CIRCLE 250

For more information, circle item numbers on Reader Service Card
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Door hardware

Rizzoli, highlights projects that feature

Modern lifts

'.IHE

-----

CIRCLE 248

Tile source

For more information
and a brochure,
please phone:
360.384.2800 or
Fax: 360.384.0335

--~~~

Locknetics Security Engineering,

CIRCLE 244
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The Leader in Visual Systems
... and more

Change happens. TooGo Task
Furnishings address this reality.
Quality mobile products for both tasks
and communication. Freestanding
privacy screen s easily reconfigure.
Flexible solutions that meet your
evolving requirements.

TeamBoard delivers powerful touchscreen
interactivity with your data projector.
TeamBoard is touch sen sitive. The touch of a
finger duplicates a click or drag of the mouse.
Your audience will instantly see the computer
react to the touch and display the ch ange on
the TeamBoard.
TeamBoard is also a digital whiteboard.
Capture notes or drawings to your PC in 6
marker colors. Collaborate locally or via the
Internet.

An Egan Company

CIRCLE 85 ON INQUIRY CARO
Let Us Come To You. Presentation vehicles have been designed to provide both TeamBoard
and new Egan product demonstrations.

Come See Us! Visit the New York Design Center, Merchandise Mart in Chicago, Pacific
Design Center in LA., the Egan & TeamBoard Showrooms in Toronto or our other locations
in major cities across North America.
For further information on the evolving workplace, call 1 -800-263-2387 ext 820
or email marke ting@egan.com. Visit our website: www.teamboard.com

DAT E S E V E NT S
(continued from page 81)
Ezra Stoller: The Frank House

largest interior planning and design expo; ASID's

ship skills for architects. AIA members receive

Design Power, an educational conference ori-

a substantial discount off the normal cost of the

New Haven, Conn.
October 26-November 13

ented toward the design-builder; the Design

program. To register, call Emily Cole, manager

Show, for residential specifiers; and Batimat

of AIA Continuing Education, at 202/626-7445.

Stoller's 1941 photographs of Gropius and

Design-Build, featuring exterior and interior prod-

Breuer's Frank House in Pittsburgh capture this

ucts and services for design-builders. Javits Con-

important but relatively unknown residence. Art

vention Center. Call 800/950-1314 x2331.

+Architecture Building, Yale University. For infor-

Symposium on Healthcare Design
San Francisco
November 19- 22

mation, call Esto Photographies, 914/698-4060.

AIA Leadership Institute
Chicago

The health-care design industry's premier confer-

design.y.c.
New York City

October 29-November 1

exhibition of products and services, an awards

October 27-30

Los Angeles
November 19-22

Call the Center for Health Design at 800/955-

Four major design events have been merged to

The AIA has teamed with the National Leadership

1226 or visit www.hcaredesign.com for details

create one show: lnterplan '98, the East Coast's

Institute to offer this three-day course in leader-

about registering and exhibiting.

ence includes three days of plenary sessions, an
banquet, and tours of local health-care facilities.

Competitions
Accent on Architecture Grants
Submission deadline: October 9
Matching grants of up to $3,000 are offered to
local organizations for outreach programs that
result in an increased public awareness, appreciation, and understanding of how involvement in
the design process can enhance the quality of
life in a community. Write American Architectural Foundation, 1735 New York Avenue N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006, call 202/626-7300, or
fax 202/626-7420 for information.

Tilt-Up Achievement Awards
Submission deadline: October 15
The Tilt-Up Concrete Association (TCA) announces
its sixth annual awards to recognize tilt-up structures that are outstanding in their aesthetic
appeal, creativity of design, application of materials, or advancement of the industry. Construction must have been completed by September 1,
1998, and the building team must include at
least one member of the TCA. Write TCA, 107 First
Street West, P.O. Box 204, Mount Vernon, Iowa
52314, or call 319/ 895-6911.

Library for the Information Age
Registration deadline: October 15
Submission deadline: January 31, 1999
The first international Web-based architectural
design competition, sponsored by the Association
for Computer-Aided Design in Architecture,
calls for the design of a library that takes full
advantage of information technology while still
serving the library's roles in culture and society.
Proposals may incorporate spatial simulation
and/or physical solutions. Open to student and
professional designers worldwide. For information,
visit www.acadia.org/competition/ .

(continued on page 216)
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(continued from page 212)

1996 and October 1998 are eligible for this com-

Concept House '99

Houses Designed for Narrow Lots

petition, sponsored by the Portland Cement Asso-

Submission deadline: October 30

Registration deadline: October 15

ciation. Call Basile Rabbat at the PCA, 847/ 966-

Architects, designers, and product designers are

Submission deadline: December 10

6200, or E-mail Basile_Rabbat@portcement.org.

invited to create a scheme for a speculative
British terraced urban home, to be located on a

This competition is to design a prototype afford -

Design a Conservatory,
Win a Conservatory

brownfield site. The winning project, which must

in Minneapolis's Powderhorn Park neighborhood.
The winner will be commissioned to design his or

Submission deadline: October 26

structed for the 1999 Ideal Home Exhibition.

her proposal. For registration information, call the

Sponsored by David C. Bishop and Co., this con-

Administered by the Royal Institute of British

Powderhorn Park Neighborhood Association at

test focuses on a garden room theme, including

Architects. For more information, call Louise

612/722-4817 or visit www.mhponline.orgtppna.

the creative use of furnishings in both the interior

McKinney, 011/ 44/113/234-1335.

able, three-to-four-bedroom house for narrow lots

address broad ecological issues, will be con-

and exterior landscape. The winner will receive a

Concrete Bridge Awards

freestanding 12-foot octagonal conservatory cre-

Louis Armstrong High School for the Arts

Submission deadline: October 23

ated for this event. Call the Merchandise Mart at

Registration deadline: October 30

Concrete bridges completed between October

847/729-9812 or visit www.conservatories.net.

The Acadiana Educational Endowment and software makers auto.des.sys, Inc. are sponsoring a
competition to design a high school for the arts
in Acadiana, Louisiana. The competition is open
to students worldwide and wi ll take place in
two stages over the 1998- 99 school year. Call
614/488-8838 or E-mail formz@formz.com for
details.

DuPont Antron Design Award
Submission deadline: October 31
Professional architects and interior designers
are invited to submit projects that show a creative use of DuPont Antron nylon carpet. Entries
must be permanent commercial interior projects
completed between October 1, 1995, and
October 1, 1998, and use Antron carpets only.
Contact the Design Award Center at 800/4584329 for details.

USITT Architecture Awards
Submission deadline: November 9
The United States Institute for Theatre Technology
(USITI) gives awards for new theaters or theater
renovations completed after January 1, 1989,
honoring creative image, contextual resonance,
use of new technology, community contribution,
and functional operation. For awards criteria and
entry information, call USITI at 800/938-7488,
E-mail usittno@pppmail.appliedtheory.com, or
visit www.usittt.org.

Intern Development Program
Outstanding Firm Award
Submission deadline: November 13
Sponsored by the AIA's Intern Development
Program, this award honors architecture firms
that give outstanding support to interns by pro-

a hardware company.

viding comprehensive training opportunities,

call 1-800-423-3531.

encouraging supplementary education activities.

promoting mentorship and participation, and
For an entry form, call David Roccosalva at the
AIA, 202/626-7325.
(continued on page 218)
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The Eleillents That Go Into Our
Windo-w Systeills Are Even Stronger
Than The Eleillents Theillselves.

aD

YOW 250T Window Systems with
MegaTherm®thermal barrier are
designed to take on Mother Nature's
every fury. With the extra protection
0 ofYKK's exclusive Anodized Plus®
finish, they offer superior coITosion resistance.
Plus superior color and gloss retention and
Venetian blind capability. Inside/outside color
options provide visual as well as cost advantages.
And, they comply with performance requirements

set forth in ANSI/AAMA 101-93 and carry an
HC-60 rating.
All of which means the eroding power of rain,
snow, and ice just melts away. Merciless winds
are tamed. Anodized Plus even creates a shield
from the sun's relentless rays.
Specify new YOW 250T Window

W}C

Systems with MegaTherm from
YKK AP. And see for yourself.
They work over time.

Bi=llCJlloil

~ ~
A-====
m e r c a™

Innovative Window Systems
That Work Over Time.

© 1997 YKK A P A m erica Inc.
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DEPARTMENTSDATESEVENTS
$50,000; silver medalists receive
$10,000. Call 617/492-8401 or
E-mail info@brunerfoundation.com
for more information.

are eligible. For details, call 212/
727-2157, fax 212/727-2159, or
E-mail Ldusainst@aol.com.

(continued from page 216)
Steel Joist Institute Design
Awards

Submission deadline: November 13
These awards recognize outstanding
design in steel joist construction,
judged on the basis of flexibility,
speed of construction, cost, and
aesthetics. Projects must have been
built in the United States, Canada,
or Mexico in the last three years.
Write the Steel Joist Institute, 3127
10th Avenue, North Extension,
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577, or visit
www.steeljoist.org.
Cyborg City: Mechanical
Islands for New York

Submission deadline: November 15
The Urban Studies and Architecture
Institute is sponsoring this competition, in which entrants design
artificial islands for New York's
waterways. Those who have earned
university degrees in the last 10
years, as well as current students of
architecture, landscape architecture,
interior design, and urban design,

for restaurants, these awards are
for projects in the United States
and Canada. For information, write
the James Beard Foundation, 6
West 18th Street, 10th floor, New
York, N.Y. 10011 or visit wwwJamesbeard.org.

Rome Prize Competition

Application deadline: November 15
Each year the American Academy
in Rome offers fellowships that provide a stipend, room and board,
and work space at the academy in
Rome. Fellowships-available in 18
disciplines including architecture,
urban planning, urban design, interior design, historic preservation,
and landscape architecture-are
given to fund independent projects
for periods ranging from six months
to two years. Call 212/751-7200 for
an application.
Rudy Bruner Award for Urban

London AIA Excellence in
Design Awards

Submission deadline: January 15
The awards program honors excellence in architectural design for
work completed between January 1,
1993, and December 31, 1998.
Eligible are projects by U.K.-based
architects working anywhere in the
world; projects in the U.K. by architects from anywhere in the world;
and projects in the U.K by U.K.based students. For more information, write AJA, Kent House, 14--17
Market Place, London W1N 7AJ, or
fax 011/44/171/636-1987.

Union Internationale des
Architectes Student
Competition

Submission deadline: January 31
Student entrants are invited to
design a housing project for a city
in their home country. In addition
to cash, the winner will receive the
UNESCO Prize for Architecture. Call
Liu Kecheng at Xi'an University,
Xi'an, China, 011/86/29/220-29-43,
fax 011/86/29/552-78-21, or E-mail
LiuKCH@pub.online.xa.sn.cn for registration information. •

Excellence

Submission deadline: December 18
This award is given to urban places
that demonstrate a successful integration of effective processes and
meaningful values into good design.
The Gold Medal winner receives

James Beard Foundation/
Interior Design Magazine

Please submit information for events
and competitions at least six weeks
prior to the magazine's publication date
(e.g., November 15 for the January
issue).

Awards

Submission deadline: January 29
Established in 1995 to honor excelJenee in interior and graphic design

Nikiski Pool, Nikiski, Alaska
Custom rails fabricated by KDI Paragon, Inc.

"Paragon swimmin9 pool deck equipment
is specified more than a(( other brands...
because Paragon offers the 9reatest
c!ersatility in desi9n, function and choice
of materials."

,-;~
~

Source: Penton Research Serr/ices

KDI Paragon Inc., 341 Route 55-West Wing, LoGrangeville, NY 12540-5105
Call for catalog and specifications on interactive AutoCAD'" data disks.
914/452-5500 • Fax: 914/452-5426
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MANUFACTURERS' SPOTLIGHT

TO ADVERTISE: Call Ally Klarin
T: (800) 544-7929 F: (212) 904-2074

Total Door®
The Openings® Solution

Concrete Waterproofing
by Crystallization

Chadsworth's
1.800.Columns®

Aegis ornamental fence systems
feature strong Forerunner™ rails,
internal retaining rods, & designed panel brackets. Aegis II industrial fence offers the strongest
security fence available. Aegis is
specified by more architects &
builders than any other on the
market. Industrial & residential
brochures include data on structure, design & options. Easy
shipping panel design. (800)
321-8724. POB 581000, Tulsa,
OK 74158-1000, F: (918) 8350899.

Total Door® is a fire rated door
assembly that includes all hardware. Pairs do not require coordinators, vertical rods, astragals, flush bolts, or floor strikes.
Will retrofit to any frame . Meets
all codes and ADA. Wood and
metal .faces available to 3
hours. Lifetime limited warranty
on locks and panics. For more
information call 1-800-852-6660.

Applied as a slurry coating
Xypex is a chemical treatment
that waterproofs by penetrating
the concrete with a crystalline
formation that "plugs" the pores
of the structure preventing
water seepage. Xypex is ideal
for use on the "inside" of wet
underground structures.

Voted No. 1 in U.S. Columns, pillars,
pilasters & posts avail. in wood,
PolyStone™ & fiberglass. Interior,
exterior. Many sizes & styles.
CompetiUve prices. Job-site delivery. 72-hour Quick Ship Program on
stock products. Worldwide shipping.
Award-winning Idea Book features
a collection of column projects.
Includes Columns Prod. Portfolio,
$15 soft cover, $25 hard cover.
Columns Prod. Portfolio $5 (credited to 1st order). Free flier.
www.columns.com 1.800.486.2118
•Telefax 910.763.3191

Ameristar

Openings®

Xypex Chemical Co.

Chadsworth's 1.800.Columns

AEGISll

JHOUSTFUAL P£RfMETER SECUArTY FEHCfffO
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Accessible Lavatory
Insulation

Custom Metal Graphics

New Fireplace Tested
as a Wall Furnace

Mortar Net Weep Vents

CIRCLE 153 ON INQUIRY CARD

A full color catalog will explain
the different Handy-Shield
safety covers offered for the
new or retrofit projects that
need to comply with the
American Disabilities Act. The
specific use, sample specifications, drawings and color choice
are all summarized in this easy
to understand catalog. (800)
475-8629.

These bronze elevator door
facings were manufactured by
Surface Design + Technology
specializing in custom & standard metal graphics. Using sheet
metal finishes of a variety never
offered before. There is virtually no limit to the types of patterns which can be created by
combining multi-directional satin
brushing, electroplating of gold,
nickel , or copper. For information on custom or standard
designs call (800) 537-1127.

Our products have taken
direct-vent technology & incorporated it into a new high performance fireplace. Model 6000
Supreme is a high efficiency
fireplace (thermal efficiency up
to 74%) & has an AFUE
(Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency) rating of 63%. The 6000
Supreme is standard with a variable regulator to adjust the
flame & BTU input with the turn
of a dial. Heat-N-Glo, 6665
West Hwy 13, Savage , MN
55378, 1-800-669-HEAT.

are inexpensive and easily
installed in weep holes to insure
masonry cavity wall s breath ,
drain and dry quickly. Made
from 100% recycled polyester
with a 90% open mesh in 2.5" x
4" x .5, they are available in
white, tan , almond, gray, and
brown. Weep Vents add to the
beauty of the wall by duplicating
the texture and color of mortar,
thus eliminating open holes and
dark shadows while restricting
entry to insects. Call (800) 6646638 for more information .

Plumberex

Surface Design

Heat-N-Glo

Mortar Net
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Call Ally Klarin
T: (800) 544-7929 F: (2 12) 904-2074
TO ADVERTISE:

MANUFACTU~ERS'

SPOTLIGHT

New Invisible Products
Roll Out

Decorative Grilles

Sloped Adapter
for Retrofit Solutions

Architectural
Specifications Made Easier

3 new invisible products have
been added to the family of
Grasspave' & Gravelpave' Slopetame', Draincore', & Rainstore'. For 16 years we have provided grass paving ring structures
with 92% void area for root development. Now we're applying this
technology to erosion control,
drainage, & water storage with
easy installation in 9 roll sizes. Call
our knowledgeable staff for GADD
details, specs, & product specs
at (800) 233-1510. Web Site:
http//:wwwinvisiblestructures.com

Unusual visual effects emerge
when our grilles are designed
for area effects. Versatility is
the theme. R&G offers architects and interior designers
many ways to express the
changing forms of metal with
the integrity of R&G 's architectural grilles . Custom or standard finishes are available plus
any grille can be made in
matching color to blend with
your deco. 202 Norman Ave. ,
Bklyn , NY 11222. 800-5214895 , Fax: 718-349-2611.

Exclusive sloped adapter is
designed for positive water runoff & proper load distribution.
Informative Adapta-Curb brochure details the many configurations & options available for
easy addition or replacement of
HVAC units, vents, . plumbing
stacks, skylights & other rooftop
equipment without disturbing
the roof or substructure. The
system is a solution for retrofit
or for new construction where
equipment size will be determined later. 1-800-251-3001.

Tnemec explores the world of
high performance coatings, for
exposed steel & masonry in this
easy-to-use binder. Complete
with brochures, data sheets ,
systems guides, surface preparation and application guides,
and a color selector, this binder
is a must have for any architectural firm . For more information,
call 1-800-TNEMEC1 .

Invisible Structures, Inc.

Register & Grille Mfg., Co

Custom Curb, Inc.

Tnemec Company, Inc.
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Parallel Design
Partnership Limited

Interactive Whiteboard

Architectural Stainless

Panel "Z" Clips
Efficient, Economical

~Board"

8

3
4

"ellen's brackets", and anodized-aluminum shelving system
designed by M Ali Tayar, provides an elegant alternative to
existing bracket-and-track systems. Cantilevered brackets
come in two sizes, for shelves
3/4 or 3/8-in. thick and 10-in.
deep. Wall-mounted tracks permit 1 1/2-in. adjustment of
wood,
glass or plexiglass
shelves. For more info phone
Parallel Design Tel: 212/9894959 Fax: 212/989-4977.

SMART Technologies pioneered
the development of interactive
whiteboards & has set the industry
standard for versatile, easy-to-use
Roomware. The SMART Board
allows you to control projected
Windows® or Macintosh® applications & other multimedia by pressing on the Board's large, touchsensitive surface. Write over top of
applications & your notes are
saved for future reference & distribution. For the SMART Product
Kit, call 1.888.42.SMART or visit
www.smarttech.com/product kit.

Ele Creative - Discover the unique
beauty of architectural stainless
steel. Perfect for many applications
from commercial to residential.
Standard finishes include #3, #4,
hairline & mat. Finishes range from
exceptional non-directional mirror,
machine turned CD design, to
etched patterns or create your own
custom designs. All finishes can be
coated w/ titanium for color & durability. Call for specs & samples at
800-330-4311 ext. 203, or on the
internet www.iwcinternational.com
See us at Metal Con '98 Booth 1414

Monarch's Panel "Z" Clip
mounting system, provides the
opportunity to pre-finish wall &
elevator panels, partitions, cabinets, artwork, signage, etc. for
fast and easy installation . It
eliminates the need for face
nailing , and on the job finishing .
Monarch stocks "Z" clips in
lengths from 1 1/2" to 12', for
same day shipping . For samples & information call (516)
563-8967.

Parallel Design

SMART Technologies Inc.

IWC International

Monarch Metal
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MANUFACTURERS' SPOTLIGHT

TO ADVERTISE: Call Ally Klarin
T: (800) 544-7929 F: (212) 904-2074

Fire Retardants
and Preservatives

Automated Vacuum
Transport Systems

Millions of Pushbutton
Locks in Use Worldwide

When building or renovating a
weight room choose resil ient
athletic surfacing by Tuflex
Rubber Flooring. Tuflex exceeds
OSHA and ADA standards for
excellent traction. Tuflex flooring
has an anti-slip surface and has
a finished edge that makes
entrances handicap-accessible.
Tuflex resists damage from
dropped free weights , is easy to
maintain and available in 21 colors. 1-800-543-0390.

New 16-page Sweet's catalog
features Pyro-Guard® interior
type FRT lumber and plywood;
Exterior Fire-X® FRT lumber
and plywood for exterior uses;
CCA/KDAT preservative treated lumber and plywood that's
Kiln D.ried After Treatment;
COP-8® the food-safe preservative; PWF treated wood for
Permanent Wood Foundations;
and PLYWALL engineered
wood noise barriers, from
Hoover Treated Wood Products
Inc, http://www.frtw.com

Waste and/or soiled linen .
Perfect for large hospitals and
similar buildings that serve
thousands of people. Improve
the building environment, management, and maintenance.
Full -vacuum and gravity/vacuum technology. Custom design
each system to building specifications. www.transvacsys.com

ILCO UNICAN® pioneered
mechanical pushbutton locks, &
we continue to be the world
leader in this type of security. Our
locks help secure The Pentagon,
US & Canadian embassies ,
McDonald's fast-food restaurants, plus major universities,
banks, & airports around the
world. We offer a wide range of
models & styles to fit many applications. Most anything presently
secured by a key can have the
security & convenience of a
pushbutton lock. (336) 725-1331 .

Tuflex Rubber Flooring

Hoover, Inc.

Transvac System, Inc.

ILCO UNICAN®

Long-Lasting Solutions
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Authentic Architectural
Columns

The Art of Mosaics.
Interpreted!

La Corte Series
Porcelain Tile

For labs & clean-rooms
New Dowcraft Twin Wall

100 years of service to the architectural community, Hartmann
Sanders leads the industry in
the design & manufacture of
columns & capitals that adhere
to the classic Orders of Architecture. Hartmann Sanders
combines today's technology
with the time-honored craftsmanship of woodworking artisans to
meet market needs for a variety
of columns in fine wood & fiberglass. Send for a free Centennial
Catalog or call a classic columns
expert at (800) 241-4303.

Superbly crafted mosaics of
Murano glass, polished or tumbled marble are available from
Sicis Italy. They will also manufacture your exclusive designs.
Suitable for hotel lobbies, spas,
decorative murals or as wall
veneer. Mosaics are premounted for simple installation. For
information and free catalogs
Fax 516-627-0583.

The La Corte Porcelain tile series
was specifically designed and
fabricated for commercial , high
volume, applications (including
malls, retail chain stores and
hotels). Resembling rich & warm
French limestone, this product
does not stain or scratch, is consistent in color range and is maintenance free. ''The most natural
looking porcelain tile series available". Large inventory. For more
information call 1-800-62-Stone.
The La Corte Series is a product
of IMT Italia.

Twin Wall is custom-designed
for scientific research and hitech manufacturing facilities .
Clean lines , durable finishes ,
optional filler cores permit Twin
Wall to perform in categories to
Class 10. Acoustical rating:
STC 41 up. Self-supporting
steel walls shipped ready to
install. Heights up to 16 ft.
Send for new brochure.
Dowcraft Corporation.

Hartmann Sanders

SICIS USA, Inc.

Innovative Marble & Tile Inc.

Dowcraft Corporation
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Call Ally Klarin
T: (800) 544-7929 F: (212) 904-2074
TO ADVERTISE:

MANUFACTURERS' SPOTLIGHT
Decorative, Thin-Film
lntumescent Fireproofing

World's Premier
Manufacturer

Symphony™
The fireplace for any place TM

S+P Daylighting System

DECORATI VE, INTUMESCENT
FIREPROOFlNG FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL

offers structurally engineered,
prefabricated monolithic Glass
Panel Systems. Preglaced & fully
waterproof
frameworks
of
Aluminum, Precast Concrete,
Steel & Cast Iron incorporate
Hollow Glass Block, Solid Glass
Pavers, Glass Bullets & Plank or
Insulated Glass. Standard & custom panel sizes are avail. for
installation as windows, walls,
flooring, stair treads & landings,
bridges, sidewalks, skylights,
complete structures or virtually
any application. 1-800-358-3888

Improved spray characteristics
and ratings up to 3 hours! ND
FIREFILM®ll permits designers
to use the appearance of
exposed steel with the steel protected from fire . The product is
applied as a thin-film coating 0.4
to 3.3 mm (16 to 130 mils) thick.
When exposed to fire it expands
to form a meringue-like insulating layer up to 4 in. thick. ND
COLORCOAT topcoat is available in a wide range of colours.
Call 1-800-263-4087 or 416-2634087. Internet: www.adfire.com

Dimplex presents its revolutionary, realistic electric fireplaces.
No hook-ups . No venting .
Assembles in 30 minutes. Like
furniture, it moves easily and
plugs back into the wall.
Operates with or without heat for
pennies a day. Dozens of mantel
and surround finishes to choose
from. Great for apartments, cottages, home offices ... the possibilities are endless! Call 1-519- 650-3630.

S&P's systems are the result of
the newest developments in
plastics industries, providing
complete architectural solutions
for greenhouses, skylights, covered walkways , pool enclosures, solariums, and any vertical or sloped translucent glazing. Our systems utilize Lexan
Thermoclear Polycarbonate
with a U-value of 0.27. Available
stock sizes 6-25 mm , 4' wide,
40' long.

Circle Redmont

AID Fire Protection

Dimplex

S+P Architectural
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Columns & Balustrades

Vision Control®:
No Strings Attached!

Outperforming Solid
Sawn Lumber

Duraflake FR
Fire-Rate Particleboard

Glassically authentic yet affordably priced columns
and
balustrades from Melton Classics,
Inc. Quality products include
architectural wood columns for
paint or stain, fiberglass columns,
poly/marble columns and synthetic stone columns and balustrades.
Interior/Exterior, Custom Orders,
Jobsite Delivery. Call 800-9633060 for free literature or check
out our website at www.meltonclassics.com or see us in Sweet's
(06400Mel) or (04720Mel).

Custom-made hermetically sealed
glass unit consists of rigid pivoting
aluminum blinds, manually operated or motorized, no cords or
strings attached! Dust-free &
maintenance-free, thanks to its
hermetic seal. Provides privacy,
hygiene, control of light, heat,
sound. Endless lighting possibilities available in various shapes,
sizes, glazing options. Suited for
windows, doors, skylights, interior
partitions; for all commercial, institutional, & residential applications.
Call 800-668-1580.

Louisiana-Pacific® offers several series of LPI® Joists -- all
engineered to outperform solid
sawn lumber joists by resisting
twisting, splitting and crowning .
They start straighter and stay
straighter for stiffer floors and
straighter ceilings. Pound for
pound they have more loadbearing capacity than traditional lumber. And they're backed
by a limited lifetime warranty.
Call (800) 299-0028 ext. 313.

Duraflake FR fire-rated particleboard provides Class A fire
protection in wall systems ,
store fixtures , furniture and
case goods. It has a UL flame
spread rating of 20 and a
smoke-developed rating of 25.
Its smoothness, machinability
and uniformity make it an ideal
substrate. It even resists warping and won't leach chemicals.
To request information call 1800-887-0748 ext. 300 or refer
to Sweets Catalog 06300/WIL.

Melton Classics, Inc.

Unicel

Louisiana-Pacific Corp.

Duraflake
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MANUFACTURERS' SPOTLIGHT

T: (800) 544-7929 F: (212) 904-2074

Smith Leads
Classroom Design

Mount Catalog
Covers Industry

Windel International
Design Concept

Teacher stations, student work
centers and nearly infinite
arrangement possibilities make
Smith System furniture the key
to classroom comfort and efficiency. Rugged , colorful and
adaptable. For more information: Smith System , P.O. Box
860415, Plano, TX 75086. T:
800-328-1061, F: 972-5782631, www.smithsystem.com

Mounts for everything through
state-of-the-art plasma screens.
Over 150 projector and speaker
mounts, suspension adapters,
mobile carts and security devices
cross referenced to manufacturers. Custom design and fabrication from prototype to inventories.
www.mounts.com. For more information: Progressive Marketing
Products, Inc., 2890-A Enterprise
Street, Brea, CA 92821. T: 800368-9700, F: 800-832-4888,
pmpi@pmpi.com

The best in materials & workmanship from around the world. Media
Wall - every amenity a conf. or training room needs, rear & front projection, mull. monitors & boards in a
cust. designed state-of-the-art wall
system. Col. Mount. Board System
- quiet, bal. to perfection, easy to
operate, & durable beyond your
expectations. lnfoRail System - a
double rail for mull. boards,
screens, flip charts, plus an integrated paper clamp throughout. Writing
boards & media furn. provide a high
qual. support & the latest design for
your presentations. (800) 395-7093.

Preserve architectural treasures with NIXALITE Bird
Barriers. Effective, and Humane, these stainless steel strips
provide a simple barrier that is
long lasting and inconspicuous.
With the addition of COLORCOAT"M, a color powder coating option, NIXALITE is almost
invisible. For information, call
1(800) 624-1189, fax 1 (309)
755-0077 or visit our website at
http://www. nixalite.com .

Smith System

Progressive Marketing

Win de I

NIXA LITE
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POSITIONS VACANT
CORP. INTERIOR DESIGN EMPLOYMENT
FURNITURE SYSTEMS
Project Managers, $55- lOOK; Ass't Project Managers
to $SOK; Sales Associates $$$; Sales Assistants $3545K; AutoCAD Specifiers, $35-SOK; Trainees,
$28-32K. NYC, NJ, Long Island. For details call
Frank Cassisa at 212-233-2900 or fax resumes 212233-3043. American Personnel, 170 B'way, NY, NY
10038.
DIRECTOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Rare opportunity with well established firm in Los
Angeles. Fifty person firm with an award winning
tradition seeks exceptional architect to lead design
efforts. This position can lead to ownership.
Institutional, university, public and private clientele.
Fax resume, salary expectation and other supporting
material to 310-278-5015. All responses held in
strictest confidence.
VICE PRESIDENT, MARKETING/SALES
Entrepreneurial, proactive, experienced, energetic
professional sought for successful, independent,
growing, innovative, well established and respected,
quality-driven lighting fixture manufacturer.
Relocation, 401K, health benefits included. Mail I
FAX resume with salary history and references to:
Chairman, The Kirlin Company, 3401 East Jefferson
Avenue, Detroit, MI 48207-4232. FAX: 313-2599409.
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Architectural Bird Control
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TO ADVERTISE: Contact Cherie Jolley
I

ARCHITECT
Research, plan, design, & administer building projects for clients, utilizing knowledge of design,
construction procedures, zoning & building codes, &
building materials. Confer with client to determine
functional and spatial requirements of new or renovated structure, & prepare information regarding
design, specifications, materials, color, equipment,
estimated costs, & construction time. Prepare various
designs for single project & consult with client &
other architects to determine the most appropriate
design. Create & manage computer-generated drawings in 2-D & 3-D for construction purposes. Plan
layouts of project utilizing AutoCAD. Research &
advise on selection of sites for building considering
safety & zoning regulations, building codes, long
term plans, land development, etc. Monitor construction site to ensure conformance with plans.
Advise client on obtaining bid & awarding construction contract. Rqrmnts: Bachelor's degree in
Architecture; 2 yrs. exp. in job offered (as described) .
Must have evidence of professional exp. or completion of a coursework in utilizing AutoCAD. Must
have evidence of professional exp. in creating computer-generated drawings in 2-D and 3-D. 40 hrs/wk.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m . $52,068/yr. Must have proof of
legal authority to work permanently in the U.S.
Northfield, IL. Send 2 copies of both resume and
cover letter to Illinois Dept. of Employment Security,
401 S. State St., 7 North, Chicago, IL 60605. Attn:
Arlene Thrower, Ref. #V-IL 19382-T. An employer
paid ad, no calls.

at T: (80 1) 974-2843 - F: (801 ) 972-9409
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MICHAELLATAS
& ASSOCIATES

Executive search and professional recruiting services.
Serving the constru ction industry exclusively
nationwide since 1975.
Your premier source for execuLive, managerial, and
difficult-to-fill professional-level needs.
Contact our Arch itecture/ Enginee ring Division .
MICHAEL LATAS & ASSOCIATES
13 11 Lindbergh Plaza Center
St. Louis, MO 63132

(3 14) 993-6500 •
(800) 280-7811
•

Fax: (3 14) 993-0632
http: / / www.Latas.com

To REPLY To Box NUMBERED ADs
Address a separate envelope
(smaller than 11" x 5")
for each reply to:
(Key Number From Ad)
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

PO Box 900
NY NY 10108
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POSITIONS VACANT

CSS SEARCH AND RECRUITING
Reputable executive search and recruiting firm with
25+ years of experience in the Architectural and
Engineering industry placing individuals of all types
and levels all over the US. Our clients are leading NE
firms in the nation. Please submit resume to: Duane
McClain or Tammy Watters, 115 5th Ave S, Ste 501,
La Crosse, WI 54601, 608-784-4711phone,608-7844904 fax, csssearch.com.

WANTED: EXCEPTIONAL ARCHITECTS!
Are you overworked, underpaid, and unappreciated, thinking about making a strategic
career move but not sure where to start? The
Greenway Group, one of the nation's leading
executive search consultants to the design
professions has numerous rewarding positions
available nationwide. Some of our current
assignments, many of which include generous
signing bonuses, include:
Director of Design, Ohio
Regional Office Leader, Florida
Director of Aviation Architecture, Florida
Director of K-12 Architecture, Florida
Commercial Project Manager, Florida
Project Manager, K-12 Architecture, Florida
Director of Elderly Facilities Architecture, Ohio
Senior Design Architect, Convention Centers, Minnesota
Director of Health Care Architecture, Washington, D.C.
Director of Corporate/Hospitality Marketing, Texas
Mixed Use Project Manager, North Carolina
Director of Medical Architecture, Wisconsin
Director of Operations, North Carolina
Commercial Project Manager, Ohio

Each of these positions offers a challenging
work environment, above-market compensation and significant growth opportunities. If
you're a talented team player with excellent
technical, people and communication skills, call
now for more information or send your resume
with absolute confidentiality assured to:
Mr. Kerry B. Harding, Vice President
THE GREENWAY GROUP

11921 Freedom Drive, Suite 550
Reston, Virginia 20190
1-800-726-8603 (703) 847-0811 FAX
kharding@di.net E-MAIL

Award winning design team seeks a
Design Architect. Great opportunity for
quality oriented architect with a unique
desire for detail and challenges.
Excellent graphic skills, along with the
ability to do sketch and CAD drawings
is needed. Architecture degree with 3+
years design experience and the desire
to develop design concepts for outdoor
sporting goods stores is required.
Special interest in any of the following
is a plus: 3D design and rendering,
retail planning, graphic design, and
lighting. Team oriented candidates
interested in joining a growing dynamic
company should send resume via FAX
(417-865-9812) or mail to Bass Pro
Shops, Attn.:
Professional Staffing
(DA), 2500 E. Kearney, Springfield,

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
Health Care needed by Architecture & Planning
Firm in Boston, MA. Must have 4 yrs exp dvlpg program & generating design concepts of various health
care facilities using CAD and hand rendering.
Bachelors in Architecture req'd. Send resume to: HR
Dept., Gilham, Gander & Chin Associates, Inc., 281
Summer St., Boston, MA 02210.
JOB CAPTAINS

+
GADD TECHS
Required by client firms in FL, GA, OH, PA, NC and
other firms nationwide for qualified CADD professionals with project coordination and/or production
experience. All positions permanent status with paid
relocation, fees, etc. Confidential resumes to Adam

MO 65898. EOE

-

---

INTERN ARCHITECT
Denver, CO. Dsgn plans for comm'!, retail, hotel
projects & correctional facilities for clients, applying
knowledge of construction, materials, zoning, bldg
codes. Dsgn interiors per client & funct'l use reqmts.
Consult w/engrs & clients to determine funct'l &
spatial reqmts of proj. Prepare construction documents & specs. Monitor construction on periodic
basis for compliance. Utilize AutoCAD s/ware &
equip to prepare project dsgn & plan. Bach in
Architecture w/ 3 yrs exp in retail, comm'!, hotel &
interior dsgn & prep of construction documents &
specs. 40 hrs/wk. Salary $30K/yr. Applications by
resume to: Colorado Dept of Labor & Employment,
Attn: Jim Shimada, Tower 2, Ste 400, 1515 Arapahoe
St., Denver, CO 80202-2117, refer to JO # CO
4585796.
INTERN ARCHITECT
Denver, CO. Dsgn comm'! office, educational & historical renovation & restoration projects, applying
knowledge of construction, materials, zoning & bldg
codes. Prep specs & construction documents for
review by Gov't authorities. Conduct periodic onsite observation during construction to monitor
compliance w/dsgn plans. Utilize AutoCAD s/ware
& equip to prep drawings, CAD images & animated
models of firm's proj. Bach in Architecture w/2 yrs
exp. Must have 1 yr exp w/historical restoration, renovation & educat'l facilities dsgn proj. 40 hrs/wk.
Salary: $29K/yr. Application by resume to Colorado
Dept of Labor & Employment, Attn: Jim Shimada,
Tower 2, Suite 400, 1515 Arapahoe St., Denver, CO
80202-2117, refer to JO# CO 4585789.

Design
Architect
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OPPORTUNITIES NATIONWIDE
Gaines International is a specialized retained professional search firm exclusive to the design and
building industries. We have been established for
over 17 years and service a national client base. We
are currently in search of candidates for various
middle to upper level design and management positions. The markets serviced by our clients include
corporate/commercial, retail/entertainment, hospitality, institutional, government, and healthcare. All
materials kept in complete confidentiality. All fees
paid for by client firm. Please mail/fax/email
resumes to: Gaines International, Attn: AR Research,
650 N. Dearborn, Ste. 450. Fax 312/654-2903, Email: ssg@gainesintl.com; http://www.gainesintl.com.

Marshall @ G. Marshall Assoc., P.O. Box 66083,
Chicago, IL 60666 or fax 773-736-1802. Nationally
known recruiters for over twenty-five years.
PROJECT ARCHITECT
Positions with PA, OH, IN, VVJ., IL and other clients
nationwide for qualified professionals with project
and client coordination, design and/or CADD
assisted DD and CD experience. All positions permanent status with paid relocation, fees, etc.
Confidential resumes to Adam Marshall @ G.
Marshall Assoc.-P.O. Box 66083-Chicago, IL 60666
or fax 773-736-1802. Nationally known recruiters of
architects for over twenty-five years.

FACULTY POSITIONS VACANT
DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Seeks applicants for three tenure-track faculty
appointments at assistant or associate professor
rank beginning September 1999, and two distinguished one-term visiting positions during the
1999-2000 academic year. In architecture: One faculty position to teach courses in digital media and
processes and architectural design. In interior architecture: Two faculty positions: One position to
teach media/development and interior design studios, and one position to teach history and theory of
interior architecture/furniture and interior design
studios. Distinguished Visiting Professor positions:
The Pietro Belluschi Professor in Architecture Design
and the Frederick Charles Baker Professor in Lighting
and Architectural Design. Applicants must hold
appropriate advanced degrees with teaching, research,
and practice and/ or practice experience. Full position
descriptions and related information are available
from Nancy McNaught at (541) 346-3656.
Information on the School of Architecture and Allied
Arts, its departments and programs is available on
our Web site athttp://www.architecture.uoregon.edu.
To apply, forward a curriculum vitae, statement of
interest, names of three references and no more
than 10 pages of representative research/creative
practice to the Faculty Search Committee,
Department of Architecture, 1206 University of
Oregon, Eugene OR 97403-1206. None of the above
materials will be returned. To assure full consideration, applications must be received by December 1,
1998. Positions will remain open until qualified
candidates are identified. The University of Oregon
is an AA/EO/ADA institution committed to cultural
diversity.
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
DEPARTMENT HEAD OF ARCHITECTURE
The College of Architecture and Landscape
Architecture (CALA) at the University of Minnesota
is seeking an individual to fill the position of Head,
Department of Architecture. The individual selected
will hold, in addition to a 9-month tenured 100%
time faculty appointment, an administrative
appointment as department head. Women and people of color are strongly encouraged to apply. Please
contact John Koepke, Associate Professor and Chair
Architecture Head Search Committee, CALA, 89
Church Street SE, Minneapolis, MN 55455, 612-6240504 for a complete position description and
application procedures. Initial screening of application materials will begin on October 15, 1998, but
the search will remain open until the position is
filled. The University of Minnesota is committed to
the policy that all persons shall have equal access to
its programs, facilities and employment without
regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin,
sex, age, marital status, disability, public assistance
status, veteran status or sexual orientation.
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1, £.at t/011r Vegetafo/es,
2, Stand Up Straight,
3, It Pars To Share,

Your mom was always right.
Especially about #3.
So make your mom proud and share your project information with F.W. Dodge.

Grow your business by connecting with new suppliers, new products,
the latest technologies, and maybe even some new clients.
Broaden your supplier network and be more competitive with the
most cost effective materials and services.
Find out how easy it is to share. Call F.W. Dodge at 1-800-325-2030.

F.W.DODGE
McGraw ·Hill Construction Information Grou p

The Most Comprehensive,
Most Accurate, Most Used Source
of Construction Information.

A Division o(The M cGraw-HiU Companies
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THE FUTURE

Why are we

flushing toilets with water
good enough to drink?
BY

KIRAL.

GOULD

Each year, California sucks 4 mil-

blackwater go down the same drain,

terns is that they are prohibited by

Graywater is used for a drip irriga-

lion acre-feet more water from the

causing an average family to waste

most state plumbing codes because

tion system at the Post Ranch Inn

Colorado River than it has rights

some 41,000 gallons of recyclable

of health concerns about irrigating

(above). Mangrove's home graywater

to. In Texas, development and an

water a year. To combat such waste,

with nonpotable water. Last year

system is diagrammed below.

archaic "right of capture" water pol-

several thousand home-owners

California expanded the graywater

icy have strained the Edwards Aqui-

across the country have employed

codes to include some commercial,

fer, the booming San Antonio area's

graywater systems, saving money

industrial, and multifamily uses. But

sole water source. And southern

while reducing the drain on local

designers and environmentalists

Florida's 1940s man-made flood-

water supplies.

control system destroyed the area's

But the vast majority of houses

forming the drip irrigation system."
Callahan has installed such
systems before and is preparing to

are disappointed with the new law.

build a blackwater restoration pond

"There are a few provisions of the

at his resort in Fiji. "Every system

natural hydrological system. Miami

and commercial facilities-espe-

law that pull the rug out from under

I've completed has paid off within a

architect Dan Williams, an expert

cially hotels, with their hundreds of

the economic viability [of conversion

year," he says. "In Big Sur, we need

on hydrology and land use, esti-

toilets and showers and dozens of

to graywaterJ;' Ludwig says. "In

to be able to do laundry and reuse

mates that in the last 50 years ill-

laundry machines- are still wasting

addition to requiring a redundant

that water; the payback-for not

conceived development has dimin-

water. They could save money on

conventional disposal system, the

using more water and not traveling

ished the world's supply of drinkable

water bills by installing graywater

law requires that there be twice as

to town to do laundry-is immediate. If business owners looked at all

water by more than a third.
BYPASS VALVE BOX

The threat of water overuse

aspects of water use, they would
understand the financial viability

and shortages are only beginning to
hit the American consciousness. A

TO SEWER/SEPTIC

~

BLACKWATER DRAIN LINE

Setting up separate plumbing

few communities do have water

systems in new construction proj-

restrictions and "water police" to

ects now to handle graywater in the

enforce them, and for years companies have been marketing waterconservation technologies, such
as graywater recycling devices, to
homeowners.
"In Florida, we are not going to

quickly."

GRAYWATER DRAIN LINE
TO STORAGE TANK

! ..........~

--····-;;·

CLEAN OUT

future may be the most progressive
move possible. "My advice is to

HOUSE
POTABLE WATER BACKUP
AIR BREAK ASSEMBLY

make sure that the infrastructure
is in place, because retrofits will be
very expensive;· DelleCave says. For
architects, this means collaborating

run out of water, but we are furiously working on aquifer storage

systems, savings that will only in-

much area to be irrigated as the

with builders and engineers to make

recovery, we have desalination

crease as water costs escalate.

amount of graywater you anticipate

these options available to clients;

plants working overtime, and the

Where a homeowner may save hun-

reusing. So for proper irrigation, you

especially in areas where water is

cost of water is going to keep rising,"

dreds of dollars a year, commercial

also need a redundant freshwater

scarce, this is clearly a value-added

says Steven DelleCave, president of

concerns could save tens of thou-

irrigation system. Building two sys-

service. Like many aspects of sus-

Mangrove Companies, a Naplesbased maker of home graywater

sands. According to Art Ludwig,

tems is probably not a bad idea, but

author of Builder's Greywater Guide

three is ridiculous.''

tainable design and construction,
t win piping systems might seem like
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systems. (Graywater is wastewater

and Create an Oasis with Greywater

a hassle. But tackling this growing

z
z

from baths and showers, clothes

(Oasis Design, 1997), "Payback on

that have tried graywater systems

environmental challenge now is

I

washers, and sinks; blackwater is

even the most elaborate, expen-

have found success. Larry Callahan,

helping some architects feel more

Nevertheless, some businesses

u

z

<(

"'>-

wastewater from toilets and dish-

sive system would come relatively

general ma nager of the Post Ranch

socially and environmentally respon-

washers.) Plumbing systems can be

quickly for a hotel that runs a large

Inn in Big Sur, California, installed a

sible- and could turn out to be a

a.

modified to isolate blackwater and

laundry operation and needs irriga-

graywater system four years ago.

financial boon. •

@

make graywater available for reuse

tion for its landscaping."

"We use sand to filter the water and

in toilet flushing or irrigation.
In most houses, graywater and

Part of the reason businesses
are not adapting to graywater sys-

put it in a fenced field. Recycled tire
tubing lies 14 inches underground,
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Kira L. Gould is a free lance writer living
in New York.
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